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The catalogue of the glass collection of the Royal Castle in Warsaw is the second in succession 
(following the volume of Painting Until 1900) comprehensive account of a set of art works from 
the Castle holdings. It comprises both objects that are the property of the Castle and a set of 
glassware belonging to the Foundation of the Ciechanowiecki Family Collection at the Royal 
Castle.

The collection of glass is not connected historically with the Castle. It originated after its 
reconstruction, chiefly thanks to the generosity of donators. 

On account of a relatively small size of the collection under consideration, its catalogue, 
unlike that of painting, does not follow a time-period division. The collection houses a group 
of glassware connected with two Polish rulers, August II and August III, as well as single objects: 
a goblet with a monogram of Stanis³aw August Poniatowski and a glass commemorating the 
Third of May Constitution passed in the Castle. The most recent objects were made after 1945. 
They, too, are of historic value as they were commissioned by the Government of the Repub-
lic of Poland in Exile.

The Castle collection houses objects of exquisite quality, especially within the small set of 
works from 18th-century Polish glasshouses. They can be regarded as part of the group of the 
chef d’oeuvres of Polish museum collections. Because of the fragility of the material and the 
purpose the objects were made for, their presentation within the Castle premises is impossible, 
unlike that of ceramic ware decorating chests of drawers and tables. A small selection of glass 
items (mainly Polish, but also Silesian, Bohemian, and German) is exhibited only in the Castle 
Gallery of Decorative Arts.

Andrzej Rottermund
Director, Royal Castle in Warsaw
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The glass collection of the Royal Castle in Warsaw is connected with the venue’s most recent 
history, as it was set up after the rebuilding of the Castle, mainly thanks to donors. Close to 
one half of the collection comes from the set of glass objects owned by Tadeusz Wierzejski; 
this glass became the property of the Castle on the strength of his bequest of 1974. One-fourth 
of the collection is made up of donations, mainly from the years 1971-1980. Special mention 
should be made of representative tableware of the Polish Government from the inter-war 
period; the set, composed of seventy different glass objects, was donated to the Castle collec-
tion by the liquidation commission of the Polish Government in Exile in 1992.

Unlike the collection of paintings, sculptures or furniture, most of which formed an integral 
part of the Stanis³aw August collection or were used in the Castle during his reign, the glass 
collection is not historically connected with the current place of storage. This makes it virtu-
ally impossible to trace back the provenance of the majority of these fragile items. Only some 
glass objects, from the best Polish glasshouses of the 18th c., displayed at domestic exhibitions 
held in the latter half of the 19th c. and in the early 20th c., have a more or less documented 
history. The starting point for tracing back this history were the heraldic emblems and some-
times also initials on the glass, pointing to the person for whom (or by whom) there were 
commissioned. By retracing the family connections of successive generations and confronting 
them with their owners’ records in exhibition catalogues we arrived at a picture of their me-
andering past.

The glass collection of the Royal Castle in Warsaw includes objects made between the late 
17th c. and the mid-20th c. (except one from 3rd century A.C.). This is for the most part 
18th-century glass, which does not reflect the history of glass making (e.g. there are no objects 
representing the famous Venetian glass), and thus is not a review of forms and techniques used 
through the centuries. As a result, the layout of the catalogue reflects the division into the 
countries of origin of the glass objects. A third of the Castle collection is composed of Polish 
glass, discussed in Chapter 1. On the basis of shared characteristic features and archival 
sources, objects are grouped in accordance with the main Polish glasshouses from Bielany, 
Lubaczów, and Naliboki-Urzecze. Chapter 2 discusses Silesian glass: 18th-century goblets, bowls, 
and glasses, as well as a few examples of outstanding quality items from the renowned work-
shop of Johann Sigismund Menzel in Cieplice. The following chapter presents objects repre-
senting different technologies and decorations manufactured in Bohemian glasshouses. Special 
attention is paid to engraved beakers and glasses (end of 17th-18th c.), so-called Zwichengoldg-
lass, and objects from the 1st half of the 19th c. – multi-layer glassware or coated with a layer 
of colour azurite or metal oxide paints, typical of the period. A few examples of German glass 
are detailed in a separate part of the catalogue. This is Saxon and Hessian glass of exquisite 
craftsmanship related to the persons of the two representatives of the Wettin dynasty on the 
Polish throne: August II the Strong, and his son, August III.

The following chapter is devoted to Russian glass, followed by one object of English prov-
enance. A group of Masonic glass was also singled out because of its unique iconography; the 
question of provenance was left out here. A sizeable section is devoted to glass of unidentified 
places of origin from Central Europe.

A separate section is dedicated to glass imitating or emulating 18th-century originals: his-
toricising, predominantly Polish, imitating Silesian and Bohemian glassware, of perfect quality 
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of mass and engraved decoration, and imitations of German glass, connected first of all with 
August II and August III (featuring coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and Saxony).

The last section is dedicated to mirrors.

The origins of the glass-making craft date back to the 5th and 4th millennia B.C. It was known 
the earliest in Mesopotamia and in Egypt, as confirmed by archaeological findings. Throughout 
the millennia the technique of glass making improved and spread over the territories of Greece 
and the Roman Empire.

In modern times Venice was the most active European glass making centre; glass manu-
facturers began to settle down there as early as the 10th c. In 1292 all the glasshouses were 
moved to the island of Murano. Venetian glass masters did not limit their production to func-
tional glass. Apart from numerous vessels of diverse shapes, as of the 15th c. the Murano 
glasshouses also manufactured luxury glass, of sophisticated light forms and especially exquisite 
decoration. These were genuine art works, often housed on a par with other valuable objects 
in collectors’ “treasuries”.

Thus Venetians raised the significance of glass to a decorative object whose functionality 
was of secondary importance. This was possible thanks to cristallo, at that period a very clean 
sodium glass used for forming thin-walled vessels of refined decorations, with unique glasses 
of winged stems.

Venetian glass, exported since the 13th c., gained ever wider markets. Apart from Venice, 
north of the Alps, glass objects were manufactured both in towns and in glasshouses located 
in forests; their rather simple products of a greenish hue were markedly inferior to the Murano 
glass. 

In the 16th c. – the heyday of the development of Venetian glass making – in spite of severe 
restrictions and the confidential character of the recipes for cristallo, millefiori and other kinds 
of glass, glass masters from Murano migrated outside Venice, first to other Italian towns and 
then to Austria, the Netherlands, France, England, and Spain. The glasshouses they established 
specialised in the production of à la façon de Venise glass, patterned after Venetian originals. 
The technological level of the glass was so high that today it is virtually impossible to distinguish 
between the objects made in Venice and those in other locations, in particular in the Nether-
lands, where the most exquisite glass was manufactured. The economic and political situation 
in Venice in the 17th c. and the experiments in the areas of glass making in the north of Europe 
slowly eclipsed the significance of Venice as a glass making centre. This was in large measure 
caused by the invention of crystal potassium-calcium glass in Bohemia and lead glass in Eng-
land. 

Bohemian crystal was far more transparent and had a higher light refraction coefficient. 
These characteristics were made even more prominent by the predominantly cut and engraved  
decoration, as the tonal values of light and shade were in line with Baroque aesthetics. In the 
18th c. the best crystal glass was made in Saxon, Bohemian, and Silesian glasshouses, to be 
followed by English glass works in the middle of that century. The above were matched by 
the production of two Polish glasshouses from Lubaczów and Naliboki-Urzecze.

The shapes changed along with feast customs, which is reflected perfectly well in the Cas-
tle collection. Beakers and tankards of simple conical and cylindrical shapes, 30-60 cm in height 
and up to 4 litres in capacity, in the course of the 18th c. gave way to large toast goblets. They 
were used for toasts by all the feasting party in succession. Toast goblets, often with covers, 
were characteristic especially of the Polish culture of the Saxon era. Many of those glass items, 
unique because of their size and decoration, were used on special occasions, but were first 
and foremost used as keepsakes and decoration of the butler’s pantry, testifying at the same 





time to the owner’s wealth. The change in the feasting patterns triggered the disappearance 
of the toast glass, but the drinking glass – a champagne flute of a slender bowl – was always 
there. Around the mid-18th c. a custom developed for each member of the feast to get his or 
her “personalized” set of glass – a little decanter or (wine or water) bottle and a small wineglass 
and a beaker. They were placed at each table setting and thus whole sets of tableware glass 
objects were commissioned. Still earlier, as of the 17th c., the glass made included also joke 
glasses of different shapes (of a woman’s figure, bear and other animals, pistol, trumpet, shoe, 
barrel, etc.), punctured walls and other such features that purposefully made it harder to drink 
the liquor inside. Joke glasses for the most part did not have a foot, which necessitated their 
fast emptying and contributed to their common name of “lame glass” (kulawka). It is in order 
also to mention traveling glass sets placed in a small chest – a box with fitting compartments. 
The boxes determined the shape of the bottles – more or less flattened quadratic prisms.

The variety of forms that changed with successive eras was matched by the extensive rep-
ertoire of decorations, ranging from enamel paints, cutting and engraving, through hot-
moulded elements, to filigrees, the colouring of glass in a batch or the imposition of colour 
coats, metal oxide paints, and gilding. The 19th c. was another heyday of the development of 
the glass industry. It was then that many new recipes for the glass batch were compiled and 
new decoration methods (e.g. pressed glass) devised. Totally innovative solutions were proposed 
at the turn of the 20th c., with numerous experiments conducted in particular in Bohemia and 
France. 

Glass of all shapes and sizes was most often decorated by cutting and engraving the surface. 
The engraving was placed on the walls of the bowl, on the foot, and a cover. Heraldic glass, 
including objects with initials, are the most extensive group of engraved objects in the collec-
tion of the Royal Castle in Warsaw. A separate group is made up of glass with engraved toast 
inscriptions made in Polish and Silesian glass works. A still separate position is held by Silesian 
glass of richly engraved ornamentation, combining purely decorative motifs characteristic of 
Rococo with miniature landscape and genre scenes. The collection likewise hosts a modest 
set of glassware with etched Masonic symbols. 

Cuttings were used first of all in the stems and bases of the bowls of goblets as well as the 
necks and shoulders of little decanters and bottles. Sometimes the cuttings was the only deco-
ration of the glass and then the entire surface if the bowl was covered by engravings. The glass 
from the Castle collection follows this pattern. 

The technique of the use of enamel painting is demonstrated by only a few Saxon beakers 
and their imitations. There are only three glass objects coloured in the batch: a purple bottle 
from the Naliboki glasshouse and a green set of a decanter and wine glass from the glass works 
in Lubaczów from the 18th c. Colourless glass, typical of the first half of the 19th c., coated with 
a layer of coloured glass or metal oxide paints, is represented by five red sweetmeats glass 
objects as well as one small vase and a painted tumbler, purple and white in hue.

The collection does not house Venetian glass of complex filigree techniques and millefiori, 
but in two glasses of the latter half of the 18th c., i.e. from the Polish glass works in Naliboki 
and an English atelier, the stems feature spiral white air filigree, while an epergne from the 
Józefina glasshouse in Szklarska Porêba from the latter half of the 19th c. was made of sweet-
meat glass with fused threads of blue and white filigree.
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I. POLISH GLASS

The first Polish 18th-century glasshouse producing technologically and artistically sophisticated 
glassware was the glass works in Bielany near Warsaw, founded by August II the Strong. The 
atelier was active in the period ca. 1710 – prior to 1725. The employees, mainly from Saxony, 
took part in the launching of this and other glass works established by magnates. Konstanty 
Franciszek Fremel, “in charge” of the Bielany glasshouse, was subsequently employed by Adam 
Miko³aj Sieniawski in the Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, active from 1717. The Sax-
ons likewise had significant impact on the first glass produced in the Naliboki glasshouse, 
founded by Anna Radziwi³³ née Sanguszko in 1722. Fifteen years later (1737) Anna Radziwi³³ 
set up another atelier in the nearby Urzecze; at the onset it produced exclusively looking 
glasses, and later on also tableware. Her brother Pawe³ Karol Sanguszko followed in her foot-
steps, founding in 1743 a glasshouse in Cudnów in Volhynia, markedly different by its cut 
decorations from the aforementioned glass industry centres. Archival documents, heraldic 
decoration and the analysis of the shape and proportion of glass, most notably glasses, allowed 
a classification and determination of the output of the glass works mentioned above.

Apart from those glasshouses there were a few dozen other ones, known by name and 
location; still, so far it has been impossible to isolate groups of works from them and ascribe 
them to particular ateliers. This is caused by an absence of sufficient documentation, scattered 
over a number of archives, and a decidedly lower technical and artistic level of those “uni-
dentified” glass objects, presenting no features on the basis of which they could be attributed 
to the best glasshouses. The glass is defined by a cover term “Polish”. 

The glass from the Naliboki-Urzecze glasshouses (7 objects) and Lubaczów (13 objects) 
occupies a special position here. Mention should be made of a beaker made most probably 
in the Bielany glasshouse, the sole item to date ascribed to this atelier. Objects of unidentified 
places of origin make up a half of the Castle collection of Polish glass; the other half includes 
a group of high-quality glass with identified provenance. Unidentified Polish glass in the Castle 
collection comes mainly from the second half of the 18th c. and the early 19th c.; the objects 
are ornamented predominantly by occasional inscriptions, most often toasts, illustrating the 
feast custom of the day. At the close of the century the inscriptions on glass referred at times 
to major contemporary historical events, e.g. commemorated the adoption of the 3rd of May 
Constitution.





ROYAL GLASSHOUSE in Bielany
The royal glasshouse in Bielany, established on the initiative of King August II after 1710 (most 
probably ca. 1713), managed by the glass-maker Konstanty Franciszek Fremel transferred here 
from Dresden, was in operation for a period of around 10 years. The presence of a team of 
glass masters from Saxony and the patronage of August II allow us to draw a conclusion that 
the glass made there was of high quality. The few extant archival documents related to this 
glasshouse mention a set of raw materials ordered in Gdañsk in 1720; this confirms the as-
sumption that the Bielany glasshouse manufactured also crystal glass1.

ZKW/267

 1 Beaker with occasional dedication
Poland, royal glasshouse in Bielany near Warsaw?, ca. 1722
colourless glass, engraved
H 15.6 cm, D 13.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/267

A beaker of a conical form. Decoration en-
graved on one side: an inscription in an oval 
field delineated by leafed twigs: Vivatt/ Es 
leben Alle 3/ freünde Warschau/ den 6 Augusty/ 
Anno 1722.

The mention of Warsaw indicates that it 
was here that the decoration was made; the 
object might be thus linked to the glasshouse 
in Bielany active at that time. 

The event alluded to by the date en-
graved on the beaker has not been ascer-
tained. As King August II is known to have 
been in Warsaw at that time, the inscription 
may be connected with a celebration held 
by the monarch. 

Royal glasshouse in Bielany

1 See: Chojnacka 1969, p. 275, footnote 12; Szelegejd 2002, p. 40, footnote 57; Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, p. 24.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions, 
scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Pod jedn¹ koron¹ 1997, item XI 61.





CRYSTAL GLASSHOUSE in Lubaczów County1

The Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County was, next to the glass works in Naliboki established 
a few years later, the best factory of crystal glass in Poland. Set up on August 12, 1717, 
it launched production the following year, on August 21, 1718. It was founded by Adam 
Miko³aj Sieniawski (ca. 1666-1726), Governor of Be³z (1692), royal field hetman (1702), 
royal grand hetman (1706), Castellan of Kraków (1710) and Starost of Lviv, Rohatyñ, Lubacz-
ów, Stryj, and Piaseczno. The heyday of the glasshouse’s output was in the years 1718-1729, 
when the founder himself supervised the production, which upon his death was monitored 
by his wife, El¿bieta née Lubomirska (d. 1729). The staff came from two active glass making 
centres: Silesian and Bohemian on the one hand and Saxon on the other, as Sieniawski in-
tended to run a top-of-the-line atelier manufacturing luxury glass. The glasshouse was in the 
years 1717-1722 managed by an experienced glass making master Konstanty Franciszek 
Fremel, who had worked before for August II in Dresden glasshouses and then in the royal 
atelier in Bielany near Warsaw.

After El¿bieta Sieniawska’s death the owners of the glasshouse changed; the last one was 
Jerzy August Mniszech, Starost of Lubaczów. Upon his death in 1778 the glasshouse was taken 
over by the Austrian government and was operational until the late 18th c.

The provenance of the staff had its impact on the shapes and partly also on the decoration 
of the glass made in the Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów. Typical for the atelier are toast gob-
lets with conical bowls, often bulbous in the base, set on a baluster stem with a knop, which 
were characteristic elements of Bohemian glass from the early 18th c. The different types of 
table glass with a wealth of forms and decorations, include also flute glasses of a tall conical 
bowl (some of which are in excess of 50 cm), bottles, flasks, decanters, beakers, and small 
glasses. The glasshouse likewise manufactured candelabra and, since 1721, glass panes. 

Glass from Lubaczów was remarkable because of its widely used cutting, emphasising the 
transparency and luminosity of glass batch: faceted, lens-like, carp’s tile, at times covering the 
entire surface of the objects. At times cut patterns were the only decoration of the bowl of the 
glass. The engraved motifs were predominantly heraldic with a graphic drawing. The cartou-
che with the spouses’ coat(s) of arms were most often positioned against the background of 
panoplies, supplemented at the bottom section with a band of drums, crossed clubs, barrels, 
and piles of cannon balls. It can be said on the basis of the few extant objects with empty 
cartouches that the coat of arms could have been added on the commissioner’s demand. 

Another kind of engraved decoration was à la Berain grotesque, examples of which were 
taken e.g. from German stencils. The exquisite sets of ornaments were supplemented with al-
legories, representations of birds and animals. Religious themes were rare (an image of 
St. Thomas on a glass from the MNK). Floral and ornamental motifs not only supplement the 
framing of the coats of arms but also create borders at the rims of bowls or, in the case of flute 
glasses, in the lower section of the bowl, as well as function on their own as independent 
engraved decorations of the glass’s bowl (e.g. flutes with a grapevine motif). The only engraved 
decoration of feet and covers of wine glasses was often crossed palm and laurel twigs or leafed 
or floral bands. The feet of flutes were moreover often covered on the underside with cut 
concentrically placed lenses.

The collection of glass from the Crystal Glasshouse housed in the Royal Castle in Warsaw 
offers a fairly representative review of the output of the glass works, starting from two toast 
goblets and flutes, to a bottle, flasks from the traveling glass set and table glassware suites 
(decanters). All the glassware is adorned with engraved heraldic motifs relating to the persons 
it was made for, and the provenance of the majority of the objects are known due to their 
being displayed at exhibitions or recorded in family archives.

1 See: Szelegejd 2002; Szelegejd 2003; Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005 (where earlier literature).

Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County





Condition report: very good condition; stopper missing.

Provenance: It was a part of the collection of the 
Zamojski Ordinance, where it made its way because of 
family relationships. Zofia née Sieniawska, upon the death 
of her husband Stanis³aw Denhoff, married August 
Aleksander Czartoryski. A child born to the couple, Adam 
Kazimierz Czartoryski (1734-1823), married with El¿bieta 
née Fleming, had three children, the youngest of whom, 
Zofia, was the wife of the XII Ordinate, Stanis³aw Kostka 
Zamoyski. The object recorded in the Inventory of the 
Zamojski Ordinance from 1898, No. 1818: “Bulbous 
flattened flask with the Leliwa coat of arms in a barocco 
shield with 2 maces, on the other side a star; a glass 
stopper slightly too big”, with a reference to the 1822 
inventory No. 2: “belonged to Miko³aj Hieronim Sieniawski 
crown field hetman, comrade-in-arms of Jan III, 
participant of the Vienna campaign, who died in 
Lubowla”).
In the collection of the Zamojski Ordinance (displayed 
at the 1913 exhibition of Polish Ceramics and Glass as the 
property of ordinate Count Zamoyski, with a note 
“Belonged to Miko³aj Hieronim Sieniawski, Crown Field 
Hetman.”) until 1939, after World War II in the collection 
of January Goœcimski; 1983 purchased for the ZKW 
collection.

Literature: Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913, table XIII, item 130; 
Ajewski 1997, ill. 293; Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005,
item 14.1.

Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County

 2 Bottle with the Leliwa coat of arms
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, prior to 1726
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 26 cm, base 15 x 11.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/620

Oval foot made up of a few rings; body in the form of a slightly flattened bowl, neck tall and 
cylindrical, with a ruff made of a glass thread under the rim. 

Engraved decoration on one side of the body: a cartouche with suspended floral garlands 
and crossed hetman’s maces features the Leliwa coat of arms in an oval field under a noble-
man’s coronet. On the other side a tarnished rosette. The entire surface of the bottle is adorned 
with cut evenly distributed lenses of differing sizes, arranged as rosettes, rows, and diamonds. 
The bottle originally with a stopper, which existed still in 1913 (exhibition).

The coat of arms of the founder of the Crystal Glasshouse in the Lubaczów County, Adam 
Miko³aj Sieniawski, since 1702 crown field hetman, and since 1706 crown great hetman, which 
office is signalled by the hetman’s maces placed among the panoplies. The final date for the 
making of the bottle is determined by Sieniawski’s death in 1726.

An analogous bottle is housed by the MNW, Inv. No. 212380, see: Sztuka zdobnicza 1964, 
item 344; Polskie szk³o 1987, ill. 59; Chrzanowska 1987, p. 14; Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, 
item 14.2.

ZKW/620





Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County

 3 Toast goblet with the Waga and Korczak coats of arms
(cover added later)
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, 1721-1730
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 32.5 cm, D foot 14.3 cm; D rim 13 cm; cover: H 15.5 cm, D 13.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW 178/a, b

Round foot, baluster faceted stem, knop in the form of a flattened bowl, cut in rows of lenses. 
Conical bowl, bulbous in the lower part, which is cut into rows of lenses. 

Engraved decoration of the bowl on one side: against the background of panoplies in 
decorative cartouches, under nobleman’s coronets there are the Waga and Korczak coats of 
arms in oval fields. Underneath a row of drums and cut piles of cannon balls. On the foot 
engraved crossed twigs tied with a ribbon: a double palm one and a laurel one.

The Waga coat of arms was of Antoni Pociej, while the Korczak one was of his wife 
Rozalia née Zahorowska.

The goblet was most probably made to commemorate the 1721 wedding of Antoni Pociej 
(d. 1749), quartermaster of the Lithuanian army (1715), guard of the Lithuanian army (1729-
1748), Starost of Wo³kowyja, Radomyœl, ¯y¿mory, with Rozalia Zahorowska.

There were familial and political connections between the Sieniawski and the Pociej 
families. Rozalia Zahorowska was a step-sister of Emercjanna, daughter of Stanis³aw 
Warszycki, to whom also El¿bieta Sieniawska was related. Emercjanna was the first wife of 
hetman Ludwik Pociej, who led to this marriage.

The marriage of Antoni and Rozalia Pociej resulted in the birth of daughter Ludwika 
Honorata, since 1740 wife of Stanis³aw Lubomirski (1704-1793), son of Jerzy Aleksander, first 
cousin of El¿bieta Sieniawska. Children born to them are as follows: Ludwika, Ksawery, Józef, 
Aleksander, and Micha³. Józef Lubomirski (1751-1817) and Ludwika née Sosnowska’s son was 
Henryk Lubomirski (1777-1850). His daughter Izabela married in 1829 W³adys³aw Prince San-
guszko (1803-1870), that is why the second goblet and beaker with the same coats of arms 
described below were in the collection of the Prince and Princess Sanguszko in Gumniska, 
and after 1945 in the collection of the Muzeum Tarnów, now a deposit of Prince Pawe³ San-
guszko and Princess Claude Sanguszko. 

Both the form and the cut and engraved decoration are characteristic of the objects made 
in Lubaczów.

An analogous heraldic decoration on the beaker and a goblet engraved in fish’s tiles is 
housed in the collection of the Muzeum Tarnów (see: Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, item 
24.2 and 24.3). The form of the glass and the position of the cut and engraved decoration 
similar to that of the glasses with the Leliwa coat of arms of Adam Sieniawski from 1722 from 
the collection of the MNW and the Muzeum £añcut (see: Staropolski toast 1970, item 57).

The cover is no match for the glass, which was confirmed during analysis of the glass objects 
carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger as far as the content of elements is concerned; 
the examination also excluded its being made in the Lubaczów glasshouse.

Condition report: bad condition; cloudy appearance, 
incipient crizzling, small losses. 

Provenance: The goblet from the collection of the 
Ordinance of Count Krasiñski (mentioned in the Inventory 
of the Krasiñski Ordinance in Skarbiec – No. 846), where 
it came possibly as a gift from Jerzy Henryk Lubomirski 
(1817-1872), son of Henryk Lubomirski, for his friend 

Zygmunt Krasiñski (1812-1859). In the collection of the 
Ordinance until 1939; 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW 
collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913, table XVI, ill. 30; 
Chojnacka, Birkenmajer 1975, p. 8, item 4; Decorum ¿ycia 
Sarmatów 1980, item 217, ill. 82; Szk³a z Huty 
Kryszta³owej 2005, item 24.1 (see item 24.2 and 24.3).
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 4 Covered toast goblet with the Denhoff and Leliwa coats of arms
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, 1724-1728
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
total H 48 cm, H glass 34.1 cm, D foot 14.4 cm, D rim 14.5 cm; cover: H 15.3 cm, D 14.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW 1480/a, b

Round foot, baluster octagonally faceted stem, separated from the bowl by a knop cut with 
two rows of lenses set between mereses. Conical bowl, bulbous in the lower part, which is cut 
into multilateral lenses. Round cover, domed, with a finial in the form of an octagonal faceted 
cone set on a flattened ball.

Decoration on the bowl engraved on one side: on the background of panoplies there are 
two cartouches under nobleman’s coronets with crests, with the Denhoff and Leliwa coats of 
arms. At the edge of the bowl’s rim an engraved floral band; on the foot and cover engraved 
two twigs – a palm and a laurel one – tied with a ribbon. 

The Denhoff coat of arms was of hetman Stanis³aw Denhoff, while the Leliwa coat of arms 
belonged to his wife Zofia née Sieniawska.

The goblet made to commemorate the 1724 wedding of Zofia Sieniawska, daughter of 
Adam Miko³aj Sieniawski, and Stanis³aw Denhoff, Lithuanian master of the royal hunt (1697), 
crown sword bearer (1704), Lithuanian field hetman (1709), Governor of Po³ock (1722), Star-
ost of Nowy Korczyn, Kaluga, Koœcierzyna, Lubocheñ, Mozyr, Latowice, Lucyñ, and Zydekañ. 
Stanis³aw Denhoff died in 1728, which determined the upper limit of the period during which 
the glass was made.

Both the shape of the goblet and the lens cutting in the lower part of the bowl, on the stem 
and the knop and on the finial of the cover, are most typical of objects manufactured in the 
Lubaczów glasshouse in the 1720s.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions, 
scratches, deposits, losses on the top of the cover and the 
edge of the foot, chipped off parts of the facets. 
A missing part of the foot visible still in a photograph 
in the Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913.

Provenance: The glass in the old collection of the 
Zamojski Ordinance (displayed at the 1913 exhibition 
as the property of ordinate Count Zamoyski), after World 
War II in the collection of January Goœcimski.
It became a part of the collection of the Zamojski 
Ordinance due to family relationships. Zofia née 
Sieniawska, upon the death of her husband Stanis³aw 
Denhoff, married August Aleksander Czartoryski. Adam 
Kazimierz Czartoryski (1734-1823) born to the couple was 
married to El¿bieta née Fleming and had three children, 
the youngest of whom, Zofia, was the wife of the XII 

Ordinate, Stanis³aw Kostka Zamoyski. It is order to add 
that the Blue Palace in Warsaw, the property of Zofia and 
August Aleksander Czartoryski, was in 1761 first offered 
to the newly-weds Adam and Izabela Czartoryski, who in 
1811 sold to it daughter Zofia and her husband Stanis³aw 
Kostka Zamoyski. Archival sources moreover confirm that 
the Zamoyski collection housed numerous objects, glass 
included, which had been before in the possession of 
August Aleksander Czartoryski, and thus connected to his 
wife – Zofia née Sieniawska (see: Ajewski 1995, No. 4, 
pp. 449-483); 1984 purchased for the ZKW collection.

Literature: Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913, item 146, table XVI; 
Polskie szk³o 1987, ill. 53, 54; Pod jedn¹ koron¹ 1997, item 
XIV 25; Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 1; Szk³a 
z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, item 25. 
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Condition report: bad condition; broken off foot, 
preserved in fragments; scratches inside.

Provenance: 1988 gift of Anna Korewa for the ZKW.

Literature: Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, item 82.

 5 Flute glass with the Mniszech coat of arms
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, turn of the 1720s to the 1730s
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 31 cm, D foot (presumed) 7 cm; D rim 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2288

Foot (now destroyed) round, slightly domed, cut from the bottom into concentrically positioned 
oval lenses and ornamented with engraved crossed twigs. Baluster stem with an air tear, cut 
into facets, separated from the bowl by a merese. Slender conical bowl, cut in a herring-bone 
pattern with lenses and rosettes, divided into two parts; within a separated round medallion 

with engraved decoration: the cartouche 
with suspended floral garlands under a no-
bleman’s coronet with the crest features the 
Mniszech coat of arms in a round medallion. 
On the foot on the axis of the cartouche two 
engraved palm twigs.

The Mniszech coat of arms can be most 
probably attributed to Józef Wandalin 
Mniszech (1670-1747), court marshal of 
Lithuania (1706), great crown marshal 
(1713).

The Sieniawski family and Józef Wanda-
lin Mniszech were long-time friends because 
of political considerations and the marriage 
of Józef ’s daughter Teresa with Józef 
Lubomirski, El¿bieta’s brother, which took 
place after 1715. Incidentally, El¿bieta Sienia-
wska corresponded extensively with Józef 
Wandalin, and at the time of her last illness, 
before her death, she was temporarily taken 
care of by Teresa. 

The cartouche form typical of objects 
made in Lubaczów, used since the mid 
1720s. 

Analogously composed decorations: 
a heraldic engraved one and a cut spiral one 
(even though the cutting features strips and 
pearls), can be seen on a flute with the Pilawa 
coat of arms, displayed at exhibitions in 1883 
and 1913 (see: Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 
2005, item 81). A certain similarity can be 
observed also on the cutting of a glass with 
the Denhoff coat of arms from the collection 
of the Muzeum Tarnów (Inv. No. MT-Dep./
3547).
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 6 Flute glass with the Mniszech and Topór coats of arms
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, turn of the 1720s to the 1730s
colourless glass, wheel-cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 32 cm, D foot 9.8 cm; D rim 7.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2289

Round slightly domed foot, baluster stem, 
conical slender bowl. 

Engraved decoration of the bowl on one 
side: against the background of panoplies 
under nobleman’s coronets there are the 
Mniszech and Topór coats of arms in oval 
fields. Underneath there are drums, barrels, 
and piles of cannon balls. Under the mid-
height of the bowl engraved arcades filled 
with flowers; under the edge of the rim 
a matte strip with big lenses and a row of 
semicircles. Foot engraved with garland of 
tendrils with leaves and flowers.

The glass made for the married couple: 
Józef Wandalin Mniszech of the Mniszech 
coat of arms and his second wife Kon-
stancja Tar³ówna of the Topór coat of arms; 
their wedding took place prior to 1712 (see 
item 5).

ZKW/2289

Condition report: bad condition; a vertical crack of the 
bowl ca. 7 cm in length, abrasions inside.

Provenance: 1988 gift of Anna Korewa for ZKW.

Literature: Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, item 92.





 7  Flute glass with the Szreniawa coat of arms
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, the turn of the 1720s to the 1730s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 23.5 cm, D rim 8.3 cm (H bowl 17.5 cm)
Inv. No. ZKW/935

Foot originally round (now missing); baluster stem cut into facets, separated from the bowl by 
a merese, conical tall bowl.

Engraved decoration of the bowl on one side. The Szreniawa coat of arms on the paluda-
mentum with hetman’s maces, in a cartouche propped by two putti (one holding a royal crown, 
the other with the inscription VIVAT), in an oval field under a ducal mitre. A floral border 
under the rim edge.

The coat of arms of the Lubomirski dynasty, to which El¿bieta Sieniawska, daughter of 
Stanis³aw Herakliusz, belonged. Precise dating and indication of the person for whom the glass 
was made is difficult. Two maces as symbols of the office of the hetman, cannot be connected 
with the aforementioned Stanis³aw Herakliusz, field hetman, then great hetman (until 1702), 
nor with Hieronim Augustyn, great crown hetman (1702-1706). In the period 1728-1735 the 
offices of the great crown hetman, field crown and Lithuanian hetman were vacant, and in the 
years 1730-1735 the same applied to the position of the great hetman of Lithuania. The dating 
of the glass as the 2nd half of the 1720s could be suggested by the engraved decoration; still, 
the Order of the White Eagle is missing, even though it was granted in 1730 to the princes of 

the Lubomirski family: the son of Hieronim 
Augustyn – Jerzy Ignacy and the son of Ale-
ksander Micha³ – Jerzy Pawe³ Aleksander (ca. 
1669-1735) and Teodor (1683-1745), son of 
Stanis³aw Herakliusz. The glass may have 
been made for one of the above mentioned  
members of the Lubomirski family. However, 
the royal insignia – the crown and the inscrip-
tion VIVAT are related most probably to Teo-
dor, hoping to become Polish king after the 
death of August II in 1733, and thus push 
down the date of the manufacture of the 
glass. The glass should also be connected 
with Teodor even though the hetman’s 
maces indicate Jerzy Ignacy Lubomirski, in 
the years 1726-1732 the crown field scriven-
er. During a vacancy of the office of the 
hetman the military authority, and thus in fact 
the power of the hetman, was taken over by 
the colonel, one or a few of them. The het-
man was moreover substituted by the 
scrivener. It is in order to point out that Jerzy 
Pawe³ Aleksander was in 1735 a candidate 
for the position of the crown field hetman.

Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County

Condition report: bad condition; foot and fragment of the 
lower part of the stem missing. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection by 
Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, item 71.
ZKW/935
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 8-11 Pair of flasks and a pair of decanters from traveling glass set 
with the Starykoñ coat of arms 
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, the 1730s-1740s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, the decanters additionally partly polished
flasks: H 16.7 cm, base 12 x 7.2 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/256, FC-ZKW/257, deposit in ZKW 
(ZKW-dep. FC/401, ZKW-dep. FC/402)
decanters: H 15.5 cm, D base 4.7 cm, D rim 2.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/351/1 a, b; ZKW/351/2 a, b

Flasks: the body in the form of a flattened cuboidal with rounded shoulders. A short neck with 
a flat collar (ruff) at the rim.

Decanters: round shoulder separated by a plinth from the ovoid body, long neck with 
a collar; the entire surface faceted. The stopper in the form of a flattened bowl cut into two 
rows of ovals (olives); the base in the form of a funnel; topped with a cut knop.

Identical engraved decoration on one side of the flasks and decanters. The Starykoñ coat 
of arms on a decorative console in a Rococo cartouche held by a lion, under a nobleman’s 
coronet with a crest.

FC-ZKW/256





The Starykoñ coat of arms is most likely connected with the Wielopolski family; an analo-
gous or the same flask along with other glass decorated with this coat of arms was displayed 
in Warsaw in 1913 as owned by Maria Potulicka, the proprietor of an estate in Obory n. War-
saw. The diary of that exhibition mentioned 13 glass objects featuring the Starykoñ coat of 
arms, including flasks, decanters, glasses, beakers and rummers. Their attribution is diverse: 
the glass was said to have been made in the glass works in Naliboki, Bohemia, and in one case 
in France. 

These glass objects come from a suite of tableware, part of which is housed in the MNW 
collection (flask Inv. No. 158511 MNW; flask Inv. No. 191107 MNW; beaker Inv. No. 158570 
MNW and a glass with the Starykoñ coat of arms Inv. No. 232188 MNW, dated already as the 
19th c.) and in the collection of the Muzeum Wilanów (flask Inv. No. Wil.5834 and 8 glasses Inv. 
No. Wil.5826-5833: 7 from the 19th  c. and 1 from the 18th c.; see Szelegejd 2007, pp. 68-71).

The suite of glass with the Starykoñ coat of arms was made either for Franciszek Wielopol-
ski (d. 1732) or for one of his sons: Karol, Hieronim or Jan. They were related to El¿bieta 
Sieniawska through Franciszek’s second wife (wedding 1711), Anna Lubomirska (d. 1779), her 
first cousin. 

Karol (d. 1772), IX Ordinate of Piñczów, was married to El¿bieta Mniszech (d. 1746) 1. voto 
Lubomirska, previously married to Józef, half-brother of El¿bieta Sieniawska. Jan (d. 1773), 
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Governor of Sandomierz 1750, married Marianna Jab³onowska (1708-1765), daughter of 
Aleksander Jan (d. 1733), grand royal standard bearer, and Teofila Sieniawska (1677-1754), 
daughter of El¿bieta Potocka and Adam Hieronim, Adam Miko³aj Sieniawski’s sister. Their 
half-brother Hieronim (d. 1779), major general and chief of a regiment of royal horse guards 
1745, lieutenant general 1752, royal butler 1750-1754, grand royal equerry 1754, senior gen-
eral of Kraków 1768-1774, Starost of ¯arnowiec and Przemyk, in 1741 married Urszula Potocka 
(1725-1806). Hieronim Wielopolski died leaving no children, but his wife Urszula née Potocka, 
after the death of her sister Teresa Eleonora Potocka (1722-1762), 1. voto Nakwaska, 2. voto 
Potulicka, brought up her son from her second marriage with Aleksander Hilary (1722-1777), 
Starost of Borzechów – Micha³ Bonawentura Ignacy Potulicki (1756-1805), and then his or-
phaned son born in a marriage with El¿bieta Wodzicka (1770-1806): Kasper Piotr Aleksander 
(1792-1853). El¿bieta Wielopolska bequeathed to Kasper and his brother Kazimierz (1793-1871) 
e.g. the property of Obory. Kazimierz settled in Galicia as the owner of Bobrek and tenement 
houses in Kraków; he had a son Kazimierz (1820-1850), a resident of Potulice, from his first 
marriage with Gabriela Miel¿yñska. His daughter from the marriage with Maria Zamoyska, 
Maria (1855-1927), married to Bogdan Ogiñski, scattered the Potocki family memorabilia 
gathered in Bobrek.

In turn Kasper, married to Teresa Miel¿yñska (1797-1867), settled in Obory. His children 
were co-owners of Obory: Stanis³aw (1822-1893), Maria (1825-1901), W³odzimierz (1826-1889), 
and Gabriela (1829-1892). Their brother Józef (1828-1870) settled down in the dowry estate 
of his wife Ofelia Skórzewska – Jeziory Wielkie n. Zaniemyœl. His son Mieczys³aw (1858-1910) 
was at the end of his life, upon Maria Potulicka’s death in 1901, the proprietor of Obory. In 
1921 the management of Obory was taken over by his son from the marriage with Krystyna 
Hutten-Czapska (1861-1931), Henryk Józef Adolf Gustaw (1888-1931), after whose death the 
last owner of Obory was the latter’s wife Maria Antonina née Stroynowska, evicted in 1945.

W³odzimierz displayed e.g. glass with the Starykoñ coat of arms at the Warsaw exhibition 
of antiquities in 1881, while his sister Maria is mentioned as the owner of this glassware exhib-
ited at the 1913 exhibition of ceramics and glass held by the TOnZP. The date of her death 
(1901) excludes her person, but other Marias Potulicka were either too young or married at 
that time and had nothing to do with the estate in Obory or with Warsaw. The mention of 
Maria as the owner of the objects is all the more puzzling since in the years 1910-1921 the 
management of Obory was most probably taken by the widow of Mieczys³aw Potulicki, Kry-
styna Hutten-Czapska.

Engraved decoration atypical of Lubaczów glass. The glass objects were attributed to the 
glass works of Naliboki-Urzecze and dated as the 3rd quarter of the 18th c. During the prepara-
tion of a monograph exhibition of glass from the glass works of Naliboki-Urzecze by Aleksandra 
Kasprzak from the MNW these attributions were conclusively disproved; during the analises 
of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger they were included in the group 
of Lubaczów glassware of the period 1730-1740.

Condition report: flasks – very good condition; decanters: 
Inv. No. ZKW/351/1 a, b very good condition; Inv. No. 
ZKW/351/2 a, b good overall condition 
– cracked neck, losses at the rim edge at the place of 
gluing, single crumbling of parts of the stopper and the 
engraving of the body; neck glued.

Provenance: flasks from the collection of Wielopolski 
family and Potulicki family in Obory; decanters: 1974 
bequeathed to the ZKW collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: flasks: Zbiory Fundacji im. Ciechanowieckich 
1989, item 267; Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 7; 
Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, items 120.1.2, 120.1.3. See 
Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913, item 261, table XV; Polskie szk³o 
1987, item 51. Decanters: Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, 
items 120.3.2, 120.3.3.





 12- Wine glass and decanter with the Mniszech coat of arms
 -13  from the glassware suite of Jerzy Wandalin Mniszech 

Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County, after 1742
green glass, cut, engraved, gilded (in the engraving)
wine glass: H 14 cm, D foot 6.5 cm; D rim 6 cm
decanter: H 13.5 cm, base: 5.5 x 4.9 cm 
Inv. No. ZKW/198, ZKW/197

The decanter of a quadrilateral body, with rounded shoulders and a long narrow neck, cut 
into shallow oval grooves. An English-type glass: on a round foot a flaring stem merging with 
the conical bowl, cut under the rim with a row of round lenses. 

Engraved and gilt decoration on one side, an analogous decoration on the bowl of the 
glass and the body of the decanter: against the background of panoplies, in a decorative car-
touche there is the Mniszech coat of arms in an oval field under a nobleman’s coronet. Un-
derneath a band of drums, crossed maces and sets of three balls.

Tradition has it that the glass came form a suite donated by the Radziwi³³ family on the 
occasion of Zofia Potocka née Mniszech’s wedding; the set was made in the Naliboki-Urzecze 
glassworks (Buczkowski 1958). Elements of the decoration, such as the band of panoplies and 
the cartouche, indicated the Lubaczów provenance. This was confirmed both by the analysis 
of glassware and archival sources, which moreover pointed out that the glass objects were 
commissioned for Józefa Amalia’s father, Jerzy August Mniszech. Zygmunt Dolczewski from 
the Museum of Applied Arts relating the glass to the person of Jerzy August (Vitrea Splendida 
2002, items 106-107), dates them after 1753. Dating after 1742 is justified by the appearance 
among the panoplies of maces, symbols of the office of a marshal held by Mniszech from 1742 
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(court marshal). Analogous suites of glass: decanters and a wine glass, can be found, apart 
from the MNP and MNK already mentioned, in the private collection of Ryszard Janiak; two 
decanters and a glass – in the collection of the Muzeum Wilanów (see catalogue I Aukcja szk³a 
i porcelany, Rempex, March 9, 2005, item 216 and Szelegejd 2007, p. 74-75); a decanter can 
be also found in the collection of the Muzeum Karkonoskie. All the items come from one 
service and were mostlikely a part of a small set of box glassware.

Condition report: wine glass –  abrasions, scratches, 
decanter – abrasions, scratches, chipped off parts of the 
rims, inside dust, grease and organic deposits, abrasions 
of gilding. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Buczkowski 1958, p. 106; Chojnacka, 
Birkenmajer 1975, p. 15, item 58; Decorum ¿ycia 
Sarmatów 1980; Polskie Szk³o 1987, table II; Pod jedn¹ 
koron¹ 1997, item XIV 35; Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part 
Szk³o, item 6; Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, items 
126.1.3, 126.2.3.

 14 Flute glass with the Sas coat of arms
Crystal Glasshouse in Lubaczów County?, the 1730s-1740s
colourless glass, engraved, (partly polished), silver
H 30.3 cm, D foot 7.3 cm; D rim 6.9 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/313

Uniform silver foot and short stem. Tall 
conical bowl above a knop in the form of 
a ball.

Engraved decoration of the bowl on one 
side. The decorative cartouche with sus-
pended garlands features the SAS coat of 
arms under a nobleman’s coronet; letters 
S B  P O on the sides. Most probably the 
initials and the coat of arms are linked with 
Stanis³aw Brzeœciañski, cup bearer of Ow-
ruck (1734-1753), or in the case of dating as 
the 1760s, the initials and the coat of arms 
should be linked with Stanis³aw Kostka 
Baczyñski, steward of Owruck (1766), es-
quire carver (1767), and in 1774 – ensign 
bearer of ¯ytomierz. 

The composition of the engraved decora-
tion and the shape of the flute indicated 
connections with the Lubaczów glasshouse, 
but the analysis of batch showed diver-
gences from a group of glass that was indis-
putably made in the Crystal Glasshouse.

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches inside. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the Castle collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Chojnacka, Birkenmajer 1975, p. 16, item 67; 
Szk³a z Huty Kryszta³owej 2005, item 117.

ZKW/313





CRYSTAL GLASS GLASSWORKS in Naliboki 
and MIRROR GLASSWORKS in Urzecze1

The glasshouses in Naliboki and Urzecze were established on the initiative of Anna Radziwi³³ 
née Sanguszko, who after the death of her husband Karol Stanis³aw was actively involved in 
entrepreneurial projects in her estate, setting up various workshops and ateliers. The atelier 
in Naliboki was founded in 1722 (active until 1862) and before Anna’s death in 1746 offered 
top-of-the-line products. In the first years after launching, the management and the principal 
staff of the glass works included experienced glass-makers from Saxony, also from Dresden 
itself (e.g. Konstanty Franciszek Fremel, known from the glasshouses in Bielany and Lubaczów). 
This resulted in conspicuous borrowings as far as the shapes and decorations of those years 
are concerned and the use of Saxon patterns. German glass-makers and the staff of Polish 
blowers, cutters, and engravers taught by them were a highly qualified team, thanks to which 
the effects of the work were so technologically and artistically proficient. 

A special position among a variety of glass objects – because of the dimensions – is oc-
cupied by toast goblets, commissioned on different occasions (e.g. weddings). Apart from 
representative glass, the atelier also manufactured traveling glass sets (flasks placed in special 
boxes – chests) and tableware, since the 1730s including also interesting luxury thin-walled 
glass. A glass service consisted of a dozen or a few dozen wine glasses, beakers, flutes, and 
pairs of flasks or decanters (for wine and water), for each respective guest.

In general, the output of the Naliboki glass works is versatile, both as far as form and 
decoration are concerned. This results from a substantial creativity of the staff of the atelier, 
whose innovativeness was motivated by the payment of additional remuneration for the inven-
tion of a new form or decoration. Goblets came with different bowls, stems, and feet. 
A conical bowl with a lower part blown into one – three bubbles, introduced ca. 1730, was 
the most characteristic type of the Naliboki bowl. Apart from this there were also simple shapes: 
conical, cylindrical, cone-shaped, sometimes very slender (flutes). The bases of the bowls of 
goblets were most often cut into rows of lenses or a kind of arcaded border, and so were the 
covers, whose form matched the lower part of the bowl. The stems were by and large in the 
form of a baluster, but their different proportions and engraved decorations, as well as the 
placement of additional elements, such as knops and mereses, added to a whole series of 
variations. Round feet differed from one another predominantly by the degree of elevation, 
which was either minimum (flat foot), small (slightly raised foot) or substantial (“pileus” foot). 
At the close of the 18th c., in keeping with the adopted fashion, the bowl (predominantly ovoid 
or semi-ovoid) was set on a rather sturdy tetra- or octagonal base. In addition, the glasshouse 
manufactured a lot of English-type glass of two kinds: having a simple form, with a full stem 
directly merging with the bowl and glasses of thinner glass with filigree stems. In the 19th c. 
the shapes become simpler; they cease to be the distinguishing features of the particular glass-
house since other Polish glass making centres adopt the same sets of patterns.

Glass objects of such diverse forms were equally richly decorated with engravings, with 
a preponderance of heraldic motifs, composed according to a fixed pattern: the heraldic shields 
were placed against the background of the paludamentum. Other decorations included figural 
and hunting scenes, allegories, and floral motifs entwined with an ornament which adorned 
the surface of the entire bowl. A distinguishing feature of the glass from Naliboki and Urzecze, 
one of the many characteristics, were so-called kreteski: engraved geometrical patterns at the 
edges of bowls, feet, and on the covers, sometimes partly cut. These included cut borders with 
“cabochon” motifs indicating precious stones. An original solution was cast-moulded caps with 
busts of kings and queens from the Wettin dynasty and with the image of Henryk Brühl, glued 
onto bowls of glasses. Interestingly, apart from colourless glass also glass stained in the batch 
was made: navy blue, azure, green, celadon, yellow, black, milky, and ruby red.
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In the second half of the 1720s a network of stores with glass from Naliboki was set up; it 
included shops in Niehniewicze, Korelicze, Mira, Nieœwie¿, and Œwier¿; they were also sold in 
Königsberg and O³yka.

The glasshouse in Urzecze, unlike the one in Naliboki that manufactured small-size glass 
tableware objects, was to make looking glasses. After a thorough examination of the techno-
logy of manufacturing mirrors carried out in Western Europe, in particular in Saxony, the at-
elier established in Urzecze in 1737 commenced production the following year – in 1738 the 
first batches of crystal glass were made. Looking glasses were made by silvering with the so-
called amalgam, a traditional method used since the 16th c. The engraving and cutting work-
shops operating next to the glass works were the places where the glass frames of mirrors were 
decorated. The predominant decoration of the frames included coats of arms, monograms, 
flowers, leaves, Rococo ornaments, birds, medallions with flower twigs in the middle, or “lat-
tices”. Decorative tops of mirrors were known as cyraty or “crowns”. Mirrors were made stiff 
with a wooden frame with paper glued under it (frequently old business accounts of the glass-
house were used for the purpose). The great demand for mirrors, not only small ones but 
predominantly of large sizes, was connected with the then fashion of decorating palace and 
mansion halls with looking glasses. Since the 1770s the production of mirrors dropped and the 
ones made were simple, most often without decorative frames, in line with the spirit of the 
Classicist era. Apart from mirrors, the glasshouse in Urzecze manufactured panes of window 
glass and simple vessels, such as bottles.

Since 1749 the Urzecze atelier also began the production of small engraved and cut glass, 
which both in form and in decoration resembled the glass from Naliboki. Difficulties in dif-
ferentiating between the glass of the two ateliers, arising already in the 18th c., were triggered 
by an ongoing exchange of technological equipment, patterns, as well as some craftsmen. The 
glass made in the glasshouses in the second half of the 18th c. is dubbed Naliboki-Urzecze, 
while that from the 1st quarter of the19th c. – is called Urzecze-Naliboki (at that point the glass 
from Urzecze was of better quality).

Glass from Urzecze reached a wide circle of users; except Urzecze itself, the markets (with 
warehouses for the stock) included the towns of: S³uck, Kojdanów, £achwa, Kopyle, Bielicze, 
H³usk, Nieœwie¿, Kleck, Piaseczno, Wyzna, Lubañ, Drohiczyn, and farther – Gdañsk, Grodno, 
Bia³ystok, Vilnius, Birza, Homel, Bobrujsk, Rzeczyca, Kiev, Pinsk, and Che³m. 

The glasshouse, on account of bad management, ravaged by a number of fires, under 
unfavourable political circumstances (partitions, Napoleonic Wars) gradually fell into disrepair 
since the 1820s. It finally discontinued production in 1846.

1 See: Kamieñska 1964; Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998 (with earlier literature).
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 15 Toast goblet with the Order of the White Eagle
Naliboki, the 1730s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 29 cm, D foot 13.6 cm, D rim 11.6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/224

Round slightly domed foot, baluster stem with an air tear, at the bottom set on two mereses 
in the shape of four-petal flowers separated by a ring and from the top limited by a knop placed 
between two mereses, faceted and diamonded; conical bowl, flattened in the lower part, with 
a row of engraved arcades and lenses.

Engraved four-pivot decoration of the bowl – at the rim of the lace with a suspended chain 
of the Order of the White Eagle, with heart-shaped shields: with a decorative initial AR, with 
a five-field coat of arms of the Crown, Lithuania and Saxony and laurel leaves; the shields 
separated by the Order Star and the Order of the White Eagle, with an inscription Pro/ Fide 
Rege/ et Lege; a band surrounding the foot with floral motifs and tassels.

The goblet most probably made to commemorate the granting of the Order of the White 
Eagle to Micha³ Kazimierz Radziwi³³ “Rybeñko” in 1727; at that time he was the Lithuanian 
equerry (1728), court marshal of Lithuania (1734), subsequently field hetman of Lithuania 
(1735) and grand hetman of Lithuania (1744), son of Karol Stanis³aw Radziwi³³ and Anna née 
Sanguszko.

The little arcades adorning the lower part of the bowl bear analogies to the decoration 
patterns of the Dresden atelier; the ornament at the upper edge of the bowl shows character-
istics common to other objects of this type made ca. 1730 in Naliboki and to the patterns used 
in Potsdam and Zechlin. 

Condition report: bad condition; crizzling, weaping, 
flaking scratches, losses, chipped off parts at the edge 
of the cutting in the stem. 

Provenance: 1858/1859 mentioned in the collection 
of Jan Chwalibogoski; 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW 
collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Album fotograficzny, table LVI, item 128; 
Chojnacka, Birkenmajer 1975, p. 10, item 23; Decorum 
¿ycia Sarmatów 1980, item 230, ill. 84; Orze³ Bia³y 1995, 
item IV 43, ill. 100; Pod jedn¹ koron¹ 1997, item XI 62, ill. 
on p. 368; Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. II, item 
32; Za Ojczyznê i Naród 2005, item 104.
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 16 Covered toast goblet with the Œlepowron coat of arms and initials L.N.S.L.
Naliboki, ca. 1739
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 35.5 cm, D foot 17.5 cm, D rim 15 cm; cover: H 17.3 cm, D 15.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW 225/a, b

Round foot, baluster flaring stem, cut, separated from the bowl by two collars; conical bowl 
blown in the lower part twice into bubbles of growing diameters, diamonded. The cover 
emulating the shape of the lower part of the bowl, diamonded, with a round, cut finial, sepa-
rated from the bowl by a ring with a merese.

Bowl decoration engraved on one side – on the paludamentum, under a nobleman’s 
coronet, the Œlepowron coat of arms in an oval, flanked by the letters L.N. / S.L., at the upper 
edge of the bowl a “lace” – a tarnished band with tassels, the foot surrounded by a pinnate 
floral thread.

The coat of arms and the L.N.S.L. initials link the vessel to Leon Nowosielski, Starost 
of Lubosz, for whom it was made. In the years 1726-1741 he was the second husband of 
Salomea Anna née Sapieha, 1. voto Szczuka. In 1742 Salomea Anna married Jerzy Radziwi³³ 
(d. 1754), Governor of Nowogród and, after the cession of his wife, Starost of Lubosz.

Crystal Glass Glassworks in Naliboki and Mirror Glassworks in Urzecze

Condition report: bad condition; crizzling, cloudy 
appearance, scratches, abrasions  – a trace left after 
a plaster, on the stem. 

Provenance: the glass was in 1856 in the collection of the 
Library of the Krasiñski Estate. It may have got there 
thanks to family relations; after a childless death of Jerzy 
Radziwi³³ his estate was taken over by his next of kin, 
e.g. elder brother Albrycht, Starost of Rzeczyce, whose 
granddaughter, Maria Urszula Radziwi³³ (1782-1822), 
married Wincenty Krasiñski, I Ordinate of Opinogóra 

(1782-1858); 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Katalog wystawy 1856, as property of ADC 
general to Count Wincenty Krasiñski; Katalog wystawy 
1881, p. 42, item 492, as property of Ordinate Count 
Krasiñski; Album dzie³ sztuki 1883, table XX; Pamiêtnik 
wystawy 1913, p. 168, item 28; Chojnacka, Birkenmajer 
1975, p. 13, item 44; Decorum ¿ycia Sarmatów 1980, item 
240; Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. II, item 39. 
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 17 Toast goblet with the coats of arms of the Crown, Lithuania, 
and the Saxon Electoral coat of arms of the Wettin dynasty and the FARP 
monogram
Naliboki, the 1740s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 36.5 cm, D foot 18 cm, D rim 15.5cm;
Inv. No. ZKW/173/a

Round slightly domed foot, baluster stem with an air tear, with a clearly marked lower knop, 
separated from the bowl by a knop, faceted and diamonded, conical bowl blown in the 
lower part three times into bubbles of growing diameters, cut in tears, rhomboids, and rosettes. 
Bowl decoration engraved on two sides – on the paludamentum, under a royal crown, 
a heraldic shield with the following coats of arms: of the Crown, Lithuania, and the Saxon 
Electoral one of the Wettin family in the inescutcheon, and on the other side the monogram 
FARP, a “lace” on the foot, slightly farther from the edge. 

The shape of the bowl and its decoration arrangement and the ornament of the foot known 
as the “lace” are characteristic of the Naliboki glasshouse. The coat of arms and the FARP 
monogram standing for Fridericus Augustus Rex Poloniarum are connected with King August 
III, who used both names. This manner of inscription is exceptional since the most often used 
monogram was AR 3; this might suggest an earlier dating.
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Condition report: bad condition; crizzling, cloudy 
apearance; small parts chipped off on the edges of the 
cutting and the edge of the foot.

Provenance: 1881 in the collection of Al. Kaszyc, in 1913 
in the collection of Stanis³aw Ursyn Rusiecki. 1918-1939 in 
the collection of the MNW; (former Inv. No. 19656); 1974 
bequeathed to the ZKW collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Katalog wystawy 1881, p. 44, item 524; Album 
dzie³ sztuki 1883, table XX; Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913, item 
5, ill. table XVI; Gembarzewski 1926, cat. no. 181; 
Mañkowski, Gebethner 1936, 1938, table XXIX a; Brückner 
1937, entry: szk³o, p. 586, ill.; Straty wojenne 1953, p. 22, 
item 35, ill. 18; Buczkowski 1958, p. 150, ill. 76; 
Chojnacka, Birkenmajer 1975, p. 13, item 44; Decorum 
¿ycia Sarmatów 1980, item 230, ill. 84; Orze³ Bia³y 1995, 
item IV 53, ill. 103; Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. 
II, item 80. 
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 18 Flask from the traveling set with the Tr¹by and Leliwa coats of arms
Naliboki, ca. 1746
dark-purple glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 13 cm, base 6.7 x 4.6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/210

Cuboidal body, cut – faceted on the shoulders, with two horizontal parallel lines, short cylindri-
cal neck, with a faceted ring at the rim. Decoration engreved on one wider side of the body 
– on the paludamentum crowned by a ducal mitre, two coats of arms in oval fields: on the 
right the Radziwi³³ coat of arms under a ducal mitre, on the left – Leliwa under a count’s 
coronet.

The coats of arms on the bowl are to be connected with Hieronim Florian Radziwi³³ (Tr¹by) 
and his wife Magdalena née Czapska (Leliwa). Hieronim Florian Radziwi³³ (1715-1760), son of 
Karol Stanis³aw Radziwi³³ and Anna née Sanguszko, cup bearer of Lithuania (1739), grand 
ensign bearer of Lithuania (1750), came into the glasshouses in Naliboki and Urzecze upon 
the death of his mother. The flask was made to commemorate the marriage taking place in 
1745 of Hieronim Florian with Magdalena née Czapska, daughter of Piotr Czapski, Governor 
of Pomerania. Magdalena was the second wife of Hieronim Florian, and the marriage, like the 
first one (with Teresa Sapie¿anka) ended in a divorce in 1751.

An analogous flask, of dark-green glass and of a slightly simpler engraved heraldic decora-
tion, can be found in the collection of the Muzeum £añcut (published in: Szk³a z hut 
radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. II, item 95, ill.).
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Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions, 
scratches, losses, spalling; at the base of the neck 
damaged surface along the entire circumference.

Provenance: Flask from the collection of Dr. W³adys³aw 
Kluger in Kraków (Buczkowski 1958); 1974 bequeathed to 
the ZKW collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Buczkowski 1958, ill. 57; Chojnacka, 
Birkenmajer 1975, p. 14, item 48; Decorum ¿ycia 
Sarmatów 1980, item 244; Polskie szk³o 1987, 2nd edition, 
colour table II.

ZKW/210





 19- Wine glass and flask
 -20 with the Cio³ek and Oksza coats of arms

Naliboki, ca. 1757
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
glass: H 14.2 cm, D foot 5.5 cm; D rim 5.2 cm
smaller flask: H 15.2 cm, base 7 x 3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4110, ZKW/4111

Glass on a round foot, straight faceted stem with a knop at mid-height. Slender tulip-shaped 
bowl, decorated in the lower part with a cut arcade frieze; at the rim edge an ornament, so-
called kreteska.

Flask of a strongly flattened cuboidal body, with rounded shoulders, short neck with a ring. 
Shoulders deeply cut into rectangles, neck – into triangles.

Decoration of the flask and the glass engraved on one side: respectively, on the wider wall 
of the body and the bowl, on the paludamentum, under a nobleman’s coronet with the crest 
of the Oksza coat of arms there are two oval medallions with the following coats of arms: 
Cio³ek (sinister) and Oksza (dexter).

The glass objects from a service commissioned in May 1757 in Naliboki by Paulina Grabow-
ska, Starost of Wisztyniec, on the occasion of the marriage of January 23, 1757 of Micha³ 
Grzegorz Grabowski of the Oksza coat of arms with Ewa Karolina ¯eleñska of the Cio³ek coat 
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of arms. The glass set was composed of 12 big-size flasks and 24 smaller ones, 24 wine glasses 
and 12 beakers, placed in two special chests.

The glass objects and one of the boxes have been preserved in the collection of the Rayski 
family from Kraków (currently in the MNK collection), where they got due to family connec-
tions – a daughter of Micha³ and Ewa Grabowski married Rayski. 

The glass from the ZKW come from the Felicja Uniechowska collection.
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 21 Goblet with the Tr¹by coat of arms
Naliboki-Urzecze, 1760s
colourless glass, air filigree, engraved (partly polished)
H 17.2 cm, D foot 7.2 cm, D rim 6.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/199

An English-type glass. Round foot, baluster stem with spiral white air filigree, elongated bell-
shaped bowl with a flaring rim. Decoration of the bowl engraved on one side – the paluda-
mentum under the ducal mitre features the coat of arms of the Radziwi³³ family in an oval field, 
a “lace” of opaque border with flower bunches at the rim.

The glass belonged to a set of English-type 
glass with the coat of arms of the Radziwi³³ 
family. Services for the Radziwi³³ family were 
manufactured in Naliboki as early as the 
1720s, and depending on the person for 
whom the glass was made and on the time 
of execution, only the form of the objects 
and the type of decoration, e.g. heraldic 
cartouches, changed. The MNW collection 
houses two glass objects with an analogous 
heraldic decoration: a beaker and a de-
canter made at the same time, i.e. the 1750s-
1760s. Small differences include a dissimilar 
ornament border under the rim of the tum-
bler.

ZKW/199

Condition report: flask: good overall condition; abrasions, 
chipped off parts, scratches of the edges of engravings, 
chipped part in a base corner under the Topór coat of 
arms; wine glass: abrasions, scratches.

Provenance: 1997 purchased for the ZKW collection.

Literature: Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. II, 
pp. 143-144, items 101.3, 101.5.

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches 
inside; chipped off engraved parts.

Provenance: Originally in the Stanis³aw Ursyn Rusiecki 
collection. 1918-1939 in the collection of the MNW; 1974 
bequeathed to the ZKW collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Pamiêtnik wystawy 1913, item 453, ill. XV 
– the same or from the service, property of Ms. Edward 
Berson; Kamieñska 1964, ill. 29; Kunst des Barock 1974, 
item 104; Chojnacka, Birkenmajer 1975, p. 12, item 44; 
Decorum ¿ycia Sarmatów 1980, item 235; Polskie szk³o 
1987, 2nd ed., ill. 111; Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, 
vol. II, item 107; Semper Polonia 2004, item 65.





 22 Rummer with the SAR monogram
Poland, Naliboki-Urzecze?, late the 18th c. (prior to 1796?)
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 11.5 cm, foot side 5.5 cm, D rim 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2550

Square foot, full quadrilateral faceted stem; tulip bowl, cut in the lower part into facets with 
semi-circular tops. Engraved decoration: the cartouche flanked by a wide patterned ribbon 
features the SAR monogram; a royal crown over the cartouche. At the flaring of the rim – an 
engraved “oats” pattern, separated twice by an engraved ribbon. Underneath, a garland 
made of cut circles and schematic stars. The SAR monogram is most probably connected 
with the person of King Stanis³aw August Poniatowski (Stanislaus Augustus Rex).

An analogous rummer (with another monogram) is housed in the MNW collection, dated 
as the late 18th c., attributed tentatively to the glasshouses in Naliboki-Urzecze (published in: 
Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. I, item 69). Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by 
Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger indicated that both rummers have an identical spectrum of chem-
ical elements.
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Condition report: good overall condition; losses on the 
foot and the rim; chipped off parts on the engraved 
decoration.

Provenance: 1989 gift of Maria Magdalena Jarosz-
Garszyñska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/2550
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 23 Decanter with the AB monogram
Naliboki-Urzecze?, 1780s-1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 20.5 cm, D base 10.4 cm, body W ca. 10.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/347/a, b

Pear-shaped body with a long conical neck. The entire surface of the decanter faceted with 
the exception of the engraving on the body (4 facets wide at the top, 3 facets wide at the bot-
tom); at the convergence of the shoulders into the neck cut into triangles. Engraved decoration 
on one side of the body: a band made of a floral tendril features an intertwined AB mono-
gram.

The stopper added later, with a glass finial and a part made of natural cork.

Condition report: good overall condition; stains and 
cracks of the cork, deposits inside, chipped off parts of the 
rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/347/a, b





 24 Beaker
Poland, Urzecze-Naliboki?, 1786-1800
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 8 cm, D base 5.4 cm, D rim 5.7 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1539, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. 
FC/413)

Conical beaker. The underneath of the bottom cut in concentric circles; in the midst of the 
circles a section of an arch. The walls at the bottom edge adorned with a low border of cut 
facets. Engraved decoration on one side of the wall – BMM initial in a circular medallion 
topped with a ribbon. The band of the medallion filled with a slanted lattice with stippling in 
the eyes. A “lace”, or a cut matte border at the rim, with suspensions interrupted above the 
ribbon.

The monogram refers to Benedykt Beniamin Morykoni (ca. 1750 – after 1794) and his wife 
Maria Wiktoria née Radziwi³³ (b. ca. 1760/1762), whom he married in 1786. Morykoni was 
a deputy to the Parliaments in the years 1773-1775 and 1776, as the royal chamberlain from 
Wi³komir County; since 1777 scrivener of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania; awarded with the 
Order of St. Stanislaus (1777) and the Order of the White Eagle (1786). Maria was a daughter 
of Micha³ Kazimierz “Rybeñko” (d. 1762) and his second wife Anna née Mycielska. Her dowry, 
Towiany, after the heirless death of the Morykoni was taken over by the Szyd³owce line of the 
Radziwi³³ family.

See beakers published in: Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. II, items 143, 144 – form, 
kreteska, engraving at the base, Muzeum UJ, Muzeum Czartoryskich as Naliboki-Urzecze, late 
18th c.; ibid., item 40 – glass from the collection of the MNK, Naliboki-Urzecze?, ca. 1800 
– monogram MM written the same way.
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FC-ZKW/1539

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions, 
scratches, losses of the surface of the base and of the rim.

Provenance: beaker from the collection of Radziwi³³ family 
in Towiany; the gift of Zofia Zdziechowska née Radziwi³³ 
for Prof. Andrzej Ciechanowiecki.

Literature: unpublished.





 25 Wine glass with the Na³êcz coat of arms
Poland, Urzecze-Naliboki?, 4th quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 16.8 cm, D foot 9.7-10 cm, D rim 8.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4361

An English-type glass. Round irregular foot. Full baluster stem merging directly with the 
spherical bowl. Engraved decoration on one side of the wall: a cartouche with the Na³êcz coat 
of arms, under a nobleman’s coronet with a crest, supported at the sides by eagles perched 
on a beam. Underneath the Star of the Order of the White Eagle suspended on a garland. 
Probably made for a male representative of the Ma³achowski family. A “crown” at the rim – a 
matte lens band with a tassel at the bottom.

Analogous in form to a wine glass from the collection of the MNK, Inv. No. MNK-IV-SZ-1269 
(shape and a “lace” at the rim).
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Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, slight 
opalescence of the base.

Provenance: 2000 purchased for the ZKW collection.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 5; 
Semper Polonia 2004, item 66; Za Ojczyznê i Naród 2005, 
item 117.

ZKW/4361





 26 English-type wine glass 
Poland, Urzecze-Naliboki?, late 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 15.8 cm, D foot 8 cm, D rim 7.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/348

Irregular round foot; full baluster stem merging directly with the spherical bowl. The bowl at 
the rim features a “lace” – a matte border with lenses with a tassel underneath. 

The form of the glass and the kind of “lace” can be frequently found in glass from Naliboki-
Urzecze of the 2nd half of the 18th c., e.g. glasses from the collection of the MNW, Inv. No. 
18327, 18328 (cat. Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1998, vol. I, items 62, 64).

Crystal Glass Glassworks in Naliboki and Mirror Glassworks in Urzecze

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped 
off part at the edge of the underfoot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection by 
Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/348





UNIDENTIFIED POLISH GLASSHOUSES
Polish glass in the collection of the Royal Castle in Warsaw can be divided into three groups 
depending on the kind of decoration: glass with coats of arms or initials, glass with “toast” 
inscriptions, and glass adorned by cutting and engraving.

GLASS WITH COATS OF ARMS OR INITIALS

 27 Flute glass with the Grabie coat of arms and the ML initial
Poland, 3rd quarter of the 18th c., engraved decoration 1824-1842
colourless glass, engraved
H 33 cm, D foot 10 cm, D rim 5.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/314

Round foot, baluster stem with an air bubble, 
the knop in the form of a flattened ball, 
conical slender bowl.

Engraved decoration on one side of the 
bowl: an oval shield under a bishop’s hat 
features the Grabie coat of arms, on the sides 
the letters ML. A matte band at the edge. 

The decoration of the glass indicates the 
person of the owner – Bishop Mateusz Lipski 
(1768-1842), a Basilian monk, who after 
secularisation and conversion to the Latin 
rite in 1812 was secretary to Archbishop 
S. Siestrzeñcewicz. Canon of Mogilev, Arch-
deacon of Belarus, on October 24, 1823 
nominated titular bishop of Aureliopolis and 
auxiliary bishop of Po³ock in the Mogilev 
Archdiocese, received Episcopal ordination 
on September 17, 1824. In 1831 nominated 
Bishop of Minsk. 

Katalog wystawy 1894, item 940, de-
scribes an analogous, possibly the same, 
flute: “slender glass in the shape of cham-
pagne glasses of today, smooth, with a cut 
Grabie coat of arms and the letters ML under 
a cardinal’s hat after Cardinal Lipski, H 330 
mm, D at the upper edge 50 mm, property 
of Count Józef Miel¿yñski in Iwno”.

Although ascribed to the glassware from 
the Lubaczów circle, analysis of the glass 
carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Gold-
finger excluded the connection.

Unidentified Polish glasshouses

ZKW/314

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 28 Decanter from a service with the Lewart and Pilawa coats of arms
Poland?, the 1770s
colourless glass, engraved, gilding
H 15.5 cm, base side 6.9 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/937/a, b

Nearly cubical body with rounded corners and arch-topped walls; a long conical neck with 
a ruff at the rim. The stopper made of natural material with a glass finial in the form of 
a teardrop.

Engraved decoration on one of the body walls: ornamental Rococo shields, under a no-
bleman’s coronet with an emblem, feature the coats of arms: Lewart (sinister) and Pilawa 
(dexter). The edge gilded.

The coats of arms are connected with the spouses: Tomasz Firlej Konarski of the Lewart 
coat of arms, heir of Janowszczyzna in Drohomiczany and Wawronice, Knight of the Order of 
St. Stanislaus (1792), and Krystyna née Potocka, daughter of Miko³aj, Governor of Volhynia, 
and his second wife Marcjanna Ogiñska.

The decanter comes from a set of table glassware consisting of 24 pieces, whose bigger set 
(18 items) is preserved in the collection of the MNKi. The set includes the following: smaller 
decanter and bigger decanter, seven glasses and seven beakers. The Muzeum Karkonoskie 
houses the bigger decanter. In the MNKi the glass was defined as Polish or Brandenburg (see 
Szk³o europejskie 2003, item 17, p. 31).

Condition report: good overall condition; corrosive and 
organic deposits inside, slight opalescence; abrasions, 
losses, scratches and small missing parts, top of stopper 
missing.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished. 

ZKW/937/a, b





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 29- Nine wine glasses with the AC monogram
 -37 

Poland, 1782-1800
colourless glass, cut, painted with enamel paints, gilded
H 16.8 cm, 17.4 cm, 17.8 cm, D foot 8.2 cm, 8.4 cm, 8.8 cm, D rim 7.9-8.2 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1342/1-9, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. 
FC/406/1-9)

English-type wine glasses: round, slightly domed foot (in five objects with a folded edge), full 
baluster stem with sealed air bubbles, flaring and merging directly with the conical bowl. On 
the bowl a decoration painted on one side: on a red palaudamentum lined with ermine with 
gilded ornaments under a nobleman’s coronet features a gold AC monogram in an oval me-
dallion. The monogram refers to Anna née Chrapowicka, the wife of Józef Ciechanowiecki, 
a general of the Lithuanian army, whom she married in 1782. Bowl rim edge gilded.

The painted decoration made later: on account of their dissimilar arrangement, glass colour 
and sizes, the glasses were not grouped in a set originally.

FC-ZKW/1342/5 FC-ZKW/1342/1

Condition report: good overall condition; substantial 
abrasions of the painting and gilding.

Literature: unpublished.





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 38 Wine glass with the DB initial
Poland, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 15.7 cm, base side 6 cm, D rim 7.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/205

Square foot, full quadrilateral faceted stem, separated from the bowl by an octagonal merese. 
Cylindrical bowl, in the base engraved into two rows of lenses; at the rim a band of cut trian-
gles. Engraved decoration on one side: the DB initial under a nobleman’s coronet, flanked by 
two stylised palm branches.

Analogous engraving at the rim as well as the branches and the nobleman’s coronet above 
an initial can be found on a glass from the collection of the MNK, Inv. No. MNK-IV-Sz-1151. 
Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger indicated that the 
composition of the glass mass of the glass from the Castle collection and the one from the 
MNK differs, which however does not exclude the possibility that both of them were made in 
the same glass works.

Condition report: good overall condition; deposits on the 
bowl, chipped off parts on the base.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/205





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 39 Wine glass with the CW monogram
Poland, early 19th c. 
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 13.3 cm, base side 4.6 cm, D rim 6.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/223

Square foot, full quadrilateral faceted stem, separated from the bowl by a merese. Ovoid bowl, 
faceted in the base.

Engraved decoration on two sides of the bowl: a simple shield with the CW monogram 
under a nobleman’s coronet, flanked on the sides by bunches of flowers; on the other side 
a single branch in bloom. A “lace” at the rim – a matte border with cut lenses, adorned at the 
top with an engraved zigzag. 

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
chipped off parts on the foot and the rim, losses on the 
foot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/223





 40 Wine glass
Poland, 2nd quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 10.8 cm, base side 5 cm, D rim 6.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/397

Foot in the form of a square plinth, on which is a stem in the shape of a funnel markedly 
flared in the base. The bowl in the bottom section in the form of a strongly flattened bubble; 
above that conical and markedly flared at the rim. 

Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: under a schematically rendered count’s 
coronet, the initials A.Z. in a shield on a matte background. Under the rim around the bowl 
– a leafed twig.

Unidentified Polish glasshouses

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts at the edge of the plinth.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/397





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

GLASS WITH INSCRIPTIONS

 41 Goblet
Poland, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 18 cm, D foot 7.7 cm, D rim 7.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/200

Round foot, full flaring stem, rhomboidal facets, merging with the ovoid bowl cut in the lower 
part into faceted topped with pointed arches with an outline highlighted by an additional 
engraving – a groove.

An inscription engraved on the bowl: Niech ¯yi¹ Przyiacielie/ Konstitucyi 3go Maia/ 1791.
At the rim of the bowl a border with an “oats” pattern typical also of the Naliboki-Urzecze 

ateliers of the time.
Identical to a goblet from the collection of the MNK, Inv. No. MNK-IV-Sz-1689, another 

“lace” (published in: Staropolski toast 1970, item 58, ill. on p. 36; sketch in: Buczkowski 1958, 
p. 114; Semper Polonia 2004, item 69). Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. 
Kunicki-Goldfinger indicated that the glass mass of both glasses: from the collection of the ZKW 
and of the MNK, is nearly identical. 

ZKW/200

Condition report: good overall condition; foot abrasions, 
scratches on the bowl, chipped off parts on the stem. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: see Katalog wystawy 1894, item 941 – this or 
analogous goblet, property of Count Józef Miel¿yñski in 
Iwno.





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 42 Goblet
Poland, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 19.7 cm, D foot 8.8 cm, D rim 7.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/623

Round foot, full cylindrical stem, flaring, rhomboid cut; the stem merges directly with the ovoid 
bowl, cut in the lower part into a row of triangles and a row of elongated lenses topped with 
semicircles. 

Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: an inscription PrzyiaŸñ Stateczna/ Podciwoœæ 
wieczna; a “lace” at the rim edge – a matte border with cut and polished lenses and a tassel 
underneath.

This or a similar glass published in: Katalog wystawy 1894, item 929: “glass goblet 
with a foot with concave facets with an inscription: PrzyjaŸñ Stateczna Podciwoœæ wieczna”, 
H 190 mm, at the top D 75 mm, property of Count Józef Miel¿yñski in Iwno.

Analogous to English-type glass from the late 18th c. from the collection of the MNP, Inv. 
No. Rz 1529 (“lace”, cutting, and an inscription S³odka PrzyjaŸñ / S¹msiedzka, published in: 
Vitrea Splendida 2002, item 111).

Condition report: good overall condition; foot abrasions, 
scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/623





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 43 Goblet
Poland, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 19.6 cm, D foot 7.5 cm, D rim 4.9 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/207

Round foot, full baluster stem, rhomboid cut, 
merging directly with the conical bowl fac-
eted in the lower part.

Engraved decoration on two sides of the 
bowl: an inscription Piymy gê; on the op-
posite side a flower on a stem with two 
leaves. Bowl edge adorned with a matte 
border with a tassel.

The stem shaped analogously to English-
type glassware from the late 18th c. from the 
collection of the MNP, Inv. No. Rz 1375, 
Rz 1527, Rz 1528, Rz 1529 (published in: 
Vitrea Splendida 2002, items 108-111).

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions 
inside, scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/207





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 44 Goblet
Poland, late 18th c.– early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 19.6 cm, D foot 7.8 cm, D rim 5.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/346

Round, slightly domed foot, full cylindrical 
flaring stem with rhomboid cut, merging 
directly with the conical bowl with rhomboid 
facets in the lower part. 

Engraved decoration on one side of the 
bowl: inscription Gospodarskie Zdrowie; at 
the rim edge a “lace”– a tarnished border 
with lenses and a tassel.

Analogous to the English-type glass from 
the late 18th c. from the MNP collection, Inv. 
No. Rz 1375, Rz 1528 (identically engraved 
inscription and a “lace” at the rim as well as 
the faceting of the stem and the bowl base); 
the “lace” on the bowl and the engraving of 
the stem and the bowl lower part analogous 
to the glass from the MNW, Inv. No. SZS 76, 
1704.

Condition report: good overall condition; on the foot 
yellow and opalescent deposits, abrasions, scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/346





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 45 Wine glass
Poland, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 15 cm, D foot 8.8 cm, D rim 8.1 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/180

Round foot, full cylindrical stem, flaring, with rhomboid cut. Bell-shaped bowl, cut in the 
lower part into rhomboid and irregular lenses topped with semicircular arches.

Engraved gilded decoration on one side: within an oval medallion, separated by means of 
two leafed branches tied together at the top and bottom, there is an inscription in upper-case 
letters: BOGV./ DVSZA./ A SERCE./ TOBIE. Bowl edge gilded on both sides: on the outside, 
beneath the gold band, garlands of leaves with a flower in the centre painted with gold, sus-
pended on ribbons with a tassel.

Analogies in ornamentation (wreath) finishing the inscription on the wine glass from the 
collection of the MNK, Inv. No. MNK-IV-Sz-1157. Furthermore, analysis of the glass carried out 
in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger indicated that the masses of the two glasses are nearly 
identical; the glass object from the collection of the Castle has slightly more As.

Condition report: good overall condition; opalescence 
of glass around gilding, abrasions, scratches, losses of the 
gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/180





GLASS DECORATED WITH AN ORNAMENT

 46 Wine glass
Poland, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, engraved
H 15 cm, D foot 6.7 cm, D rim 5.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/349

Round foot, full cylindrical stem, flaring, 
merging directly with the conical bowl. En-
graved decoration of the bowl: at the rim 
edge a matte border, underneath three fes-
toons composed of stars and circles on 
a thread, connected with one another at 
suspension places and tied with a ribbon with 
a tassel. The arches of the garlands feature 
a single engraved schematic star.

This type of motifs was frequent in the 
ornamentation of Polish glass from the late 
18th c., and in particular in the early 19th c.

An identical wine glass is housed in the 
collection of the MNK, Inv. No. MNK-IV-SZ-
54, and in the MNW collection there are 
four, smaller, glasses from this service, also 
from the collection of Tadeusz Wierzejski, 
Inv. No. 232048/1-4. The collection of the 
Ethnographical Museum in Lviv houses an 
analogously decorated beaker.

 47- Pair of decanters and flute glass
 -49 

Poland, 1st quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, engraved, cut
decanters: H 23.7 cm, D base 10.3 cm, H body ca. 9.7 cm
flute: H 20.5 cm, D rim 5.1 cm, base side 5.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/350/1 a, b, ZKW/350/2 a, b, ZKW/352

Decanters with bell-shaped bodies, with a tapering neck with a collar at the rim. The stopper 
added later with a pear-shaped handle. 

Unidentified Polish glasshouses

ZKW/349

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions, 
deposits, scratches, loss – a mis-engraving at the rim edge.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

The flute glass on a square foot, full quad-
rilateral faceted stem, merging directly with 
the tall conical bowl faceted at the shoul-
der.

Engraved geometrical decoration – so 
called rusks with asterisks – covers the entire 
body of the decanter and the bowl of the 
glass: vertical matte borders with a zigzag 
alternating with rows of connected matte 
rhomboids adorned with asterisks. At mid-
height a border with cut lenses and squares 
with matte asterisks. An additional “oats” 
pattern above a border of cut lenses on the 
neck of the decanters.

The “rusk” type decoration was often 
applied on Polish glass made in the late 
18th c. and in the 1st quarter of the 19th c. It 
was composed of squares, most often in 
a chessboard arrangement; “rusks with as-
terisks” featuring on the above glass objects 
was a variation of the above decoration. 

Glassware with such decoration is housed 
in the collections of Polish museums, e.g. 
MNK, MNW (e.g. Inv. No.: 124002 MNW, 
18642 MNW, 18621 MNW) and MNP (Inv. 
No. Rz 1542) and the Muzeum Karkonoskie.

Condition report: ZKW/350/1 a, b: good overall condition; 
scratches, chipped off parts on the base and on the 
stopper base; ZKW/350/2 a, b: good overall condition; 
scratches, chipped off parts on the bottom; ZKW/352: 
good overall condition; scratches, chipped off parts on the 
base stem and the rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/352

ZKW/350/2 a, b





 50- Set of four wine glasses
 -53  

Poland, 1st quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
No.1: H 6.5 cm, base side 5 cm, D rim 6.1 cm
No. 2: H 6.2 cm, base side 5 cm, D rim 6 cm
No. 3: H 6.1 cm, base side 5 cm, D rim 6.1 cm
No. 4: H 6.3 cm, base side 5 cm, D rim 6.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/402/1-4

Square foot with a round cap whose diam-
eter matches the dome-shaped form hol-
lowed out from beneath, cut into lenses. Full 
stem octagonally faceted, merging directly 
with the conical bowl cut in the base into 
lenses (arch-like tops of the stem facets). At 
the bowl rim an engraved “oats” ornament, 
a very popular decorative motif of Polish 
glass after 1800. Large sets of glasses deco-
rated in this way of various shapes and de-
canters are housed in the collections of the 
MNW and the MNK.

Unidentified Polish glasshouses

 54 Beaker
Poland, 1st quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished), gilded
H 12.2 cm, D base 7.2 cm, D rim 8.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/403

Beaker in the form of a cylinder narrowed at mid-height and flaring at the rim. Engraved from 
below into lenses; at the rim an engraved “oats” decoration separated by a horizontal line, 
under which there are suspended four garlands with cut alternating asterisks and lenses. At 
the place of their tying up there are cut stars and two tassels engraved below.

On the underside of the bottom in the centre an engraved star made up of six elongated 
lenses.

Decoration popular in Poland and Central Europe in the 1st quarter of the 20th c.

Condition report: good overall condition; losses at the 
rim and foot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/402/1-4





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

Analogies to glass objects from the MNW 
collection – the shape of the beaker Inv. No. 
19315 (Szk³a z hut radziwi³³owskich 1999, 
vol. I, item 205), decoration on the glasses 
(Poland, 1st quarter of the 19th c.) Inv. No. 
18902, 18114, 18925, 18880 (Szk³a z hut 
radziwi³³owskich 1999, vol. I, items 140-143), 
and from the collection of the MNP – en-
graved and cut decoration on the decanter 
Rz 1554 ab, Poland, early 19th c., and on 
2 glasses Rz 1540, Rz 1541 (Vitrea Splendida 
2002, cat. items 148-149).

 55 Flute glass
Poland, 1st quarter of the19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 19.3 cm, base side 5 cm, D rim 5.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/406

On a square plinth a pyramid-shaped foot 
merging directly with the full baluster stem 
with a cut honeycomb pattern and rhom-
boid sections. Conical elongated bowl with 
a significantly flaring rim. Upper section or-
namented with an engraved garland made 
of a leafed branch, passed through a row of 
wheel engraved oval lenses.

Foot and cutting of the stem characteris-
tic of the years 1790-1820. Two analogous 
glasses are housed in the collection of MNK, 
Inv. No. MNK-IV-Sz-906, MNK-IV-Sz-908. 
A similar engraving under the rim edge can 
be found on a glass published in: Rückert 
1982, item 961, attributed to Bohemia from 
ca. 1820.

ZKW/406

ZKW/403

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts at the rim, scratches, traces of the gilding of the 
engraving.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 56- Six wine glasses 
 -61 

Poland, late 18th c.
colourless glass, cutl gilded
H 12-12.5 cm, D foot 7 cm, 7.9 cm and 8 cm, D rim 7.2 cm and 7.5 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1355/1-6, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. 
FC/407/1-6)

On a round foot with two caps in the form of thick rollers a short full stem with air bubbles, 
slightly flaring. On the stem a conical bowl with a gilded rim edge.

 62 So-called inn glass
Poland?, 19th c.
colourless glass
H 12.5 cm, D base 6.7 cm, D rim 6.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/181

Round foot of an ovoid edge, on which is set a short cylindrical stem of a round base, sepa-
rated from the bowl by a flat merese. Slender bell-shaped bowl rounded at the base, slightly 
tapering off in the upper section and flared outwardly at the rim. 

Unidentified Polish glasshouses

Condition report: good overall condition; substantial 
abrasions of the gilding; no 1 – loss at the edge of the base.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: good overall condition; foot cracked in 
two places, scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/181FC-ZKW/1355/1-6
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  Three white wine glasses
ZKW/3020/1-3
H 14.5 cm, D foot 6.8 cm, D rim 7.3 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. Bell-
shaped bowl with a slightly flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the 
Polish Republic – a crowned Eagle.

  Seven water glasses
ZKW/3021/1-7
H 17.5 cm, D foot 8 cm, D rim 10.3 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. Bell-
shaped bowl with a slightly flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the 
Polish Republic – a crowned Eagle.

  Ten red wine glasses
ZKW/3023/1-8
H 15.3 cm, D foot 7 cm, D rim 7.8 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. Bell-
shaped bowl with a slightly flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the 
Polish Republic – a crowned Eagle.

ZKW/626/1-2
H 15.5 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. 
Semi-ovoid bowl in the lower section with a flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state 
emblem of the Polish Republic – a crowned Eagle.

 63- Glass from a representative suite
 -123 

Poland, glasshouse in Zawiercie?, 1927-1939
colourless glass, optical decoration, cut, etched
Inv. No. ZKW/624, ZKW/625, ZKW/626/1-2, ZKW/3017/1-6, ZKW/3018/1-3, ZKW/3019/1-2, 
ZKW/3020/1-3, ZKW/3021/1-7, ZKW/3022/1-16, ZKW/3023/1-8, ZKW/3029, ZKW/3030/1-5, 
ZKW/3031/1-6





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

  Three sherry glasses
ZKW/3018/1-3
H 13 cm, D foot 6.2 cm, D rim 6.5 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. Bell-shaped 
bowl with a slightly flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish Republic 
– a crowned Eagle.

  Six brandy glasses
ZKW/3017/1-6
H 10.7 cm, D 8.5 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem. Pear-shaped bowl, bulbous in the lower part, strongly flaring towards 
the rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish Republic – a crowned Eagle.

  Seventeen champagne glasses
ZKW/3022/1-16, ZKW/625
H 11.5 cm, D foot 7.9 cm, D rim 10.3 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. Wide shal-
low bowl with a slightly flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish Repub-
lic – a crowned Eagle.

  Three liqueur glasses
ZKW/3019/1-2 
H 12 cm, D 5.7 cm
ZKW/624
H 10.3 cm, D 5 cm

Round flat foot, baluster stem slightly tapering off in the upper section, pentagonal facets. Bell-shaped 
bowl with a slightly flaring rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish Republic 
– a crowned Eagle.





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

ZKW/3023/1-8





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

ZKW/3018/1-3 ZKW/3017/1-6

ZKW/3022/1-16
ZKW/3019/1-2





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

  Salad bowl
ZKW/3029
H 7.5 cm, D 23 cm, D base 15 cm

Round salad cup-shaped bowl, undercut at the base, decorated optically in the form of shallow 
ribs, with a slightly flared rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish 
Republic – a crowned Eagle.

ZKW/3029





Unidentified Polish glasshouses

  Eleven sweetmeat bowls
ZKW/3030/1-5
H 3.2 cm, D 11.2 cm

Round bowl, undercut at the base, decorated optically in the form of shallow ribs, with 
a slightly flared rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish Republic 
– a crowned Eagle.

ZKW/3031/1-6
H 5.3 cm, D 10.4 cm

Semicircular bowl, undercut at the base, decorated optically in the form of shallow ribs, with 
a slightly flared rim. Decoration on one side: etched state emblem of the Polish Republic 
– a crowned Eagle.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts of the rims of few objects.

Provenance: prior to 1939 used by a Polish diplomatic 
mission, after 1945 used in the seat of the Government 

of the Republic of Poland in Exile, on December 11, 1991 
donated by the liquidation commission of the Government 
of the Republic of Poland in Exile to the ZKW.

Literature: Orze³ Bia³y 1995, cat. item IX.110. 

ZKW/3030/1-5 ZKW/3031/1-6





II. SILESIAN GLASS

Silesian glass in the collection of the Royal Castle in Warsaw constitutes a representative group 
illustrating typical patterns of decoration and form of glass manufactures in this area. The group 
encompasses objects characteristic of Silesian glass manufacturing: four sweetmeat bowls, one 
covered goblet and two footed beakers from the 2nd term of the 18th c., a set of four wine 
glasses and a beaker from Józef Miel¿yñski’s service, four wine glasses with toast inscriptions; 
three goblets from the famous workshop of Johann Sigismund Menzel, active in Cieplice at 
the end of this century, and two objects with the panorama of the environs of Jelenia Góra: 
a goblet from the period 1780-1800 and a beaker from the 2nd quarter of the 19th c. from 
Józefina Glasswork in Szklarska Porêba.

Glass from the 1st half of the 18th c. has characteristic shapes and decorations composed of 
minutely executed, delicate yet exquisite engraving, Baroque in stylistics. Decorative patterns 
were derived from P. Decker’s Nuremberg stencils; in addition, Beraine’s ornamentation was 
reworked. The themes of the engravings include all kinds of allegories, symbolic representa-
tions, genre scenes, hunts, landscapes, and detailed panoramas of Silesian towns. They were 
often intertwined with floral motifs, especially since the mid-18th c. Engraved decoration stands 
out due to the unique horror vacui – at times it covers tightly the entire bowl of a goblet or 
bowl. In the mid-18th c., under the influence of the new Rococo stylistics, engraved motifs of 
rocaille, shells, cock’s crests, and palmettes became widespread. The last items were to become 
a typical decorative element of Silesian glass. When small, convex cuts were usually gilded 
and were placed at the edge of a vessel; when bigger in size, they were placed on the wall of 
the bowl and were sometimes covered with engravings.

The 1730s saw the emergence of the form of a Silesian goblet of a conical faceted bowl 
undercut in the lower part. The same shape was also applied to bowls of footed beakers set 
directly on a foot or separated from it solely by a knop. In turn, the bowls of sweetmeats, the 
type of vessel developed around the mid-18th c., were oval in cross-section, usually faceted – in 
a direct line or in a way resembling the shape of a ribbed shell with arched sections of the 
edges. The bowls were likewise characteristically undercut in the base; the decoration applied 
most often consisted of relief gilded palmettes at the edge.

The last decade of the 18th c. was a heyday of the activity of the Menzels’ workshop in 
Cieplice; of special importance was the work of Johann Sigismund, who set glass medallions 
with portraits painted black on gold foil on ovoid bowls of goblets.

Silesian glasshouses also accepted commissions from Poland, Bohemia, Prussia, and Saxo-
ny. The glass objects were most often decorated with coats of arms, initials, or at times also 
with a bust of the addressee of the object. Glass with toast inscriptions in Polish was not infre-
quent, either. Such glass objects were commissioned most often by visitors of health spas 
(e.g. Cieplice) – the popularity of such “souvenirs” increased especially after 1800.

Silesian glass, manufactured mainly in the Jelenia Góra Valley, earned a significant position 
among 18th-century European glass works. This was a result of its high technological and 
artistic level. Exports of Silesian glass and migrations of glass-makers contributed to the mixing 
of forms and the creation of new canons of glass, which is reflected by the repetitions of pat-
terns in glass works located outside Silesia, e.g. in Poland.





 124 Beaker
Silesia?, Bohemia?, ca. 1698
sodium colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 11.1 cm, D base 7.5 mm, D rim 9.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4362

Conical beaker of thick glass, engraved on the entire surface. On one side in a medallion, 
a half-figure of August II against the background of architecture, around a ribbon with an in-
scription: D[ei] • G[ratia] • F[ridericus] • AUGUST • RE•X•POLONIARUM. On the opposite 
side there are two heraldic shields in a medallion: the left with four panels and the coats of 
arms of the Crown and Lithuania, the right one with five panels and the coats of arms of 
Saxon Electors and of Saxony, under a royal crown, flanked by two palm branches surround-
ed by a ribbon featuring an inscription: W•S[acri] • R[omani] • I[mperii] • Arch••EL[ector] 
••1•6•9•8 SAX[oniae] • ICMA&. The remainder of the surface between the medallions 
decorated with engraved floral motifs.

An analogous beaker made of sodium glass and of an identical grooved engraving with 
bust portraits, defined as an object from Bohemia from the early 18th c., was displayed at the 
exhibition La transparence du verre. La verrerie de table et de decoration du XVIe au XVIIIe 
siècle (cat. item 82). A similar beaker, attributed to Bohemia ca. 1690, also published in: 
Miller’s Glass Buyer’s Guide 2001, p. 84.

Another analogous beaker with a nearly identical decoration (medallion with a bust of 
August II and two shields with the coats of arms of Saxony, Poland, and Lithuania under 
a royal crown, separated by a tendril) can be found in the Kremlin collection, Inv. No. Ф-1544 
(published in: Katalog sobranija... Kreml 2006, item 37). This beaker, attributed to Saxony, 
differs from the object from the collection of the ZKW by the higher level of engraving crafts-
manship and a better quality of glass mass (more transparent and harder).

Silesian glass

ZKW/4362

Condition report: good overall condition; strong 
scratches outside and inside.

Provenance: 1999 purchased for the ZKW collection.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 8.





Silesian glass

 125 Footed beaker
Silesia, Jelenia Góra Valley, Cieplice, 1740s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 10.7 cm, D foot 6.7 cm, D rim 7.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/227

Round foot with an edge cut into lenses, underneath a concave engraved rosette. Bowl set 
directly on the foot, markedly tapering in the base, cut into facets topped with semicircles 
above the cut. Above them twelve facets covered with a dense engraved decoration which 
partly obliterates the tectonic division. Four three-facet fields divided by single cut facets 
horizontally into five convex rectangles, filled alternatively with engraved ornament, hunting 
scenes and landscapes. Three big fields feature landscapes – fragments of garden and palace 
complexes. The last one, at the centre, features a paludamentum under a ducal coronet with 
eight coats of arms: inside bigger ones – Œreniawa and Gryf connected with Jan Kazimierz 
Lubomirski (d. 1737), Castellan of Kraków, Starost of Bolemów, heir to G³ogów and Rybotycze, 
and his wife – Urszula née Branicka from Ruszcza (d. after 1761), daughter of the Governor 
of Podlasie. Around them coats of arms: Paprzyca – of Lubomirski’s mother Konstancja 
Bokunówna (d. 1707); Pó³kozic – Lubomirski’s paternal grandmother Konstancja née Ligêzianka 
from Bobrek (d. 1648); Gryf – Lubomirski’s maternal grandmother Konstancja Tekla Branicka; 
Lis – coat of arms of Branicka’s mother Katarzyna Scholastyka Sapie¿anka (d. 1720); Leliwa 
– coat of arms of Branicka’s maternal grandmother Krystyna Barbara Montwidówna Chlebo-
wiczówna, £odzia – Branicka’s paternal grandmother Aleksandra Katarzyna Czarnecka 

(d. 1698). 
Lubomirski and Branicka got married 

either in 1723 or in 1725. As Lubomirski died 
in the 2nd half of the 1730s, it may be assumed 
that the beaker was made for Jan Kazimierz’s 
daughter Marianna, married to Prince Karol 
Stanis³aw Radziwi³³, Governor of Vilnius.

The engraving in the manner of Christian 
Gottfried Schneider, a pre-eminent engraver 
active in Cieplice since ca. 1740.

ZKW/227

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches on 
the bottom of  the foot, chipped off parts at the rim and 
the edge of the foot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 14.





Silesian glass

 126 Sweetmeat bowl
Silesia, Cieplice, 1740s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 13.5 cm, foot 7.6 cm x 6.9 cm, bowl 9.3 cm x 7.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/230

Foot with pairs of opposite sides: rounded and straight, separated by four concave ones, at 
the rim – along the circumference – engraved triangles; on the underside – cut concentric 
lenses. Faceted baluster stem, bowl faceted on the projection of an oval, tapering in the 
lower part, bulbous above. “Wavy” rim edge cut into arches that top facets, with a simple 
folded handle.

Engraved decoration of the bowl: on one of the wider fields the crest of the Schaffgotsch 
family – a tree with the family motto: Aucun temps ne le change. The side fields feature single 
drums and trumpet players. The trumpeters are represented on opposite narrower fields flank-
ing the wider one featuring a man smoking a pipe, seated at table. A fragment of the garden 
can be seen in the field opposite the handle; the final decoration element is an ornament 
composed of the rocailles, acanthus, and lambrequin.

ZKW/230





Glass with the motto and crest of the Schaffgotsch family was manufactured since the 
late 17th c., initially in the workshop of Friedrich Winter, active in a glass works in Cieplice 
and in the first water-operated engraving works in Silesia near Piechowice, established pre-
cisely by the Schaffgotsch family (e.g. a goblet in the MNW collection), and then in the 
Preusslers’ glasshouse in Szklarska Porêba (e.g. a footed beaker in the MNWr collection, see: 
Szk³o nowo¿ytne 1991, cat. item 112). A sizeable group of glass, as Zygmunt Dolczewski 
writes, was commissioned in the 1740s by Hans Anton (a glass in the MNP collection, Inv. 
No. Rz 1329 a, b – cat. item 64).

Silesian glass

 127 Sweetmeat bowl
Silesia, 1740s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 11.2 cm, D foot 8 cm; bowl 8.7 x 6.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/747

Round foot with an edge divided into fifteen 
sections – concave arches, at the edge – en-
graved matte triangles; on the underside – 
two circles of cut lenses; faceted baluster 
stem, bowl tapering in the lower part, twelve 
walls: flat surfaces separated by concave 
ones. 

Engraved decoration within the facets: 
baskets with flowers and fruits, birds, a scene 
representing a hare hunted by a dog, on one 
of the wider sides – a heraldic shield with 
two panels with the representation of a grif-
fin and an eagle, a half-griffin in the crest. 
Matte serration at the edge.

As it has been impossible to identify the 
coats of arms, the persons for whom the 
sweetmeat bowl was made cannot be indi-
cated.

ZKW/747

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the Castle collection by 
Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 15.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts at the rim and the edge of the foot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 128 Sweetmeat bowl
Silesia, ca. mid-18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished), gilded
H 13.3 cm, D foot 7.2 cm, bowl 9.5 cm x 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/177

Round foot; at the edge cut into fields resembling much elongated rhomboids – matte engraved 
triangles, faceted baluster stem cut in the upper section into horizontally placed lenses. Boat-
shaped bowl, tapering in the lower part, cut into flakes. Above an cut decoration: two hunting 
scenes (hare and water birds) separated by a bundle of panoplies framed in a pincers-and-
acanthus ornament, vis-à-vis which there is a convex cut palmette merging with the gilded 
handle. Gilded “wavy” edge, with two markedly stylised flattened shells similar in pattern to 
the palmette.

Silesian glass

ZKW/177

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
chipped off parts at the rim and the edge of the foot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 129 Covered goblet
Silesia, ca. mid-18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 18 cm, D foot 9.3 cm, D rim 7.6 cm; cover: H 7.5 cm, D 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/228/a, b

Round foot with alternating cut lenses and 
short lines on the underside, at the edge 
engraved matte serration; faceted baluster 
stem with cut ovals in the upper, thicker part, 
in the lower part of the bowl a flat merese. 
A fourteen-side bowl, tapering in the lower 
part, with concave facets at the bottom and 
convex facets at the top.

Engraved decoration of the bowl: an 
idyllic scene flanked by a lambrequin and 
pincers-and-acanthus ornament – players, 
women, and domestic animals against the 
background of a landscape. Separately ren-
dered two allegories: Faithfulness as a wo-
man with a dog and a ring or wedding band 
and Reason as a woman holding an upturned 
sword, with a lion at her feet. Matte serration 
at the rim edge.

Silesian glass

ZKW/228/a, b

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off part 
on the edges of the foot and of the cover; scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 130 Footed beaker
Silesia, Cieplice?, 1740s-1750s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 12 cm, D foot 6.5 cm, D rim 7.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/261

Round foot with an edge cut into triangles, 
an analogously cut flat ring. Bowl tapering 
in the lower part with twelve facets. 

Above, an engraved decoration covers 
the entire surface of the bowl sides: among 
lambrequin-pincers-and-acanthus ornament, 
in a medallion, a heraldic shield with the 
letter S and its mirror reflection, supported 
by two eagles, under a count’s coronet.

Possibly the letter S under a count’s coro-
net should be connected with the Schaff-
gotsch family, who had a major contribution 
to the development of the glass making 
industry in the Jelenia Góra Valley since the 
late 17th c.

Silesian glass

 131 Sweetmeat bowl
Silesia, ca. 1760
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished), gilded
H 12.8 cm, D foot 7.2 cm, bowl 8.7 cm x 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/750

Round foot with a side cut into fields that resemble significantly elongated rhomboids, cut on 
the underside into narrow lenses. Straight cylindrical stem topped with a knop, cut into rec-
tangular and triangular fields, above a flat ring and a merese. Boat-shaped bowl, cut 
in the lower part into convex flakes. Engraved decoration: two architectural landscapes sepa-
rated by a rocaille-and-flower ornament and a coat of arms. Rim edge cut into arches, gilded, 
with a partial outline of three stylised cut convex shells, one of which merges into 
a handle.

ZKW/261

Condition report: good overall condition; a small loss 
at the rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 132 Four wine glasses and a beaker 
 -136 with the Nowina coat of arms and IM KP initials

Silesia, 1763-1782
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
glasses: 
No. 1: H 15.3 cm, D foot 7.1 cm, D rim 5.7 cm
No. 2: H 15.1 cm, D foot 6.8 cm, D rim 5.7 cm
No. 3: H 15.2 cm, D foot 6.9 cm, D rim 5.8 cm
No. 4: H 15.3 cm, D foot 6.9 cm, D rim 5.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/206/1-4
beaker: H 11.6 cm, D base 6.4 cm, D rim 7.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/220

Wine glasses set on a round domed foot and on a baluster stem with cut facets. Faceted 
conical bowl, undercut in the lower part (at 1/3 of height). On the bowl edge – visible traces 
of gilding. Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: the cartouche, under a nobleman’s 
coronet with an emblem, features the Nowina coat of arms. On the sides of the crown initials: 
IM (Józef Miel¿yñski) and KP (Castellan of Poznañ). 

Silesian glass

ZKW/750

Coat of arms (slanted strips, a monkey in 
the crest) has not been identified; the Order 
of the White Eagle underneath indicates only 
that the bowl was made for a person award-
ed the recognition in the 1750s.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding, scratches, small losses under the bowl.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 16; 
Za Ojczyznê i Naród 2005, item 119.





Cylindrical faceted beaker, bowl edge gilded. Engraved decoration (analogous to the 
glasses) on one side: the cartouche, under a nobleman’s coronet with an emblem, features 
the Nowina coat of arms. On the sides of the crown initials: IM (Józef Miel¿yñski) and KP 
(Castellan of Poznañ).

The wine glasses and the beaker come from the service made for Józef Klemens Krzysztof 
Miel¿yñski (1729-1792), royal chamberlain to August III, awarded with the Order of the White 
Eagle (1755), Starost of Radziejów (1755), Castellan of Poznañ (1763), Governor of Kalisz 
(1782), Governor of Poznañ (1786), Knight of the Maltese Order. The time of the manufacture 
is determined by his appointment to the office of the Castellan in 1763.

Son of Maciej Miel¿yñski – Józef (1824-1900) displayed an analogous wine glass at the Lviv 
exhibition in 1894, recorded in the exhibition Catalogue (Lviv 1894), item 950: “cut wine glass 
with the Nowina coat of arms and the letters IMKP, 18th c., H 150 mm, D at top 55 mm, prop-
erty of Józef Miel¿yñski in Iwno”.

Two other wine glasses from this suite have been preserved in the collection of the Muzeum 
Sztuki U¿ytkowej, branch of the MNP, Inv. No. Rz 1491 a, b (published in: Vitrea Splendida 
2002, items 78-79). 

Silesian glass

ZKW/206/1-4 ZKW/220

Condition report: good overall condition; strong 
abrasions and losses of gilding (gold best preserved 
on glass No. 4); scratches of the beaker.

Provenance: glasses – 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW 
collection by Tadeusz Wierzejski; beaker – 1975 gift of 
Prof. Andrzej Ciechanowiecki.

Literature: Za Ojczyznê i Naród 2005, items 113, 114.





Johann Sigismund Menzel 
(May 25, 1744-May 29, 1810), engraver active in the late 18th c. in Cieplice Œl¹skie, a buoyant centre of glass 
making, known as early as the 17th c. His workshop manufactured glass of characteristic decoration in between 
the walls. The most frequently made objects included goblets and beakers of a Classicist type. Gold foil with an 
etched portrait bust profile, painted with black, was placed between the walls of the vessel. The persons por-
trayed included also the Prussian King and the wealthy Schaffgotsch family, who contributed extensively to the 
development of the glass making industry in the region of Lower Silesia. Some of Menzel’s objects are signed 
and dated.

 137 Covered goblet
Silesia, Cieplice, workshop of Johann Sigismund Menzel, the 1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gold foil, double-walled medallions 
H 17.5 cm, base side 7 cm, D rim 8 cm; cover: H 8 cm, D 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/617/a, b

Square foot merging with a quadrilateral 
short stem flaring in the upper section. 
Above, between two mereses, a flattened 
globular knop with a cut honeycomb pattern, 
ovoid bowl also with an engraved honey-
comb pattern in the lower part (ca. 1/3 H). 
Above, on one side of the bowl, a double-
walled oval medallion with a male bust in 
profile, painted with black on a gold foil 
placed between the glass walls. Around the 
medallion cut lenses making up an outer 
“border”, at the top an engraved ribbon, on 
the sides – engraved floral motifs. Around 
the rim a row of cut and gilded lenses, at the 
edge a gold border. Floral decoration en-
graved on the cover.

A cover added later, round, slightly 
conical; faceted; the finial made up of a cut 
ball with a honeycomb pattern and a gilded 
cone.

Silesian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; damage of the 
bind in medalions.

Provenance: 1982 gift of Anna Czarkowska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/617/a, b





 138 Covered goblet
Silesia, Cieplice, workshop of Johann Sigismund Menzel, the 1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gold foil, double-walled medallions 
H 17.5 cm, base side 7 cm, D rim 8 cm; cover: H 7.5 cm, D 8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/393/a, b

Square foot, full, quadrilateral short stem, 
tapering in the upper section, faceted, above 
which, between two mereses, a flattened 
globular knop with a cut honeycomb pattern, 
ovoid bowl. Round cover, domed over the 
short stem, finial composed of two balls set 
on a rosette.

On one side of the bowl are set two 
double-walled oval medallions with busts of 
a woman and a man in profile, painted with 
black on gold foil placed between the walls. 
Around the medallions cut lenses that form 
their outer frame, at the top enriched with 
engraved ribbons and on the sides with 
added floral motifs. Around the rim a row of 
cut and gilded lenses, a gold band at the 
edge. On the bulging part of the cover 
a circle with cut and gilded lenses, a gold 
band and a repeated motif of cut lenses in 
the middle of the bowl.

Silesian glass

ZKW/393/a, b

Condition report: good overall condition; small losses at 
the base edge, detached of the gluing of gold foil.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 139 Covered goblet
Silesia, Cieplice, workshop of Johann Sigismund Menzel, the 1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gold foil, double-walled medallions 
H 17.5 cm, base side 3.5 cm, base diagonal 9.5 cm, D rim 8 cm; cover: H 7.8 cm, D 7.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/214/a, b

Octagonal foot, formed on the underside 
à la lemon squeezer, merging with an oc-
tagonally faceted short stem tapering in the 
upper section, separated by a flat merese 
from the ovoid bowl cut in the lower part 
into rhomboids (ca. 1/3 H). Above, on one 
side of the bowl a pair of double-walled oval 
medallions with busts of a woman and a man 
in profile, painted with black on gold foil 
placed between the walls. Around the me-
dallions cut lenses that form their outer 
frame, at the top enriched with engraved 
drooping floral motifs. Around the rim a row 
of cut and gilded circles and a gold band. 
Engraved floral decoration on the cover. On 
the bulging part of the cover a circle with 
cut and gilded lenses.

Round cover, slightly bulbous over the 
short stem, domed, middle part cut into 
rhomboids, finial with a knob.

Silesian glass

ZKW/214/a, b

Condition report: good overall condition; detached of the 
gluing of the gold foil.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 17.





Silesian glass

 140 Goblet
Jelenia Góra Valley, Cieplice?, the 1780s-1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 13.6 cm, base side 5.7 cm, D rim 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/405

Square foot merging with a quadrilateral stem tapering in the upper section, separated from 
the ovoid bowl by a knop in the form of a flattened ball, cut into rhomboids and set from the 
bottom and the top between two mereses. The bowl engraved in the lower part into a honey-
comb pattern, covered completely by an engraved two-band decoration. The lower band 
representing panoramas of the towns of Hirschberg (Jelenia Góra) and Warmbrunn (Cieplice), 
separated by a medallion with the CS monogram. Above, a panorama of the Karkonosze 
Mountains separated by a horizontal line, with inscriptions identifying particular locations: 
Riesenkop (Old German name for Œnie¿ka), Teiche (Stawy), and Kynast (Chojnik Castle).

In the 2nd half of the 18th c. and in the early 19th c. the above iconographic rendition of 
the vistas of these particular Silesian towns was extremely popular. Glass with an analogous 
engraving of the environs of Jelenia Góra, with identical details and captions identifying 
particular locations, can be found in the collections of the MNP, the MNWr, and the Muzeum 
Karkonoskie.

Probably the goblet originally came in complete with a cover. The monogram may relate 
to one of the members of the Schaffgotsch family.

ZKW/405

Condition report: good overall condition; slight abrasions 
of the gilding, scratches, losses at the rim and the foot 
edge.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 141 Decanter (stopper added later)
Silesia, late 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 21 cm, D base 10.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/262/a, b

Pear-shaped decanter, cut into one row of lenses oval in the base and into three rows of round 
lenses at the line of the merger of the body into the neck. Decoration engraved on one side: 
an intertwined JMC monogram in a laurel wreath with a ribbon.

Stopper composed of two parts: the lower one conical and matte; finial in the form of 
a teardrop.

Silesian glass

ZKW/262/a, b

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions inside, 
scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Silesian glass

 142- A set of eight wine glasses
 -149 

Silesia, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 12 cm, base side 5.7 cm, D rim 6.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/336/1-8

Quadrilateral foot on which is set a quadrilateral stem tapering in the upper section, sepa-
rated from the semi-ovoid bowl by a flat merese. Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: 
in a medallion topped by a ribbon with suspended leafed twigs with flowers on the sides, 
under a ducal mitre, initials IM, probably of Prince Ignacy Massalski, Bishop of Vilnius from 
1762; underneath an eight-pointed star.

The form of wine glasses characteristic of Silesian glass from the turn of the 19th c.
Two identical wine glasses in the collection of the Muzeum Kroœniewice, Inv. No. Dun. B. 

2028, Dun. B. 2030. Analogous shapes and decorative arrangement of the medallion can be 
found on glasses from the collection of the MNWr (Szk³o nowo¿ytne 1991, items 140-142).

ZKW/336/1-8

Condition report: good overall condition; slight abrasions 
of the gilding, chipped off parts at the edges of the base: 
small on the glasses No. 3, 4, more prominent on the 
corner of glass No. 8.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 150- Pair of rummers
 -151 

K³odzko Valley, turn of the 18th c. to the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 12.4 cm, foot side 5.4 cm, D rim 6.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/394/1, 2

Square foot, short pyramidal stem, octagonally faceted. Above a flat merese, separating an 
ovoid bowl. The bowl cut in the lower part into eleven oval lenses. Under the rim an engraved 
and cut decoration: a row of fusiform horizontally arranged lenses, matte inside, with cut 
vertical small lenses. Underneath four garlands of pearls; pairs of tassels at their suspension 
points.

The type of decoration characteristic of the region of Bohemia and Silesia, in particular of 
the K³odzko Valley. Analogous decorations on e.g. a glass in the collection of the MNKi, 
Inv. No. MNKi/R/5 (see Szk³o europejskie 2003, item 35).

Silesian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; small losses and 
chipped off parts and spalling at the rim and the corners 
of the base and the edges of the stem cutting.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/394/1, 2





Silesian glass

 152 Rummer
Upper Silesia, glasshouse in Mys³owice n. Jaworzno?, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 12.3 cm, base side 6 cm, D rim 7.1 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/218

Base – a quadrilateral plinth, full conical stem, separated from the bowl by a flat merese. Ovoid 
bowl, faceted in the lower part. 

Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl, an inscription: Vivat/ Joseph Gostowski/ Woyt 
Gminy z Jaworznia; set on the sides and at the bottom by leafed single twigs; at the rim two 
parallel very schematic floral tendrils.

Most probably referring to the head of Jaworzno commune, situated on the frontier 
between Upper Silesia and Ma³opolska, a renowned mining centre. Jaworzno was closest 
(11 km) to a glasshouse in Mys³owice, whose published catalogue of products includes e.g. 
a pattern of an analogous glass shape. This can be the grounds for a hypothesis that it was in 
Mys³owice or in the nearby Królewska Huta that this vessel was made. 

ZKW/218

Condition report: good overall condition; deposit inside, 
losses on the base, chipped off parts on the base and at 
the rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Silesian glass

 153 Goblet
Silesia, late 18th c. – early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 19.5 cm, D foot 9.4 cm, D rim 9 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/229

Octagonal double base, with a pressed form of a lemon squeezer on the underside, pyramidal, 
cut, separated from the bowl by a flat merese. Ovoid bowl, diamond-cut in the lower part.

Engraved decoration: two inscriptions convening a single message, separated by two ver-
tical vine tendrils. The first inscription is as follows: Gdyby Pan Bog m¹ iedyn¹/ Chcia³ iœæ rad¹ 
Swiat tworz¹cy,/ Tam gdzie teraz rzeki p³yn¹/ By³by potok win ciekn¹cy/ morze by³aby piwnica/ 
Ziemia by³aby winnica,/ Ludzie beczki na przelanie,/ Ja, za lewar sta³bym Panie. The other in-
scription is a continuation of the first one: By piiaczki i piiaki/ Przy iemnieyszy widok mia³y/ 
Przemieni³bym Nieba znaki/ W Butle, g¹siory, anta³y/ a iak teraz z nich promienie,/ Takby ciek³y 
win strumienie,/ Mybyœmy oczy zmru¿ali,/ Gêby tylko otwierali.

The glass belongs to a group of objects with playful, toast, and occasional inscriptions. Glass 
shape analogous to the glass object item 139 (Inv. No. ZKW/214/a, b).

ZKW/229

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions on 
the bowl, scratches, losses and chipped off parts at the rim 
and the edges of the base, foot and stem.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Silesian glass

 154 Goblet
Silesia, 1st quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 16 cm, foot diagonal 8.5 cm, D rim 8.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/217

Octagonal double base, with a hollowed hemisphere on the underside, cut in the form of 
a pyramid, separated from the bowl by a round merese. Ovoid bowl, faceted in the lower 
part.

Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: initial JB, underneath an inscription: Zyi 
zdrowy Zyi Szczêœliwy Zyi nam sto lat d³uzy/ Pomysnosc S³awa honor niech ci zawsze Sluzy; 
a vine tendril at the rim.

Misspellings indicate an insufficient knowledge of the Polish language and prove that the 
glass was made in Silesia for a Polish commission.

ZKW/217

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, losses 
and chipped off parts on the rim and the base edge.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Silesian glass

 155 Goblet
Silesia, 1st quarter of the 19th c. 
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 15.8 cm, foot side 3.2 cm, foot diagonal 8.3 cm, D rim 8.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/621

Octagonal double base in the form of a cut pyramid, separated by a merese from the ovoid 
bowl, faceted in the lower part.

Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: a Latin inscription: Hic Pater o Lenee veni 
nudataque muste/ Tinge nova me cum direptis crura coturnis/ GG; a vine tendril under the rim 
edge.

ZKW/621

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
chipped off parts on the base and at the rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 156 Beaker
Jelenia Góra Valley, Cieplice?, the 1830s
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 11.1 cm, D base 6.5 cm, D rim 8.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/429

Barrel-shaped beaker, cut in the base into 
small elongated lenses. Above engraved 
two-belt decoration: the lower part shows 
two panoramas of towns with inscriptions 
Hirschberg (Jelenia Góra) and Warmbrunn 
(Cieplice), separated by a shield with the 
initials TW. Above a panorama of the Karko-
nosze Mountains with inscriptions that iden-
tify the locations: Schneekoppe (Œnie¿ka), 
Teiche (Stawy), Kynast (Chojnik), and 
Schneegruben (Œnie¿ne Kot³y). A schematic 
engraved vine tendril at the rim edge.

 157 Plate
Silesia?, Bohemia?, 2nd quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut
H 2.7 cm, D 18.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/424

Round plate, of the entire outer surface cut 
into a rhomboid lattice, so-called flat stone 
pattern (Drahotová 1984, p. 187). Collar 
edge serrated.

Cut decoration, introduced and dissemi-
nated by English glasshouses in the 1st quar-
ter of the 19th c., esp. popular in Bohemia, 
where the cutting patterns became more 
diversified in the 2nd quarter of the 19th c. The 
flat stone pattern was used for the decoration 
of various objects of everyday use and 
decorative items, whose entire surfaces or 
fragments, such as medallions, were covered 
with it.

Silesian glass

ZKW/429

ZKW/424

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions on 
the outside, scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: good overall condition; losses at the 
collar edge, scratches.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.





Silesian glass

 158 Sweetmeats glass
Silesia, Szklarska Porêba, Józefina glasshouse, 1850-1855
colourless and filigree glass, cut, gilded
H 10 cm, D 11.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/1859

Round flat foot, baluster stem with six facets, separated from the bowl by a flat merese. 
Hemispherical bowl, with a widely flaring horizontally arranged rim constituting a collar. The 
bowl of filigree glass with fused threads, alternatingly cobalt and white. Stem and foot adorned 
with gold floral elements: fern leaves and dots. Gold strips at the edge of the foot and the 
bowl rim.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1985 gift of Monika ¯eromska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/1859





III. BOHEMIAN GLASS

Bohemia played a significant role in the development of the art of glass making in the modern 
era. At the close of the 16th c. and in the early 17th c. Prague became the chief centre for glass 
engraving in Central Europe thanks to the patronage of Emperor Rudolph II, a great sponsor 
of artists and collector. He first invited to Prague the Miseroni family of Italian engravers of 
rock crystal and then a distinguished German engraver Caspar Lehmann, who taught a group 
of disciples active here in the early 17th c. (e.g. Georg Schwanhardt, David Engelhardt).

Seventeen-century Bohemian glass has characteristic shallow and matte engraving with 
simplified motifs (a landscape with a staffage or a bird, flowers), composed in a belt-like fa-
shion or enclosed by oval medallions. This kind of decoration can be found on glassware from 
the turn of the 18th c. to the 19th c., especially on large beakers, two of which are housed in 
the Castle collection.

At the close of the 17th c. Bohemia began to resume its leading position in glass making in 
Central Europe. This was connected with the introduction of a new technology – crystal glass, 
characterised by substantial transparency (extraordinary purity of glass mass), a high light re-
fraction coefficient (gleam) and hardness which allowed to take full advantage of the values 
of cutting and engraving.

In the early 18th c. Bohemian glass started to be richly ornamented by using the two above 
techniques. Decoration patterns were extended by a Jean Bérain type of ornament consisting 
in interconnected ribbon-and-border, acanthus tendril, and grotesque motifs. In the period 
ca.1720-1750 these and then other Rococo ornaments were used by Bohemian engravers as 
a decorative framework for heraldic representations, portraits, allegories, figures of saints or 
hunting scenes. The decoration was supplemented with facet and lens engraving. The most 
frequently used forms comprised glasses of conical bowl often undercut in the lower part, some-
times oval in shape, octagonally faceted, “boat” sweetmeat bowls and typical conical beakers. 
The Castle collection houses a few such glass objects, albeit of very simple decoration.

So-called Zwischengoldglas, or double-walled glass vessels with gilding between the walls 
made in the period ca.1720-1750, constitutes a separate unique group of Bohemian glass. The 
Castle collection houses a few such goblets and two beakers manufactured in this technique.

A new chapter in the history of Bohemian glass making began in the 19th c., especially in 
the second decade of that century. This was connected not so much with the introduction of 
the new stylistics of Empire and Biedermeier and their glass of bulky forms, but first of all with 
the ever greater popularity of coloured glass. It was made in a few ways: colouring in the 
batch, coating with colour layers or staining, or coating with lustre paints. The decorative effect 
of the glass was heightened by the cut, whereby colourless glass was revealed from under 
a colour layer.

In the early 19th c. Paul Meyer re-discovered the mystery of the manufacture of gold ruby, 
and around 1840 ruby glass of the Kunckel type was produced. In the 1830s bottle-blue and 
emerald-green hues were introduced, while the popular glassware of the following decade 
was that green, greenish-yellow, and yellow in colour, as well as glass coated with a white 
opaque enamel on which colourful patterns were painted. It is in order to point out also glass 
resembling gemstones: red and black hyalites (ca. 1820, inventor Count Georg Buquoy), mar-
bled lythialines (ca. 1830, inventor Friedrich Egermann) and pastel agate glass (production in 
the period 1835-1845). Nineteenth-century Bohemian coloured glass constitutes a rather size-
able group in the Castle collection, with a predominance of vessels coated with ruby layer.





Bohemian glass

Unambiguous identification of Bohemian and Silesian glass made around the mid-18th c. is 
sometimes difficult because of close analogies of the character of decoration of objects manu-
factured at that time in these two glass making regions, all the more so since the region of the 
Karkonosze Mountains does not lend itself to divisions. Therefore this glassware is often dubbed 
Bohemo-Silesian or from the Karkonosze. 

 159 Goblet
Bohemia (Karkonosze), turn of the 17th c. to the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 16.6 cm, D foot 11.7 cm, D rim 9.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/202

Round foot, roller stem, knop in the form of a flattened ring cut into lenses, conical bowl. 
Engraved decoration on the entire surface of the bowl: among branches with flowers two 

medallions with representations of birds and architecture. The whole composition flanked at 
the top and bottom by a vertical, schematic leafed twig.

Form and decoration characteristic of Bohemian objects of the period. 
Matte texture of a shallow cut, schematic 

rendition of architecture, motifs of birds 
(oriental-like) and flowers are the distinguish-
ing marks of seventeenth-century Bohemian 
glass, as confirmed also by two following 
beakers from the Castle collection.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished. 

ZKW/202





Bohemian glass

 160 Beaker
Bohemia, turn of the 17th c. to the 18th c.
colourless glass, engraved
H 19.5 cm, base D 11 cm, D rim 15.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/265

Conical beaker. Three belts of engraved 
decoration: geometrical motifs intertwined 
with simplified renditions of architecture, 
pairs of birds at a branch or vine bunches.

See Bohemian beakers of more simplified 
motifs from the collection of the MNWr, Inv. 
No. II-1523, II-1615, II-554, II-370, published 
in: Szk³o nowo¿ytne 1991, items 153-156.

 161 Beaker
Bohemia, turn of the 17th c. to the 18th c.
colourless glass, engraved
H 18.6 cm, base D 11 cm, D rim 14.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/266

Conical beaker. Three belts of engraved 
decoration: floral motifs fill out the lower and 
upper belt, while the central one features 
seven medallions with simplified representa-
tions of architecture, birds, and floral orna-
ment (see cat. item 160).

ZKW/266

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions 
inside, scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/265





Bohemian glass

 162 Wine glass
Karkonosze, 1730-1740
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 13.2 cm, foot side 2.8 cm, foot diagonal 7.2 cm, bowl 5.8 x 5.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/222

Octagonal foot with concentric lenses, cut 
on the underside, faceted short baluster 
stem, separated from the foot by two 
mereses, conical bowl (from a cast), rectan-
gular in cross-section, with cut-off corners.

At mid-height of the bowl two cut lines; 
engraved decoration on the wider walls: 
a bouquet set from the top and bottom into 
bent branches.

This form of glass popular both in Bohe-
mian and Silesian centres, that is why the 
provenance of the object is defined more 
generally as the Karkonosze.

See La transparence du verre 1994, items 
89, 90; Klesse, Reineking von Bock 1973, 
items 376, 377.

 163 Jug
Bohemia, 2nd quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, silver
H 27 cm, base (oval) 8.5 x 9.2 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1341, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. 
FC/405)

On a short oval foot a body in the form of a flattened ball, cut on the sides into asterisks and 
groups of four lenses. On one of the wider walls of the body, in the centre, engraved letters 
EEG in a circle, around which the surface of glass is matte and there are radiantly 
arranged lenses, wider and narrower in turns. On the other side, analogously in the centre, 

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 ZKW/222





Bohemian glass

 FC-ZKW/1341

a mounted Gdañsk Ort (1/4 Thaler) with the bust of Zygmunt III and an inscription: 
SGIS.3.D.G.REX.POL.M.DL.R.PR on the averse (on the invisible obverse – the coat of arms of 
Gdañsk supported by two lions, a mint mark in a circular band MONETA.CIVIT.GEDANENSIS 
and a year’s date). Shoulders of the body faceted, merging seamlessly with the slender cylin-
drical neck. At mid-height of the neck a matte belt with cut oval lenses, limited from the bot-
tom and the top by a concave engraved band. Above a row of cut big lenses. Handle in the 
form of a reversed letter S.

The mount: foot and rim surrounded by a silver band in the form of cut and connected 
acanthus leaves. Silver lid connected with a cap for the upper part of the handle, decorated 
with an engraved ornament. 

The form and cut decoration characteristic of Bohemian works of the 2nd quarter of the 
18th c. Nearly identical form and cut decoration can be seen on a jug from the collection of 
the Umeleckoprymuslove Museum in Prague Inv. No. UPM 13209/1916 (published in: Ćeske 
sklo 1989, vol. II, item 276), dated as the 1730s-1740s. An analogous jug, without the metal 
mount, with a glass stopper and a medallion made in the zwischengoldglas technique published 
in: Glas – um 1700 bis um 1800, item 94. Jugs of an analogous form and similar composition 
and cut decoration motifs, dated however as the 2nd half of the 18th c., can be found in the 
collection of the MNWr, Inv. No. II-508, II-112, II-1329 (see Szk³o nowo¿ytne 1991, cat. items 
172-174). 

Condition report: good overall condition; 
deposits and abrasions inside, scratches 
outside.

Literature: unpublished.





DOUBLE-WALLED GLASS WITH GILDING 
Double-walled objects with gilding were an important part of the output of Bohemian glass 
works in the first half of the18th c. The most frequent forms of vessels with gilding between the 
walls were bowls, beakers, and wine glasses (glass bowls). They were made as follows: two 
closely fitting vessels were blown: the outer one had a bigger diameter, the inner one had 
a smaller diameter but was taller, as the binding of the walls was placed most often around one 
centimetre under the rim (tangible on the outer part of the vessel). This was meant to prevent 
moisture from the liquids stored in the object, especially during their drinking, from getting in 
between the walls of the vessel. The outer bottom was glued to the object as the last element. 
All the seams were made with resins. Onto the outer wall of the inner vessel was glued gold 
foil, less frequently silver one (at times both were combined in the same object), with stencil-
etched scenes and ornaments, sometimes underpainted with transparent varnishes. 

Initially, in the 1720s, the seam connecting the inner and the outer glass was placed on the 
level of the rim. This was also done in the 19th c. during the manufacture of imitations and 
fakes of glass with gilding between the walls. 

The most frequent themes until the 1730s were scenes of bear, deer, or boar hunt, while 
religious representations or heraldic motifs were rare. The vessels were decorated at the base 
with an acanthus frieze and were adorned at the rim with a border and a band of sinuous 
tendrils. Genre scenes related to the lifestyle of the nobility appeared most often at the second 
stage of the manufacture of Zwischengoldgläser. The themes included music playing, feasts, 
games, as well as war, allegorical and religious scenes; also frequent were coats of arms of the 
ruling dynasties and of noblemen. The representations were supplemented with a decorative 
ornament patterned after Jean Beraine’s and Paul Decker’s decorations.

 164 Double-walled beaker
Bohemia, 2nd quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, double-walled, glued, gold foil 
H 8.4 cm, D base 4.9 cm, D rim 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/176

Double-walled conical beaker, faceted on 
the outside. Connection of the walls ca. 
7 mm under the rim. Between the walls, up 
to the height of the seam, plain gold foil. 

Condition report: bad condition; vertical cracking of the 
walls, numerous air bubbles between the walls – damage 
of the bind, detachment of the bottom.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o, part Szk³o, item 18.

ZKW/176

Bohemian glass





 165 Double-walled goblet
Bohemia, 2nd quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, double-walled, glued, engraved gold and silver foil
H 17.4 cm, D foot 8.4 cm, D rim 7.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/226

Round foot with cut elongated concentric lenses on the underside, faceted baluster stem, 
separated from the foot by a merese, knop in the form of a ring cut into ovals around the 
circumference. Conical double-walled bowl, adorned with a hunting scene cut out in gold foil 
and engraved. In the lower part floral motifs cut out in silver foil. The seam of the binding of 
the walls 7 mm under the rim. 

Condition report: good overall condition; numerous air 
bubbles between the walls – damage of the bind.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/226

Bohemian glass





Bohemian glass

 166 Double-walled goblet
Bohemia, 1730-1750
colourless glass, cut, double-walled glued, engraved gold foil
H 16.6 cm, D foot 8.7 cm, D rim 7.9 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/749

Round foot with a seventeen-petal pattern of the edge, faceted baluster stem, cut in the upper 
section in rhomboids, separated from the foot by two mereses of differing diameter. Conical 
double-walled bowl, between the walls gold foil in which are cut two medallions with uniden-
tified coats of arms, probably of Bohemian families (a single one and a pair), intertwined with 
a tendril with acanthus leaves. The seam of the binding of the walls 7 mm under the rim.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts at the rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o, part Szk³o, item 19

ZKW/749





Bohemian glass

 167 Double-walled beaker
Bohemia, ca. 1730
colourless glass, cut, double-walled glued, engraved gold and silver foil
H 9 cm, base D 5.2 cm, D rim 7.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/219

Double-walled conical beaker, faceted from 
the outside. The seam of the binding of the 
walls 7 mm under the rim. Between the walls, 
until the height of the seam, a courtly scene 
cut out in gold foil and engraved. The scene 
represents a concert on a terrace: ladies and 
three men are listening to the music per-
formed by a violinist and a cellist. The theme 
of the decoration characteristic of the deco-
rative patterns of this kind of objects. Under 
the scene a frieze made up of acanthus leaves 
cut out in silver foil.

 168 Beaker
Bohemia, the 1770s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, painted, gilded
H 7.8 cm, base D 5.2 cm, D rim 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/ 216

Conical beaker, fourteen facets, gilded at the 
rim. Decoration painted on one side of the 
wall: a woman seated in a garden against 
the background of a sketchy rendition of 
architecture. 

Condition report: good overall condition; numerous air 
bubbles between the walls – damage of the bind.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/219

ZKW/216

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





Bohemian glass

 169 Wine glass
Bohemia, 1770s-1780s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 15.8 cm, D foot 6.9 cm, D rim 6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/270

Round foot, slender baluster faceted stem. 
Bowl undercut in the lower part, faceted, 
gilded at the rim edge. On the walls: a tree, 
a female figure, and rocaille painted with 
gold.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off part 
at the rim, substantial abrasions of the gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 170 Wine glass
Bohemia, 1770s-1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 16 cm, D foot 7.2 cm, D rim 6.1 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/263

Round foot, slender baluster faceted stem. Bowl undercut in the lower part, faceted, gilded at 
the rim edge.

ZKW/270





Bohemian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
surface of the foot, losses and chipped off part at the rim, 
substantial abrasions of the gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 171 Beaker
Bohemia, 1780s-1790s
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 11.7 cm, base D 6.5 cm, D rim 7.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/312

Conical faceted beaker gilded at rim edge. Engraved decoration on one side: the emblem of 
the brewers’ guild under a crown in a medallion; above – the letters AD. The sides of the 
medallion outline decorated with rocaille and twigs.

An analogous beaker, also from the Tadeusz Wierzejski collection, of a slightly different 
height, is housed in the collection of the MNW.

ZKW/263





Condition report: good overall condition; substantial 
abrasions of the gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/312

 172 Tankard
Bohemia, late 18th c.
colourless glass, engraved, tin (cover)
H 13.3 cm, rim and base D 6.6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/938

Cylindrical tankard with a protruding roller 
at the bottom section, with a handle in the 
shape of the letter C. Engraved “folk”-type 
decoration on one side: within a tendril with 
flowers a round shield with an emblem in 
the form of a heart sawn through with 
a saw.

Glass tankards with tin lids were a popu-
lar form since the late 16th c. until the early 
18th c., reappearing after the 1770s. Tankards 
were adorned with engravings or with 
painted decoration applied with enamel 
paints.

Analogous shapes and “folk” engraved 
decorations of the tankards from the collec-
tion of the MNWr, published in: Szk³a 
nowo¿ytne 1991, items 137, 138.

Condition report: good overall condition; crack at the base.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/938

Bohemian glass





 173- Four rummers
 -176 

Bohemia?, ca. 1800
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 12.3 cm, foot side 4.5 cm, D rim 5.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/392/1-4

Square foot, quadrilateral stem, cut into eight facets in the upper section, tapering off at the 
top. Directly on top of it a semi-ovoid bowl with a strongly narrowed and elongated base, cut 
into eight facets topped with semi-circles. Engraved decoration in the upper section of the 
bowl: under the rim a matte belt with a row of cut vertical lenses – at the upper edge and 
a cut wavy line underneath. Under the belt suspended cut four garlands of lenses, at suspen-
sion (contact) points of the garlands engraved ribbon with tassels. 

An identical engraving (difference: no ribbons at the tassels) adorns the rims of two 
glasses published in: Baumgärtner 1988, item 167, dated as ca. 1800 and putatively attributed 
to Bohemia.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts on the edge foot; no 3 – loss at the rim.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Bohemian glass

ZKW/392/1-4





Bohemian glass

 177- Six beakers
 -182 

Bohemia, Böhmerwald, early 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 9.8; 10.1; 10.2; 10.3 cm, base D 6.5 cm, 6.7 cm, 6.8 cm, D rim 7; 7.1; 7.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/436/1-6

Cylindrical beakers. Engraved decoration: in 
the upper section of the walls a row of cut, 
vertically arranged ovals, separated by 
means of schematic flowers; underneath 
suspended garlands of pearls, overlapping 
with arched drapes of a ribbon with tassels 
at suspension points. The fields where the 
garlands overlap partly filled with a lattice. 
Engraving gilded. In the lower half – four 
schematic gold flowers. 

The Glasmuseum in Passau houses a set 
of three analogous beakers and a decanter, 
which, as tradition has it, come from a suite 
of dowry tableware of Susanne Hafenbrädel 
(see collection catalogue: Das Böhmische 
Glas 1700-1950, vol. II, item 307).

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
abrasions of the gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.ZKW/436/1-6

 183 Beaker
Northern Bohemia / K³odzko Valley, ca. 1820-1825
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 10 cm, base D 4.5 cm, D rim 8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/416

Thick-walled beaker with a nearly circular lower half decorated with deep grooves of a lan-
ceolate-pattern. The upper section – conical, with a flaring rim, decorated with an engraved 
tendril of flowers and leafed branches. On the underside of the bottom engraved letters JT in 
a mirror reflection.

The shape of the lower section of the beaker analogous to the glass published in: Klesse, 
von Saldern 1978, item 214. It also bears a certain similarity to the beaker from the collection 
of the MNP (see Vitrea Splendida 2002, item 165).





Bohemian glass

 184 Rummer
Bohemia, 1830s-1840s
colourless glass, cut
H 11.4 cm, D foot 5.4 cm, D rim 6.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/417

Round foot, with a nine-petal pattern of the 
edge, domed, full; on it set a spool bowl, cut 
into nine vertical facets topped with semicir-
cles, the lower half additionally cut into rows 
of horizontal wedge-like grooves. Fields over 
the facets under the rim filled with a cut small 
lattice. The underside of the foot cut into 
radiantly arranged grooves and a centrally 
engraved intertwined monogram CM.

The form typical of Bohemian glass of the 
period; analogous vertical grooves used on 
a glass object from ca. 1800 from the glass-
house in Novy Svet (see Glas – um 1700 bis 
um 1800, item 107).

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
deposits inside, chipped off parts at the rim.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/416

Condition report: good overall condition; two small losses 
at the rim, deposits on the inner surface of the bowl.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/417





Bohemian glass

 185 Vase
Bohemia, ca. mid-19th c.
colourless glass, red copper staining, cut, gilding on enamel
H 20.1 cm, base D 8.3 cm, D rim 11.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/413

Eight-petal faceted foot merging directly with 
an octagonally faceted stem. Octagonally 
faceted bowl, set in the lower part beneath 
an octagonal flat merese; semicircular in the 
lower section, glass-shaped in the upper part, 
with a strongly flaring eight-petal rim. The 
underside of the foot cut into narrow con-
centric lenses arranged in a kind of rosette. 
Under the rim eight medallions decorated 
with gilded flower bouquets. The shape of 
the vase and the engraving stressed by gold 
frames.

The form of the vase, in particular the 
upper section, is similar to an object pub-
lished in: Spiegl 1979, No. 348.

Condition report: bad condition; missing part at the neck 
edge (a few cm2), missing parts at the rim glued back.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

 186 Platter-tray
Bohemia, mid-19th c.
colourless glass, red copper staining, cut, gilded and silvered on enamel
H 5.5 cm, L 38 cm, W 28 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/411

Oval bowl-shaped platter, with a flat surface merging smoothly with an overturned collar with 
handles on the longer axis. The bottom decorated on the underside with an cut rosette made 
up of lanceolate petals. On the outer side the decoration of the collar: toothed edge, cut into 
three-section fans. Additional decoration in the form of floral motifs, painted with gold and 
silver on enamel.

ZKW/413





Bohemian glass

See Glas – um 1700 bis um 1800, item 144, on the attribution: Northern Bohemia or 
Saxony 1820/30 – analogous form of a cut edge. 

 187- Three sweetmeats bowls
 -189 

Bohemia, 19th c. (ca. 1845-1850)
colourless glass, red copper staining, cut, relief gilding on the enamel, enamel paints
H 3 cm, D 11.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/412/1-3

Round bowls, with a flat decagonal pane; 
upturned collar, decagonally faceted, with 
an edge cut in the form of petals. On the 
underside the plate cut into a rosette, on the 
outside the collar decorated with gold, white, 
pink, and green painted floral motifs.

Analogous objects published in: Spiegl 
1979, items 293-295, 318.

Condition report: bad condition; cracked into 4 parts, 
glued back; small losses at the edges, abrasions of the 
gilding, silver darkening.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding and painting, No. 3 – small part missing at the 
edge.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished. ZKW/412/1-3

ZKW/411





Bohemian glass

 190 Decanter with a stopper 
Bohemia, ca. 1845-1850
layer glass (colourless and rosaline glass), cut, gilded
H 24 cm, base D 10.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/421/a, b

Foot with an eight-petal pattern, body vertically octagonally faceted, undercut in the lower 
part, ring-shaped in the middle section, with strongly tapering shoulders merging with the neck, 
a flat octagonal collar at the rim. Stopper cylindrical in the lower section, separated by a bulb 
from a hexagonally faceted part slightly flaring in the upper section, on which is set a pileus-
like top with a six-petal rondo and a faceted tall conical head.

ZKW/421/a, b





Bohemian glass

Condition report: bad condition; two big losses at the rim 
and many tiny ones; a few-centimetre loss in the cut of the 
foot, at the finial of the stopper a wide loss with traces of 
further cracks.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Body decorated all over with asterisks: cut and painted with gold, of different sizes. Under-
side of foot decorated with a cut rosette. 

A gilded band at the rim edge.

ZKW/434/a, b

 191 Condiment container
Bohemia, 19th/20th c.
colourless glass, cut (polished probably in acid)
H 13.5 cm (with stopper 17.5 cm), base side 6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/434/a, b

Condiment container in the form of a rectangle with sloping shoulders, round neck with oc-
tagonal facets, a wide slightly upturned collar at the rim. The walls divided by deep grooves 
into four elongated rectangular fields, with matching rows of square fields at top and bottom, 
decorated with cut rose diamonds. Stopper with a multilaterally faceted base, slightly tapering, 
with a finial in the form of a ball with cut triangular facets.

Condition report: good overall condition; deposit inside.

Provenance: 1980 bequeathed by Natalia Jarczewska 
to the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.





Bohemian glass

Condition report: very good condition; scratches 
on the cap.

Provenance: 1974 gift of Rosa Bailly from Paris for the 
ZKW (until 1983 a deposit in the National Bank).

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: few small spalling on the edges of the 
cutting.

Provenance: 2006 gift of Stefan Borkowski for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/4867

 192 Perfume vial
Bohemia?, France?, 1920s
colourless glass, cut, silver
H 3.5 cm, W 3.2 cm, T ca. 8 mm
Inv. No. ZKW/2413

Vial in the form of a flat shell-palmette with 
deep grooves radiating from the neck. Short 
threaded neck with a glass stopper in the 
form of a nail and a silver cap in the form of 
a roller with two profiles at the lower rim.

 193 Vase
Bohemia, the 1930s
colourless glass, partly amber glass overlay, cut
H 11.5 cm, base D 9.2 cm, D rim 13.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4867

Glass-shaped tetragonal vase. Until mid-
height coated on the outside with amber 
glass, cut into smooth rectangular facets, 
separated by a slope that is cut into narrow 
horizontal heptagonal facets. The upper part 
preserves the division into ten cut fields, 
grooved in colourless glass into rose-cut 
diamonds. Over the fields lenses topped by 
a three-centred arch; every other one 
coated with amber glass, similarly to the 
remaining surface around the lenses and at 
the rim, cut alternatingly into elongated and 
short horizontally arranged lenses.

ZKW/2413





Bohemian glass

 194 Sweetmeat bowl
Bohemia, the 1930s
colourless glass, partly amber glass overlay, cut
H 10 cm, base D 9.2 cm, D rim 15.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4868

Twelve-walled semi-spherical bowl vertically divided into three parts. Base cut into 12 facets, 
body divided into 24 fields in two rows cut into 12 cabochons slightly trapezoid, in the lower 
row with an engraved lens. Base and every other field of the body coated with amber glass, 
which makes a kind of chessboard.

Condition report: very good condition; few small spalling 
on the edges of the cutting.

Provenance: 2006 gift of Stefan Borkowski for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/4868





IV. GERMAN GLASS

In the territory of Germany the glass making industry developed since the Middle Ages. Espe-
cially numerous were forest glass works, manufacturing glass of a greenish hue, decorated with 
hot-moulded elements shaped with pincers. Groups of such glass works were located in Hol-
stein, Hanover, Hessia, Thuringia, and Saxony. 

The German glasshouses of the 16th and 17th c. manufactured also products decorated with 
enamels. These were especially humpens, beer tankards, rectangular flasks, and beakers, 
adorned chiefly with heraldic and figurative motifs. Major centres of this industry were Hall in 
Tyrol and since the mid-17th c. – Saxony (Heidelbach, Marienberg, e.g. the Preusslers’ glass-
houses). The glass manufactured there was decorated with painted religious, mythological, 
and allegoric scenes as well as with flowers and views of Saxon castles. Since the late 17th c. 
Saxon glasshouses, especially the one in Dresden, churned out a great number of beakers with 
coats of arms of Saxon Electors, and then with the coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and 
Saxony, or with the monograms of August II and his son August III.

The first two decades of the 17th c. also saw the development of German engraved glass. 
In that century and in the following one Germany was divided into numerous electoral coun-
tries and small states as well as a few free imperial cities (e.g. Nuremberg), whose economic 
and cultural development was possible thanks to the protection of their rulers. They, too, were 
centres of the glass making industry, especially Brandenburg and Hessia. Nuremberg was the 
principal glass making centre in the first half of the 17th c., with the Schwanhardt family active 
there: Georg the Elder (1601-1657), disciple of Lehmann active in Prague, his sons Heinrich 
(1625-1693) and Georg the Younger (1640-1676), and three daughters and a daughter in law. 
The workshop’s founder, Georg Schwanhardt the Elder, specialised in an ornament composed 
of curved tendrils and in landscapes with hunters. His son Heinrich was second to none in the 
engraving of landscapes, human figures, flowers, and in calligraphy. Herman Schwinger (1640-
1683) was his close competitor. Other Nuremberg engravers also decorated glass mainly with 
hunting scenes, war themes (Johann Wolfgang Schmidt) and town scenes (Georg Friedrich 
Killinger). The patterns popular in Nuremberg were emulated by engravers from Turingia, 
active in the second half of the 17th c. and in the 18th c. thanks to the Nuremberg master An-
ton Wilhelm Mäuerl, similarly to Bohemian engravers, they began to apply a technique of 
contrasted drawing of a matte and glossy surface of the engraving, honed to perfection by 
Georg Ernst Kunckel (1692-1750), court engraver in Gotha, Thuringia.

The heyday of the production of luxury decorative glass in the last quarter of the 17th c. was 
noted in Brandenburg and Hessia. At the close of the 1670s the Branderburg Elector Friedrich 
Wilhelm (1620-1688) brought to Potsdam a renowned chemist and alchemist Johann Friedrich 
Kunckel, who perfected the recipe for crystal glass. Products made of this glass batch were 
adorned with a deep Baroque-style cut by Martin Winter from Silesia. At the same time (ca. 
1680), Landgraf Karol Heski brought to Kassel a cutter and engraver of gemstones Christoph 
Labhardt, who was succeeded after his death in 1695 by his disciple Franz Gondelach (active 
until 1717). Both decorated glass shipped from Potsdam (the Hessian glasshouse in Altmünden 
manufactured crystal glass since 1700) with a concave Baroque-style relief. The two centres 
played a significant role in the glass making industry also in the 18th c. and were matched by 
Saxony. The Royal Glasshouse established in Dresden catered mainly for the Saxon court. Ini-
tially Dresden-based glass-makers drew inspiration from different centres: Bohemia, Potsdam, 





and the Netherlands, engraving mythological and genre scenes, ornaments as well as coats of 
arms and monograms of Saxon Electors, especially two Polish kings: August II and August III.

The Castle collection houses Saxon glass related first of all to the person of August II, King 
of Poland, both engraved and painted with enamel paints. Three vessels come from the 
Brandenburg circle.

 195 Beaker
Germany, Saxony?, ca. 1712
colourless glass, enamel paints, gilding
H 8.1 cm, base D 4.3 cm, D rim 6.9 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/615

Conical beaker, decoration painted on one 
side: against the background of ensigns and 
two swords, under a royal crown, an oval 
shield divided into five panels with the coats 
of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and Saxon 
Electors under a ducal mitre. At the bottom 
the shield supported by two eagles. On the 
sides of the heraldic decoration an inscrip-
tion split by it: F•A•R• / P•E•S• (Fridericus 
Augustus Rex Poloniae Elector Saxoniae) and 
underneath the date 17/12. On the axis of 
the heraldic shield, on the wall, a white ro-
sette. The rim edge gilded, underneath a row 
of white dots.

Objects painted with enamels were a si-
zeable group of Saxon glass. Those of the 1st 
half of the 18th c. typically featured heraldic 
motifs and the names and titles of the Wettin 
dynasty. The most popular elements in-
cluded the following: a five-quartering shield 
with the coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, 
and Saxony under a royal crown, an inscrip-
tion F.A.R.P.E.S. (Fridericus Augustus Rex 
Poloniae Elector Saxoniae), elaborate pano-
plies which furnished a background to the composition and other decorative motifs, e.g. human 
figures, a tendril, frequently placed close to the edge of the base and rim of beakers as a frame-
work of sorts of the entire vessel.

The beaker thought to be a fake of an original object from the 18th c.; analysis of the glass 
carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger showed that this is after all an original ves-
sel from the early 18th c.

German glass

Condition report: good overall condition; strong 
abrasions and losses of the gilding.

Provenance: 1977 gift of Tadeusz Strugielski for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/615





 196 Beaker
Saxony, Dresden?, ca. 1720-1730
colourless glass, enamel paints
H 15.3 cm, base D 7.3 cm, D rim 8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/212

Cylindrical beaker with heraldic decoration: on a paludamentum supported by putti, under 
a royal crown, a shield with the Polish-Saxon coat of arms, with panoplies underneath. Above 
the composition, on a ribbon, a monogram F•A•R•P•E•S (Fridericus Augustus Rex Poloniae 
Elector Saxoniae). Under the rim edge and at the base a stylised tendril winding around 
a horizontal line. 

See the glass published in: Haase 1988, ill. 76-78 (Kunsthandwerk Dresden, Inv. No. 39314, 
39362, 39363; collection of the Moritzburg Castle, No. 39355, 37452), ill. 68 (Museum für 
Kunsthandwerk Dresden, Inv. No. 39512, collection of the Moritzburg Castle, No. 39511), 
ill. 71 (collection of the Moritzburg Castle, Inv. No. 39510).

German glass

Condition report: good overall condition; missing part of 
the foot, slight abrasions of the painting.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Pod jedn¹ koron¹ 1997, item XI.51, Ceramika 
i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 9.

ZKW/212





 197 Flute glass
Saxony, ca. 1720
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 29.5 cm, D foot 10.1 cm, D rim 9.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/208

Round foot, short faceted stem, separated 
from the foot and the bowl by flat mereses, 
conical bowl. On one side of the bowl, in 
the upper section, an engraved monogram 
AR in a Rococo medallion under a royal 
crown, surrounded by tendrils and a floral 
garland.

The flute glass is representative of a group 
of table glass with a monogram referring to 
August II the Strong, as well as, if less fre-
quently, to August III Wettin, commissioned 
by the two for their numerous residences. 
The monogram, placed most often on flutes, 
was accompanied by a less or more elabo-
rate ornamental decoration.

The manner of writing the monogram as 
well as the garlands suspended under the 
cartouche and the form of the stem and the 
modelling (cut) of the lower section of the 
bowl are characteristic of the Saxon glass-
ware from the period 1710-1720.

The motif of crossed palm and laurel 
branches that appears on the foot can be 
often spotted on the Saxon glass of the 
1730s.

German glass

Condition report: bad condition; crizzling, flaking, 
weeping, losses, scratches. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

ZKW/208





 198 Goblet
Saxony, ca. 1740
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 27 cm, D foot 12.5 cm, D rim 11 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4123

Round foot, faceted baluster stem; between 
two flat mereses a ball-like knop, cut into two 
rows of fields of a hexagon. Conical flaring 
bowl, cut in the lower part into concave 
double leaves with the veins and arcades 
above. Engraved decoration on one side: 
under a royal crown in a cartouche a five-
-quartering shield with the coats of arms of 
Poland, Lithuania, and Saxony and beneath 
the Order of the Elephant. The cartouche 
supported by two eagles, with panoplies on 
the sides. The foot features engraved crossed 
pendants, a drum and sticks.

The highest Danish decoration, the Order 
of the Elephant, was many times awarded to 
the Wettins, also to August II and August III. 
There are few extant goblets representing 
this order; they can be found e.g. in Dresden 
collections (see: Haase 1988, item 205). 
Frequently the Order of the Elephant on 
a chain was the only decorative motif on 
a glass’s bowl, analogous to the glass with 
the motif of the Order of the White Eagle.

Condition report: good overall condition; a little crizzling.

Provenance: 1998 purchased for the ZKW collection.

Literature: unpublished.

German glass

ZKW/4123





 199 Bottle
Saxony?, 2nd quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, engraved, cut
H 11.2 cm, D 9.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/396

Bottle with a body in the form of a greatly flattened ball and a long cylindrical neck, slightly 
flaring towards the rim. On the shoulders of the body an engraved continuous ornament 
composed of stylised twigs and flowers connected with ribbons. The lower part of the neck 
features an engraved horizontal simplified leafed twig. The underside of the bottom decorated 
with cut lenses, concentrically surrounding a matte circle on the bulge.

Analogous objects, defined as a part of a toilet set, can be found in the Kremlin collection 
(Katalog sobranija... Kreml 2006, items 16, 17), dated as the 1690s and attributed putatively 
to Silesia. Analogous bottles can be found also in the collection of the museums in Bremen, 
Copenhagen, and Oslo, defined as German objects.

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, slight 
deposit inside.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

German glass

ZKW/396





German glass

 200 Goblet
Saxony, the 1740s
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 20 cm, D foot 11.2 cm, D rim 9.6 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1397, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/412)

Flat round foot, baluster faceted stem, sepa-
rated from the foot by two mereses. Knop on 
the form of a flat ring, cut into a row of 
horizontal lenses. Conical bowl, cut in the 
lower part into two rows of “teardrops”. 
Engraved decoration on one side: against the 
background of rich panoplies with ensigns, 
cannon barrels and drums, a cartouche with 
five coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and 
Saxony under a royal crown. On the foot two 
crossed branches: a laurel and a palm one.

Condition report: very good condition.

Literature: unpublished.

FC-ZKW/1397





 201 Covered goblet
Germany, glass 1760s-1770s, engraved decoration later
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished), gilded
H 21.9 cm, D foot 10.1, D rim 8.8 cm; cover: H 8 cm, D 7 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1395, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. 
FC/410/a, b)

Pileus foot – strongly domed, baluster stem, faceted and strongly flaring, the upper section 
with cut rhomboids, merging with a hexagonal prism. Bowl in the lower part (1/3 H) of full 
glass engraved in rhomboids, cut off evenly. The upper part of the bowl flaring in a tulip-fashion. 
Engraved heraldic decoration of the bowl refers to August II or August III Wettin: against 
the background of panoplies a shield with five panels and the coats of arms of Poland, Lithu-
ania, and Saxony under a crown, underne-
ath the date 1730. On the other side two 
medallions with hunting scenes intertwined 
with a tendril.

Cover decorated with an engraved ten-
dril with intertwined hunting scenes, analo-
gous to those of the bowl.

The form of goblet typical of glass from 
the 2nd half of the 18th c. from the glasshouses 
in Zechlin and Hessia. 

A goblet of an analogous form dated as 
the 3rd quarter of the 18th c. as a product 
of Lauenstein published in: Baumgärtner 
1988 A, item 218. An analogous goblet in 
the MNWr collection, dated as the 1770s. 
Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by  
Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger indicated similari-
ties in the elements of the glass from the 
collection of the ZKW and the MNWr, still 
doubts persists as to the engraved decoration 
– the juxtaposition of arms and hunting sce-
nes and the date 1730, earlier than the glass 
form came to be used. In light of the above 
it may be assumed that the glass is original 
but the engraving was added later.

German glass

Condition report: good overall condition, cracked and 
glued in the lower part of the bowl.

Literature: unpublished.

FC-ZKW/1395





German glass

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
abrasions of the gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 202 Wine glass
Hessia, Lauenstein?, 3rd quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 16.9 cm, D foot 7.8 cm, D rim 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/213

Round foot, strongly bulbous in the middle section, smooth stem in the form of a baluster that 
is strongly blown at the top into a kind of knop, on which the bowl rests directly. The bowl is 
up to ca. 1/3 of its height made of full glass with fused air bubbles, tapering in the lower sec-
tion, cut horizontally at the top. Above – horizontal in cross-section, slightly flaring towards 
the rim. An engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: an intertwined monogram JWC 
under a nobleman’s coronet, set into two tied twigs. A gold band at the rim edge.

The form of the wine glass is characteristic of glass manufactured in glasshouses from Hes-
sia and Lauenstein. Typical shapes can be observed first of all in: the pileus foot, i.e. one with 
a strongly bulging central part or in fact the whole part except the edge, and the bowl base 
made of full glass, in which are fused air bubbles, most often arranged concentrically. Glasses 
from those areas adopted the shapes of English glass, especially when it came to the bowls.

ZKW/213





German glass

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 203- Pair of wine glasses
 -204 

Brandenburg, 2nd half of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut
H 16.3 cm, D foot 7.6 cm, D rim 7.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/209/1, 2

Round flat foot, full flaring stem, with fused six air bubbles under the bowl base. Stem merges 
directly with the smooth conical bowl with no decoration. 

The form of glasses patterned after English ones, characteristic of the Brandenburg area in 
the 2nd half of the 18th c.

The glasses displayed at an exhibition in the ZKW in 1982/1983: Nabytki Zamku Królewskiego 
w Warszawie, wybór darów i zakupów z l. 1971-1982.

ZKW/209/1, 2





V. RUSSIAN GLASS

The first major Russian glasshouse was an atelier Izmaylovo near Moscow, active in the pe-
riod 1668 – ca. 1725 and established by Tsar Alexy. It specialised in table glassware, first of 
all commissioned by the court. In the early 18th c. two glass making centres in Russia flourished 
around Moscow and Sankt Petersburg. In the former, the glass works manufactured objects 
for less prestigious clients; such glassware included jugs, bottles, flasks, or wine glasses, deco-
rated with simple motifs painted with enamels, e.g. birds, inscriptions, etc. The glasshouses 
located around Sankt Petersburg, in turn, catered for the imperial family and aristocracy. This 
was the region where all the state glasshouses were located during the reign of Peter the 
Great, and in the 1730s the ateliers were limited to one, situated in Sankt Petersburg itself, 
active until 1770. Its luxury products of crystal glass included goblets with engraved tsarist 
emblems, portraits, monograms, and inscriptions. Such glassware was commissioned by e.g. 
Tsarina Elizaveta Petrovna (1741-1762) and Catherine the Great (1762-1796). The engravings 
were often gilded; coloured glass, especially emerald glass, was also made. The glass was 
likewise decorated with an ornamental deep cut, dominant in the production of vessels, in 
particular in the early 19th c.

 205 Goblet
Sankt Petersburg, Imperatorsky steklânnyj zavod?, 1741-1761
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 23.7 cm, D foot 10.2 cm, D rim 9.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/203

Round slightly domed foot, faceted baluster stem, spherical knop cut into lenses. Conical bowl, 
cut in the lower part into ovoid lenses above which there are pointed facets. Above the entire 
surface of the bowl covered with an engraved decoration: on one side a double-headed eagle 
holding a royal sceptre and orb in its talons, under an imperial crown, flanked by two branch-
es with flowers; on the other side, under an imperial crown, an intertwined monogram EP, 
referring to Tsarina Elizaveta Petrovna, ruling in Russia in the period 1741-1762.

The form of the goblet characteristic of Petersburg glass ca. mid-18th c. The motif of a dou-
ble-headed eagle – Russia’s emblem, is typical of Russian glass, in particular related to the 
royals.





Russian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches on 
the underside of the foot.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Analogous decoration on goblets published in: Spiegl 1979, items 134-135, p. 94; espe-
cially the second object is nearly identically made. Also the Kremlin collection houses a glass 
with an engraved monogram EP (see Katalog sobranija... Kreml 2006, cat. item 112). The 
goblet stem and cut bowl decoration analogous to goblets from the Kremlin collection, cat. 
items 104 and 111.

The glass displayed at an exhibition in the ZKW in 1982/1983: Nabytki Zamku Królewskiego 
w Warszawie, wybór darów i zakupów z l. 1971-1982.

ZKW/203





 206 Goblet
Sankt Petersburg, 3rd quarter of the 18th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 25.8 cm, D foot 11.3 cm, D rim 10.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/541

Round slightly domed foot, bipartite stem: 
the lower section cylindrical, faceted, set 
from the bottom on a flat merese and from 
the top on a flattened ball, cut into rhomboid 
lenses. Above a faceted baluster and knop 
cut into two rows of multilateral lenses. 
Conical bowl, full in the lower part, with 
fused air bubbles, rounded, cut into big 
rhomboids. The remaining part of the bowl’s 
surface covered with engraved and gilded 
decoration: a woman and a man in 18th-
-century attire, in the background vegetation 
and architecture.

See glass published in: Spiegl 1979, items 
136-137, p. 94; cut decoration of a goblet 
from the Kremlin collection, Katalog so-
branija... Kreml 2006, cat. item 122, and stem 
form – glass from this collection cat. item 133 
and 138.

The goblet displayed at an exhibition in 
the ZKW in 1982/1983: Nabytki Zamku 
Królew-skiego w Warszawie, wybór darów 
i zakupów z l. 1971-1982.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding.

Provenance: 1977 gift of Kazimiera Zawistowicz-Adamska 
for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Russian glass

ZKW/541





 207 Covered goblet
Russia, ca. mid-18th c.
colourless glass, cut
H 18.7 cm, D foot 9.9 cm, D rim 8.7 cm; cover: H 7.4 cm, D 9.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/269/a, b

Round foot with a folded edge, baluster stem, 
strongly bulbous in the upper section, cut 
into facets and round lenses. Knop in the 
form of a flattened ball, cut into oval lenses. 
Conical bowl, rounded in the lower part and 
cut into facets topped with semicircles. The 
remaining part of the bowl surface features 
cut four rosettes, composed of lenses of dif-
ferent cuts. Cover in the lower section bul-
bous and cut into a row of lenses, above – 
conically domed, cut into concentric facets 
flaring towards the rounded tops, converging 
at the point of finial mounting. The finial in 
the form of a ball cut into round lenses.

Stem form typical of the Russian glass-
ware of the mid-18th c. (see Katalog so-
branija... Kreml 2006, item 135).

Russian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; small losses at 
the cover edge.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/269/a, b





 208 Beaker
Russia, 2nd half of the 18th c.
colourless glass, engraved
H 12.9 cm, base D 7.3 cm, D rim 10.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/215

Conical beaker, strongly flaring in the upper 
section. Engraved decoration around the 
walls makes up 2/3 of the height (upper part) 
and represents a fragment of a garden: a gate 
with a section of a fence, trees and bushes, 
a prancing deer.

Analogously decorated beakers, also 
dated as the 2nd half of the 18th c., can be 
found in the Kremlin collection (see Katalog 
sobranija... Kreml 2006, cat. items 162, 163). 
The garden motif appears on beakers and 
goblets published in: Dolgich 1985, items 
13-16.

Russian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/215

 209 Cabaret
Russia?, 1820s-1830s
glass, cut, mount: brass, bronze
H 34 cm, D 19 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/340/a-i

Cabaret composed of four decanters that together form an outline of a decanter of a bell-
shaped body and a broad cylindrical and slender neck. Each of them has a bottom in the form 
of a quarter of a circle, two vertical straight walls and a bulging outer one. Each cut at the 
base into a row of rose-cut diamonds. Above, cut vertical deep grooves over which there are 
three rows of slightly smaller rose-cut diamonds. The shoulders of the body cut into horizontal 
lines, separated by slopes. The section of the neck cut into wedge-like slanting grooves.

Four decanters set on a round brass tray propped on four bronze legs in the form of animal’s 
paws with a shell-like form set in two volutes at the fixture. The tray border decorated with an 
ornament of lanceolate vertically arranged leaves, the edge adorned with pearls. The stoppers 
of the decanters composed of two parts: base-plug made of natural cork, brass finials in the 
form of a swan with raised wings. 





Russian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; small losses at 
the edges, scratches, dirty metal parts.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/340/a-i





 210 Tumbler
Russia, 1830s-1840s
colourless glass, cut, painted, gilded, silvered
H 8.6 cm, base D 6.5 cm, D rim 7.1 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/339

Cylindrical tumbler, in the lower section (up to 1/3 of the height) cut into facets topped with 
semicircles with edges marked with gold. On the walls two oval reserves surrounded by a gold 
frame, with nearly identical landscapes painted with black on a light-pink background: in the 
foreground a wide river, in the background, on a tall bank, schematic architecture. Between 
the medallions a motif repeated twice – a silver-painted pot with a flower with gold leaves. 
A gold band at the rim.

Condition report: abrasions of the gold, losses at the base 
edge, scratches on the underside of the bottom.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Russian glass

 211 Tumbler
Russia, 1830s-1840s
colourless glass, cut, colourfully painted, yellow lustre, gilded
H 9.9 cm, base D 7.8 cm, D rim 7.7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/338

Cylindrical tumbler of thick glass. The base cut into broad facets topped with semicircles. Half 
of the body decorated with a colourful representation of a hunter talking with a boy against 
the background of an idyllic landscape. The remaining surface cut into various elements (some 
painted yellow or red) together making up an elaborate ornamental composition with a cen-
tral part in the form of an elliptical groove covered with yellow metal oxide paints.

ZKW/339





 212 Tumbler
Russia, 2nd quarter of the 19th c.
glass purple-stained in the batch with manganese oxide, printed design – miniature, 
gilding, silvering
H 7.8 cm, base D 5.8 cm, D rim 6.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/432

Cylindrical tumbler, vertically faceted 
from the base to nearly mid-height. In 
a rectangular reserve is printed (black paint 
on a white background) a miniature idyllic 
scene of sheep shearing. In the foreground 
under a tree a shepherdess and a boy shear 
sheep; next to them another shepherdess and 
two boys hold a ram by the horns. In the 
background a landscape with shepherds 
tending sheep. The scene in a frame deco-
rated with a floral ornament painted with 
silver and gold.

Russian glass

ZKW/338

Condition report: flaking of the red paint, small chips of 
the upper edge, scratched underside of the bottom.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: abrasions of the printed design and 
gold.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/432





Russian glass

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1971 gift of Maria Lorek-Woliniewska for the 
ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

 213 Covered sugar bowl
Russia, 1855-1881
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H with the cover 20.8 cm, D foot 8.4cm, D bowl 12 cm; cover: H 9.3 cm, D 14 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/618/a, b

Sugar bowl from a set of table glassware of Tsar Alexander II, a part of which is housed in the 
MNW collection. Round foot, cut on the underside into rhomboids and rose-cut diamonds, 
edge cut into narrow lenses. Decagonally faceted stem, topped with a flat round merese. 
Hemispherical bowl, cut into vertical facets set from the top by lenses. In one of the lenses an 
engraved digit of Tsar Alexander II: under the imperial crown the letter A with the Roman 
numeral two. Hemispherical cover also cut into broad facets topped with semi-circles. Finial 
in the form of a knob cut from the top, multilaterally faceted.

ZKW/618/a, b





Russian glass

Condition report: good overall condition; strongly dirty 
inside.

Provenance: 1980 gift of Stanis³aw Domañski for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

 214 Flask (tea caddy?)
Russia, late 19th c.
colourless glass, blown from a cast, metal mount and screw-on cap
H 14 cm, W 8.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/433/a, b

Cuboidal flask with ribbed walls. On the underside of the bottom embossed letters and 
a digit: B 8/ S Φ. Short cylindrical neck, mounted in brass, the material of the cylindrical lid.

Flask made of glass with numerous impurities, e.g. air bubbles.

ZKW/433/a, b





VI. ENGLISH GLASS

The rapid development of glass making in England since the 2nd half of the 16th c. was possible 
thanks to Italian glass-makers settling down there since the mid-16th c. Until the last third of 
the 17th c. English glass was Italian in character, and this was also the decoration used in the 
first objects by George Ravenscroft (1632-1683). In 1612 a ban on the use of wood in glass 
kilns was introduced, which provided one of the impetuses for Ravenscroft’s invention of 
colourless lead glass with a 20-35% content of lead oxide a few decades later (the 1670s). Such 
glass melted at a lower temperature, which was significant in that when working in high tem-
peratures in kilns fuelled by coal there was a serious risk of the glass batch being tainted with 
coal ash and smoke. Lead glass, characterised by a high degree of hardness and transparency, 
was emulated on the European continent and ushered in the development of crystal glass 
technologies.

 215 Wine glass
England, 3rd quarter of the 18th c.
lead colourless glass, filigree
H 15.5 cm, D foot 7 cm, D rim 5.5 cm 
Inv. No. ZKW/193

Round flat foot, cylindrical hollow stem with 
air filigree from milk glass. Bell-shaped bowl 
with a widely flaring rim.

The shape of the glass characteristic 
of the English glass of the 2nd half of the 
18th c. The forms were adopted by other 
continental glass works, especially since the 
mid-18th c. 

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 22.

ZKW/193





VII. MASONIC GLASS

Masonic glass is characterised by similar engraved decoration, i.e. the majority of the symbols 
follow a single pattern. The most frequent motifs include the following: the Solomon’s Temple, 
the Jachin and Boaz pillars, anchor, trowel, hammer, bevel, level, a pair of compasses, casket 
lid, six-pointed star, the Eye of Providence with rays radiating from it, and a sword.

Each of the above motifs has a rich Masonic symbolism, e.g. a compass is a symbol of 
wisdom, faith and reason, a bevel signifies equilibrium and honesty, the Temple of Solomon 
symbolises the pursuit of the unification of mankind, the star is a reference to light, knowledge, 
and perfection (frequently with an inscribed letter G as the abbreviation of the word grande 
– great and the Greek gnosis – knowledge), the Boaz and Jachin pillars symbolise the venue 
of acquiring freemasonic knowledge, while the triangle stands for science. 

 216 Covered rummer
Silesia?, ca. 1820
colourless glass, cut, engraved, matte
H 16.5 cm, D foot 10.1 cm, D rim 11.3 cm; cover: H 8 cm, D 12.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/936/a, b

Round flat foot, strongly reduced stem, bell-shaped bowl. Round cover, with a sloping shape 
with a finial in the form of a knob.

Engraved decoration on two sides of the bowl: two medallions located opposite each 
other, surrounded with a double band, partly cut into rhomboid rose-cut diamonds. One of 
the medallions, under a count’s coronet, features a five-quartering shield with the coats of 
arms: Szreniawa, Topór, Niesobia, Rawicz, and Tr¹by. The shield splits apart the letters: AS 
(top) and PK (bottom).

The other medallion features Masonic symbols: at the top centrally located five-pointed 
star with the letter G in the middle, set from the bottom by clouds with rays, on the left side 
– the sun, on the right-hand side – the moon.

Underneath a centrally located symbolic Solomon’s Temple with a figure holding a dagger 
and a scale (allusion to King Solomon?). On its sides palms and two pillars with the letters 
J and B referring to the names Jachin and Boaz. At the base of the former a casket lid, anchor, 
trowel and bevel, while at the base of the latter there is a mirror with a serpent entwined 
around it, a Negro’s head with a dagger in his neck, behind which there is a blazing heart and 
a compass underneath. In the lower section of the medallion, centrally located on seven steps 
of the Temple of Solomon, a phoenix in a nest feeding its children out of its own breast. On 
the axes of the bowl level between the medallions – three vertical semi-rollers, along the mid-
dle one there is a row of concave ovals. The remaining surface of the bowl walls vertically 
ribbed; base formed into four descending and decreasing slopes. On the underside of the foot 
a cut six-pointed star.

Cover cut into strips of ornament: rhomboid rose-cut diamonds, latticed and oval fields.
The glass connected with the person of Count Antoni Tymoteusz Ignacy Stadnicki of the 

Szreniawa coat of arms (1774-1820), to whose name and surname the letters AS refer; the 
letters PK are indicative of his office of the President of the Góra Wawel Chapter in 1819, 





established by the “Przes¹d Zwyciê¿ony” Lodge active in Kraków. Coats of arms are con-
nected with the female ancestors of the Stadnicki family: mother, Kunegunda née O¿arowska 
of the Rawicz coat of arms, maternal grandmother – Anna Otwinowska of the Tr¹by coat of 
arms, paternal grandmother – Marcyanna Morska of the Topór coat of arms, and paternal 
great-grandmother – Apolonia Kêpiñska of the Niesobia coat of arms.

Antoni Stadnicki, educational and parliamentary activist in the Duchy of Warsaw and the 
Free City of Kraków, son of Feliks (1742-1790) Knight of the Order of St. Stanislaus, since 1789 
Austrian Count, was a member of the “Przes¹d Zwyciê¿ony” Lodge, deputy of its chair master, 
and in 1817 – its master. In 1819 the Lodge set up a chapter known as “Góra Wawel”, of which 
he was the president; Knight of the Rose Croix. 

The goblet made on the occasion of Stadnicki becoming chapter president in 1819; since 
he died the following year, the vessel must have been made at that time.

The “Przes¹d Zwyciê¿ony” Lodge was set up in Kraków at the time of Stanis³aw August; 
after an intermission of 1795-1810 it resumed its activity. It had two seals: a sealing wax one 
with Masonic symbols – a six-pointed star with the letter G in the middle, with the letters J and 
B on the sides, referring to the names of the pillars of the Temple of Solomon, and an inscrip-
tion Przes¹d Zwyciê¿ony Na Wschodzie Krakowskim Roku 5787, and an ink one with the seal 

of Solomon (six-pointed star) with the letter 
P in the middle and an altar underneath and 
with an inscription around: Or. de Craco.

Some of the signs (e.g. the star) were used 
in the decoration of the goblet.

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches and 
abrasions on underside of the foot; loss at the cover edge.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Masonic glass

ZKW/936/a, b





 217 Rummer
Bohemia?, Silesia?, late 19th c.– early 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 12 cm, base D 5.5 cm, D rim 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/1858

Base in the form of a truncated thirteen-side pyramid, on which is set the bowl: at the bottom 
in the form of a ring, conical at the top, adorned all over with Masonic symbols. Successive 
representations include as follows: the radiant Eye of Providence with symbolically engraved 
Hebraic letters (the president’s sign?), then two crossed keys (treasurer?), and underneath two 
crossed branches (secretary?); two crossed 
swords and underneath a group of objects 
including a trowel, hammer, bevel, and 
level; an outline of a cemetery chapel (?) 
with a skull and crossbones; a throne on 
three steps under a canopy; an altar with 
a bevel and compass and a cross above lo-
cated between the two pillars Jachin and 
Boaz and two crosses; on seven steps in the 
centre a sword, at whose base on both side 
the Eye of Providence, and at the top an 
eight-pointed star made of four equilateral 
triangles.

The iconographic programme refers most 
likely to the rituals of admitting new members 
to the lodge or the award of successive ranks. 
A nearly identical arrangement and set of 
signs is used on glasses in the MNKi collec-
tion, Inv. No. MNKi/R/101 and MNKi/R/125 
(see: Szk³o europejskie 2003, items 59, 61).

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1985 gift of Alicja Witaczek for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

 218 Rummer
Europe, early 1860s or late 19th c. – 1938
colourless glass, yellow staining, cut, engraved
H 13 cm, base side 7.5 cm, rim side 8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/619

Thick-walled rummer. On a triangular sloping base a bowl in the form of an upturned pyramid 
with a truncated top. On one of the bowl walls an engraved coat of arms of Poland – the 
crowned Eagle, on another the coat of arms Lithuania – Vytis (the White Knight), and on 
a third one the inscription in gothic type: Czas pokuty d³ugi/ kara³eœ inz dotkliwie/ resztê win 

ZKW/1858

Masonic glass





darujesz/ Co zburzy³eœ za karê/ z ³aski od-
budujesz/ Wielki Œwiata budowniku. Under-
neath a set of Masonic symbols: a trowel, 
hammer, bevel, and level.

On one side of the base a one-story build-
ing with a colonnade, probably a symbolic 
rendition of the heavenly Masonic lodge 
where the Supreme Architect of the Universe 
resides, or of the Temple of Solomon. 

On account of the message conveyed by 
the inscription, the presence of the emblems 
of Poland and Lithuania and because of the 
Masonic symbols, the glass may be thought 
to have been commissioned by a lodge 
member in Cuneo, Italy, active in the early 
1860s in the Polish school of officers edu-
cated as future leaders of the January Rising. 
It seems more probable, however, that the 
rummer was commissioned by the “Orze³ 
i Pogoñ” [Eagle and Vytis] Lodge, active in 
Vilnius from the late 19th c. until 1938.

ZKW/619

Condition report: missing part of two walls at the rim, loss 
at the base (in the corner).

Provenance: 1976 gift of Irena Czugaliñska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Masonic glass





 219 Rummer
Germany, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 13.5 cm, D foot 7.1 cm, D rim 6.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/419

Particular parts of the rummer are not separated from one another. Round foot hexagonally 
faceted, merging with a full hexagonally faceted stem tapering off at the top. Ovoid bowl, 
faceted in the lower part. On the bowl a round medallion with an intertwined monogram EW; 
the remaining surface adorned by Masonic symbols arranged in the following order (from the 
right): crossed compass and bevel, underneath a hewn stone; sun over a six-pointed star with 
the letter G in the middle and flame tongues between the arms; moon over a level; five stars 
above three candles in candlesticks; crossed trowel and hammer over an unidentified motif. 
Over the medallion a decoratively tied rope. On the underside of the base an engaving writ-
ten in gothic type in a mirror reflection: BR./ Weiss. 

In the period 1895-1899 the physician Adolf Weiss (d. 1899) was a member of the “Szczera 
PrzyjaŸñ” Lodge in Lviv. The monogram features the first letter of the name E, on the foot Br 
(which refers to the abbreviation Brat [Brother]), so the glass cannot be unconditionally con-
nected with this person.

Multiple Masonic glass of this shape was auctioned at Fischer’s with German provenance 
and dated as the first two decades of the 20th c.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Masonic glass

ZKW/419





VIII. EUROPEAN GLASS OF UNIDENTIFIED PROVENANCE

 220 Flask
Roman Empire, Eastern workshop, 3rd c. AD
yellowish glass
H 7.9 cm, base D 3.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/337

Flask set on a short foot made of a merese of an irregular edge. Spherical body, neck – long, 
cylindrical, slightly flaring in the upper section, at the rim a horizontal collar made of a glass 
thread, partly flattened.

Glass batch very impure with numerous air bubbles.

Condition report: good overall condition; loss at the foot 
edge.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/337

ZKW/337





 221 Painting: Pope Innocent III Receiving St. Francis of Assisi
Europe, late 17th c.
glass, vere églomisé, wooden frame: inlaid metal and tortoiseshell, painted
octagonal form: side 5 cm, W 14 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/3500/a, b

Painting on an octagonal glass pane. On the dark-blue background of varnish a figural scene 
cut in gold foil with engraved details. Pope Innocent III seated under a resplendent tree receives 
St. Francis kneeling at the pontiff ’s knees; priests, e.g. a Franciscan, represented in the back-
ground. The wooden frame that surrounds the glass pane decorated with floral motifs cut in 
metal (acanthus leaves) and tortoiseshell lining, stained blue and red.

European glass of unidentified provenance

Condition report: good overall condition; detachment of 
the varnish from the surface of the glass, bubbles, 
numerous losses of the tortoiseshell and the metal 
decoration.

Provenance: 1993 gift of Maria and W³adys³aw Jarosz for 
the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/3500/a, bZKW/3500/a, b





Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, crack 
of the bowl near one of the handles.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the Castle collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 222 Vase
Central Europe, Bohemia?, 18th c.
colourless glass, hot-moulded decoration
H 8.6 cm, D foot 9 cm, D rim 8.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/264

Round flat foot, cylindrical wide stem. Round bowl, bulbous in the lower section. Under the 
rim, at a distance, an applied roller on the outer walls of the bowl, probably a support of the 
cover. Handles in the form of the letter C, decorated on the outside edge with so-called wings, 
plastically shaped. Half-way between them on two sides of the bowl hot-moulded flowers in 
the form of a ring, with upturned and wavy edges.

Glass batch with numerous tiny air bubbles that significantly impair its transparency. Cover 
missing.

Venetian glass-makers introduced a hot-moulded decoration to their repertoire and became 
specialists at it in the 16th c. At the close of that century decorations of vessels started to include 
wing handles, which as stems of glasses acquired the most beautiful and sophisticated forms 
resembling see-horses. Glass threads of which the decorations were made, were processed 
with pincers. North of the Alps this type of decoration was used first on forest glass (2nd half 
of the 16th c.), not discoloured, of a greenish hue, and since the 1st half of the 17th c. – on 
colourless glass. Glass with applied hot-moulded decorations was made both in the territory 
of Germany and in Bohemia; Venetian-style glass, produced mainly in the Netherlands and 
Bohemia, was of special beauty.

European glass of unidentified provenance

ZKW/264





 223 Double-walled beaker
Bohemia?, Saxony?, 1740s
colourless glass, cut, glued, double-walled, gold and silver foil, painted foil
H 9.1 cm, base D 5.4 cm, D rim 7.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/211

Conical beaker, faceted on the outside. Decoration consisting in a cartouche cut in gold foil, 
inserted between the walls, with the coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and Saxony on one 
side and on the other side a rider, over whom an inscription BONA NOVA and underneath 
the date 1741. An ornament of acanthus leaves in silver foil at the rim and the lower edge of 
the walls. 

Condition report: bad condition; losses at the bottom 
edge, crack, washed out paints on the foils placed in-
between the walls.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

European glass of unidentified provenance

ZKW/211





European glass of unidentified provenance

 224 Double-walled goblet
Bohemia?, Germany?, the 1740s
colourless glass, cut, double-walled glass, glued, engraved gold and silver foil
H 18.3 cm, D foot 9 cm, D rim 8 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1622, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/422)

Round, slightly domed foot, on the underside decorated with cut concentrical alternating oval 
lenses and narrow grooves. Faceted baluster stem, separated from the foot by an irregular flat 
merese. Knop in the form of a flattened knob, cut into horizontal lenses. Double-walled coni-
cal bowl, cut on the outside in the lower section into vertically arranged oval lenses, with 
twelve facets. The vessels joined at ca. 1 cm under the rim. Between the walls two-side deco-
ration cut in gold engraved foil: in decorative cartouches, on one side – the coats of arms of 
Poland, Lithuania, and Saxony under an open crown, on the other side – intertwined mono-
gram AR under an open crown. Compositions of panoplies between the cartouches, acanthus 
leaves cut in silver foil at the base of the bowl, a gold band at the top.

Condition report: bad condition; glass glued in the lower 
part of the bowl, detached of varnish (bubbles).

Literature: unpublished.

FC-ZKW/1622





Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 225 Goblet
Bohemia?, ca. 1750
colourless glass, cut
H 26.1 cm, D foot 12.6 cm, D rim 9.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/353

Round foot, domed in the upper section. Baluster stem: at the base in the form of a cut knob, 
on which there is a baluster in the form of an upturned pear, cut into facets and in the upper 
section into rhomboids and regular polygons. Separated from the bowl by superimposed two 
flattened rings, cut into lenses, and a flat merese and directly under the bowl base – a bigger 
ring cut into three rows of irregular lenses. Conical bowl, tapering off in the lower section and 
bulging at the base. The entire surface decorated with belts of ornamental cut, at the bottom 
rose-cut diamonds, a band of lenses, a band of rhomboids, a band of tiny lenses, a band of 
rose-cut diamonds, three bands of lenses (smaller – bigger – smaller), then a belt of rose-cut 
diamonds. The belt under the edge cut into asterisks and slanting compositions of four oval 
lenses.

Foot cut into lenses and “arrows”.

European glass of unidentified provenance

ZKW/353





European glass of unidentified provenance

 226 Tankard
Bohemia?, Germany?, 1st half of the 18th c., mount 1784
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded; engraved tin
H 24 cm, D 18 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/745

Round foot, mounted in tin; cylindrical body, a C-shaped handle. Round flattened lid, mount-
ed on a hinge, with a spherical finial. On the underside of the lid, in the central section, an 
engraved date M.D. 1784 in a double circle, underneath a hallmark. The surface of the tank-
ard decorated with engraving: along the axis of the handle a round shield with a bipartite coat 
of arms of Saxon Electors under a ducal mitre, flanked on two sides with laurel twigs. At the 
bottom an intertwined monogram TS, separating the date 1768. The remaining surface of the 
tankard on both sides of the handle decorated with engraved branches with flowers.

Visible traces of gilding.
The manner of flower engraving characteristic of Bohemian glass from ca. 1700 and Ger-

man glassware of the 18th c. Tankard shape typical of the 18th c.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/745





 227 Powdered sugar container
Europe, 2nd half of the 18th c.
cobalt glass, stained in the batch, silver
H 19.3 cm, D 8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/391/a, b

Round slightly domed foot, broad cylindrical stem, pear-shaped body, slender in the upper 
section. Around the neck a roller on which rests the silver cap, cylindrical, with a handle 
topped with a small knob. A strainer inserted from the top.

Condition report: very good condition; corrosion of the 
metal.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/391/a, b

European glass of unidentified provenance





European glass of unidentified provenance

 228 Barrel
Central Europe, turn of the 18th c. to the 19th c.
glass cut, hot-moulded decoration, tin
H 17.7 cm, L 24.5 cm, D 12 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/399

Barrel placed horizontally on four short legs. The surface decorated with eight ribbed ribbons 
shaped with pincers when hot, perpendicular to the length. 

The inlet at the top of the barrel, the outlet in one bottom. Both apertures threaded, 
mounted in tin, closed by a twisted-on stopper.

So-called table barrels in a horizontal position were used for serving alcohols or sauces. 
Probably set on bases. They were made of metal, ceramics and glass; inventory records make 
the earliest mentions of objects of precious metals, while glass ones made of rock crystal or 
ceramics appeared in the 18th c. at the latest. Ribbed ribbons that surround the circumference 
a few times are a characteristic decorative motif.

Such barrels, dated as the 17th-18th c., can be found e.g. in the MNWr collection, where 
the inlet and outlet are made of glass, without a metal mount, and thus the stoppers were 
made of glass, too.

Condition report: good overall condition; deposit inside; 
one leg missing.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/399





 229 Covered vase 
Bohemia?, Russia?, ca. 1800
colourless glass, cut
H 22 cm, base side 12.3 cm, D bowl 17 cm; cover: H 13.5 cm, D 15.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/398/a, b

Foot in the form of a square plinth, short bell-shaped stem with eleven facets. Under the bowl 
base a flat ring, cut into lenses. Semi-spherical bowl with a base cut into big converging 
lenses. The central part decorated by a ribbon arranged into four semicircular garland arches, 
filled with cut convex rose-cut diamonds. Above each overhang – a cut asterisk. At the rim 
edge of the bowl a band of rose-cut diamonds. Above – a flaring collar with a wavy edge line 
made up of a row of fans. Cover with a conical lower part and a smaller bulbous upper one 
– with a finial in the form of a drop, vertically faceted. At the lower edge a cut band of ovals, 
above a decoration analogous to the bowl of the vase (ribbon arches) surmounting the part 
of a cover with a band of rose-cut diamonds and above – with irregular lenses.

The form of the vase and the motifs (fans, bands of rose-cut diamonds) characteristic of 
the glassware of ca. 1800.

Condition report: good overall condition; losses at the 
edge of the collar.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/398/a, b

European glass of unidentified provenance





European glass of unidentified provenance

 230 Wine glass
Bohemia?, 1st quarter of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 11.5 cm, foot side 4.3 cm, D rim 4.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/395

Square foot, full stem on a square base, 
octagonally faceted, flaring in the upper sec-
tion. Ovoid bowl, cut at the base into eight 
facets topped with an arch, which is the 
extension of the stem facets.

Under the rim edge an engraved stylised 
tendril with schematic renditions of flowers: 
matte ovals inside with asterisks in the mid-
dle, enclosed by a serrated line.

English-type glass, engraved decoration, 
also a reference to English glass.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts at the foot edges.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 231 Tumbler
Bohemia or Belgian-French border, after 1820
colourless glass, convex cut, painted, silver mount
H 9.5 cm, base D 8 cm, D rim 8.6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/418

Cylindrical tumbler, cut on its entire surface (also the underside of the bottom) into concave 
shells arranged in rows, separated by horizontal lenses, among which there are two medallions 
placed on one axis opposite each other: one with an intertwined monogram ED, the other 
with a colourfully painted bust of a woman in a bonnet. Rim edge set in a silver band.

The shell motif on the glass is typical of Jacob Lenk in the period 1815-1820 (see Lichten-
berg 2004, p. 257). Ca. 1821 the glasshouses in Harrachov began to decorate glass with so-
called encrustation, or the fusing of elements of porcelain biscuit or enamel painted on 
a metal base. This technique is referred to in the arrangement of glass used here (Drahotová 

ZKW/395





1984, p. 162). This type of decoration was 
first of all characteristic of glass making cen-
tres on the Belgian-French border.

Condition report: good overall condition; crack from the 
top edge towards the bottom, cracked layer of glass in the 
medallion above the portrait of a woman, scratches and 
crack in the bottom.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 232 Ranfbecher
Bohemia?, Vienna?, 1820-1840
colourless glass, cut, varicoloured beads
H 11 cm, base D 7 cm, D rim 8.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/423

Conical ranfbecher with a slightly flaring rim. 
A band of varicoloured beads imposed on 
the body. Above a band of a cut rhomboid 
lattice. Foot cut into a row of vertically ar-
ranged lenses, a cut rosette on the under-
side.

A beaker in the form known as the Ranf-
becher, used since ca. 1814. A band of beads 
with a floral pattern is a reference to the then 
Berlin laces. This type of decoration used in 
the period 1820-1840. Form and decoration 
characteristic also for Viennese glass.

ZKW/418

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 20.

ZKW/423

European glass of unidentified provenance





European glass of unidentified provenance

 233- Three wine glasses 
 -235 

the Netherlands?, late 18th c.
colourless glass, cut
H 12.2 cm, 12.6 cm and 12.7 cm, D 7.2-7.3 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1550/1-3, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. 
FC/416/1-3)

Round flat foot, baluster stem, with a flat merese in the base of the bowl. Conical, strongly 
flaring bowl.

Condition report: very good condition.

Literature: unpublished.

FC-ZKW/1550/1-3





European glass of unidentified provenance

 236 Decanter with a stopper
Central Europe, 2nd half of the 19th c.
colourless glass, cut
H 12 cm, D 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/435/a, b

Cylindrical body, strongly sloping shoulders along a lien of a concave arch, short cylindrical 
neck with a flat overturned collar. With the exception of the neck, the decanter cut into eight 
wide facets. Added stopper, faceted at the base, with a finial in the form of a knob, cut into 
triangular facets.

Condition report: good overall condition; small chipped 
off parts of the rim.

Provenance: 1980 bequeathed to the Castle collection 
by Natalia Jarczewska.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/435/a, b





 237 Beaker
Germany?, 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 9.5 cm, base D 4.3 cm, D rim 6.3 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/622

Conical beaker with a thick bottom. Engraved decoration from the level of 1/3 of the height: 
against the background of grassy hillocks with bushes and trees, on one side mating cock and 
hen, on the other – a hen leading nestlings. Above the representation an inscription – a prov-
erb in German in minuscule: Wie mans treibt, so gehts (As you make your bed, so you must lie 
on it). At the rim edge an ornament composed of matte serration and schematic tassels. 

A symbolic representation which rather awkwardly illustrates a proverb that warns against 
frivolity – one should always be mindful of the consequences of one’s actions.

Condition report: good overall condition; deposit inside.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 238 Barometer, so-called Donnerglas
Bohemia/Silesia/Poland?, 19th c.
colourless glass, applied decoration
H 23.3 cm, W 11 cm, D 9.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/430

Hanging barometer. Ovoid body of a flattened rear wall adjoining the wall, at the bottom 
a pipe, wide at the base, upturned, slightly bent, with a narrow cross-section. The sides of the 
body decorated with a ribbed glass ribbon, formed with pincers when hot. At the top a handle 
in the form of a circle, at the bottom a full ball.

ZKW/622

European glass of unidentified provenance





Condition report: good overall condition; deposit inside.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

A barometer analogous in form can be found in the MNKi, Inv. No. MNKi/R/91 (see Szk³o 
europejskie 2003, item 62).

Devices of this kind, most popular in the Netherlands (especially in the south) since the 
17th c., indicated only an approaching storm. At low air pressure the level of the water in the 
pipe rose and sometimes water drops oozing from it appeared. 

ZKW/430

European glass of unidentified provenance





European glass of unidentified provenance

 239 Decanter with a stopper
Russia?, Poland?, 1855-1881
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 21 cm, D 9.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4247/a, b

Cylindrical body, cut into eight broad facets which gradually taper off at the strongly sloping 
shoulders, separated from the neck by an octagonal merese. Conical neck flaring at the rim. 
Stopper cut into facets, in the upper section (finial) oval in vertical section.

On of the facets of the body a centrally engraved initial A/ II under a royal crown, referring 
to Tsar Alexander II.

The decanter makes up a set with the rummer (see No. cat. 240). The manner of monogram 
engraving characteristic of vessels marked with the digit of Alexander II.

Condition report: good overall condition; chipped off 
parts of the facet edges, deposit inside. Stopper worn in 
the part of insertion into the decanter.

Provenance: 1998 gift of Hanna Lubowicka for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/4247/a, b





 240 Rummer
Russia?, Poland?, 1855-1881
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 14 cm, D foot 8.6 cm, D rim 8.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4248

A round foot on a hexagonal thin plinth. Cylindrical short and full stem, separated by a big 
merese in the place of the knop. Conical bowl, cut into eight wide facets. On one of them 
a centrally located engraved initial A/ II under a royal crown, referring to Tsar Alexander II.

A glass makes up a set with the decanter ZKW/4247/a, b (see No. cat. 239).

 241- Pair of patters
 -242 

Poland, Hordliczków glasshouse “Bohemia”?, Russia?, turn of the 19th c. to the 20th c.
glass, cut, engraved
H 23 cm, foot side 7 cm, foot diagonal 14 cm, bowl D 27 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/1259/1, 2

Hexagonal foot merging directly with the cylindrical stem, hexagonally faceted. Conical bowl 
widely flaring, on the outside divided by a cut (chamfering) into sections of a circle between 
which there are narrow segments cut at a slant into notches. In one field an engraved mono-
gram PM under a count’s coronet.

Condition report: good overall condition; slight scratches 
underside of the foot.

Provenance: 1998 gift of Hanna Lubowicka for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

European glass of unidentified provenance

ZKW/4248





European glass of unidentified provenance

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches 
underside of the foot.

Provenance: 1976 gift of Janina Koz³owska and Julietta 
Szylar on behalf of the late Maria Prêgowska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

This type of patter, nearly identical, was made in the Nikolsko-Bachmetevskij chrustalnyj 
zavod of knez A. D. Obolensky; published in an assortment stencil of 1911 (Szk³a rosyjskie 
1911, item 1949 and item 3098).

ZKW/1259/1, 2

 243 Cup
Central Europe, Poland?, turn of the 19th c. to the 20th c.
colourless glass, engraved, gilded
H 9.5 cm, D 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/1861

Round foot in the form of three sloping rollers flaring in the lower section. Slender conical 
bowl, loop-handle made of a rod ribbed at a slant into tiny semi-rollers. Engraved decoration 
on the bowl: schematic bluebottles underpainted with gold. A gold band at the rim edge.





Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gold.

Provenance: 1985 gift of Monika ¯eromska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

European glass of unidentified provenance

ZKW/1860

 244 Sweetmeat bowl
Central Europe, Poland?, early 20th c.
H 3.5 cm, W 16 cm
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
Inv. No. ZKW/1860

Round-bottom bowl with a four-leaf pattern of the upturned walls, slightly flaring, with an edge 
cut into a row of semi-oval serration, gilded and cut. Engraved decoration on the outer side 
of the sweetmeat: in the middle of the underside of the bottom – a rosette, around which on 
the walls there are four compositions of stylised baskets with flowers, two of which opposite 
to each other are flanked on the sides with horns of plenty. The drawing of the engraving fused 
with gold.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of 
the gold.

Provenance: 1985 gift of Monika ¯eromska for the 
ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/1861





European glass of unidentified provenance

 245 Rummer
Russia?, Poland?, 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 15 cm, D foot 8.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4249

A round foot on an octagonal thin plinth. 
Full cylindrical short stem, split into two parts 
by a big round merese at the place of the 
knop. Conical bowl, cut into eight wide 
facets. 

Condition report: bad condition; crack on the whole 
hight.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/221

Condition report: good overall condition; small loss off 
part of the plinth edge, slight scratches underside of the 
foot.

Provenance: 1998 gift of Hanna Lubowicka for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/4249

 246 Cup
Silesia?, Bohemia?, late 18th c.?, 19th c.?
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 9 cm, D 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/221

Conical cup with a rounded base cut into 
two rows of irregular lenses. Loop S-shaped 
handle, formed of a roller with a circular 
cross-section. An intertwined monogram 
CMH in a cartouche framed by rocaille on 
the bowl, on the axis of the handle. A row 
of cut circles at the rim edge, alternating with 
engraved asterisks.





European glass of unidentified provenance

 247- Wine glasses from a representative suite
 -256 

Europe, after 1945
colourless and green glass, engraved
H 18 cm, D foot 7.5 cm, D rim 7 cm
ZKW/3024/1-10

Round foot, baluster stem, slightly tapering 
off in the upper section. Semicircular bowl, 
decorated on one side: engraved emblem of 
the Republic of Poland – a crowned Eagle.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: commissioned by the Government of the 
Republic of Poland in Exile and used in its seat, on 
December 11, 1991 donated by the liquidation 
commission of the Government of the Republic of Poland 
in Exile to the ZKW.

Literature: Orze³ Bia³y 1995, cat. item IX.111.

ZKW/3024/1-10





IX. HISTORICISMS AND EMULATIONS

 257 Tumbler
Bohemia?, Silesia?, 2nd half of 19th c.
glass, cut, gilding
H 12.5 cm, D foot 6.8 cm, D rim 8.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/613

Round short foot and conical bowl, with 
a roun-ded edge at the base. The entire 
surface decorated with a gold geometrical 
and floral ornament in a Mauritanian style, 
a reference to Persian glass. Rim and foot 
edge gilded; moreover the foot decorated 
with gold strips.

The 1870s saw the growth in the popular-
ity of an orientalistic style, patterned on 
original Arab, Persian and Indian glass. The 
centres that specialised in such glass in Cen-
tral Europe were especially the glasshouse 
of the Kralik brothers, Meyr’s Neff in Adolfov, 
Southern Bohemia, cooperating closely with 
the J. & L. Lobmeyer Company in Vienna, 
and Fritz Heckert’s glasshouse in Piechowice 
in the K³odzko Valley in Silesia. The other 
manufacturing centre was Paris, where 
Philippe-Joseph Brocard, a painter on glass 
and maker of artistic glass, was active.

The MNK houses two glass objects who-
se decoration displays a similar stylistics: 
a product of Kamenický Šenov for the Lob-
meyer (signed) Inv. No. MNK-IV-Sz-269 and 
a product of the Karlsbad glasshouse Inv. No. 
MNK-IV-Sz-268.

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Stefania Jaraczewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/613





 258 Römer glass
Bohemia?, Germany?, turn of the 19th c. to the 20th c.
yellow glass, with white filigree, cut 
H 12.6 cm, D foot 7.7 cm, D rim 5.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/426

Foot and stem are a uniform base for a bowl: 
in the form of a funnel widely flaring at the 
base; spherical bowl. The base horizontally 
ribbed, smooth bowl. Yellow glass with white 
slanting filigree threads parallel to one an-
other.

Römer glasses, whose form derives from 
a medieval beaker with prunts, were used 
primarily for white Rhenish wine. They were 
manufactured since the 16th c., and became 
popular in the 17th and 18th centuries in the 
Netherlands, Germany, and England. These 
were glasses of a greenish hue since they 
were made in forest glass works. The foot 
was formed out of horizontally spun glass 
threads and the stem was mainly decorated 
with prunts in the form of raspberries or lion’s 
masks. Sometimes bowls were decorated 
with enamel paints or engraved with 
a diamond while filigree, a characteristic 
feature of Venetian glass and Venetian style, 
was not used. Römer glasses continue to be 
produced today but the foot is blown in 
a cast and has the “texture” of horizontal 
rings.

Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/426





POLISH HISTORICISM

 259 Beaker whit the Œlepowron coat of arms
Poland, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 14.4 cm, base D 5.6 cm, D rim 7.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/425

Slender conical beaker. Engraved decoration on two sides: in an oval cartouche, under a no-
bleman’s coronet with a crest, the Œlepowron coat of arms on a matte background. The shield 
flanked by palm leaves. On the opposite side, on the axis there are engraved letters JJ. At the 
rim edge a matte band with a row of cut oval horizontal lenses; underneath suspended festoons 
with tassels. The surface of the beaker adorned additionally with engraved eight-pointed stars.

Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger excluded the pos-
sibility of the beaker being made in the 18th c. on account of an absence of potassium (K) in 
the batch.

Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches 
underside of the base.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/425





 260 Beaker with the AXR monogram
Poland, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 16.7 cm, base D 10 cm, D rim 12.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/427

Conical beaker. On one side, on the walls, an engraved intertwined monogram AXR (Princess 
Anna Radziwi³³owa?) under a ducal coronet; under the monogram two tied branches. Under 
the rim a row of matte fusiform lenses, adorned with five cut, vertical, divided ovals. Under 
the lenses are suspended garlands of pearls (lenses with tassels and ribbons at suspension 
points). At the lower edge of the beaker a row of oval matte lenses with engraved asterisks.

Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger excluded the pos-
sibility of the beaker being made in the 18th c. on account of an absence of potassium (K) in 
the batch.

Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: good overall condition; slight scratches 
on the bottom.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/427





 261 Goblet with the SAR monogram
Poland, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 20.5 cm, D foot 8.5 cm, D rim 8.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/268

English-type glass. Round foot, full cylindrical stem, flaring at the top and merging seamlessly 
with the ovoid bowl. Engraved decoration on one side of the bowl: on the paludamentum, 
under a royal crown, a cartouche flanked by panoplies in which there is an oval shield with 
an intertwined monogram SAR (Stanislaus Augustus Rex).

A matte belt with a row of cut oval lenses at the rim edge, underneath matte semi-ovals.
Identical to a goblet from the collection of the MNK, Inv. No. MNK-IV-Sz-1634. Analysis of 

the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger excluded the possibility of the glass 
being made in the 18th c. on account of an absence of potassium (K) in the batch.

Historicisms and emulations

ZKW/268

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions, 
scratches. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.





 262 Beaker whit the SAR monogram
Poland, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 18 cm, base D 9.6 cm, D rim 11.1 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/431

Cylindrical beaker. Engraved decoration on one side: on a paludamentum, under a royal 
crown, a cartouche with an oval shield with an intertwined monogram SAR (Stanislaus Au-
gustus Rex), referring to Stanis³aw August.

Around 7 mm under the rim edge a decorative border composed of small alternating 
matte and glossy squares arranged at a slant. A continuous matte border at the bottom of the 
beaker.

The beaker belongs to a sizeable group of glassware imitating objects related to the person 
of Stanis³aw August Poniatowski, referring directly to the glass manufactured in the 1780s and 
in the 1st half of the 1790s.

Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 
by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger excluded the 
possibility of the beaker being made in the 
18th c. on account of an absence of potas-
sium (K) in the batch.

Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches, 
abrasions on the bottom.

Provenance: prior to 1939 in the collection of the MNW; 
1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection by Tadeusz 
Wierzejski.

Literature: Mañkowski, Gebethner 1936, table XXIX a; 
Straty wojenne 1953, item 44, table XXI.

ZKW/431





Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding, scratches.

Provenance: 1974 gift of Maria Tabeau and Mieczys³aw 
Kacprzyk for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

 263 Beaker with the SAR monogram
Poland, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
glass, cut, gilded
H 7.8 cm, base D 4.2 cm, D rim 6.1 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/616

Glass-shaped beaker with a wide flaring rim. At the base cut into vertical oval lenses, on the 
underside of the bottom a cut rosette made up of concentric olives. Decoration on one side, 
painted with gold: an intertwined monogram SAR (Stanislaus Augustus Rex) under a royal 
crown, set by two twigs with flowers tied by a ribbon. Rim edge gilded on the inside and on 
the outside.

The object made most probably in the 19th c., a reference to original vessels connected 
with the person of King Stanis³aw August. This type of beakers can be found in the MNW col-
lection. The donor had received the beaker from her godfather Stanis³aw Gawroñski, as 
a beaker “from an overnight bag of King Staœ”.

Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger revealed an absence 
of potassium (K) in the composition of the batch, which excludes the possibility of the beaker 
being made in the 18th c.

ZKW/616





Historicisms and emulations

HISTORICISMS AND EMULATIONS OF BOHEMIAN AND SILESIAN GLASS

 264 Covered sugar bowl
Central Europe, Bohemia?, 19th c.
colourless glass, cut matte engraving, gilded
H 9.5 cm, D 8.6 cm, cover H 8.6 cm, D 9.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/404/a, b

On a short gilded foot – a cylindrical bowl with a slightly rounded base, set between a ribbed 
and gilded cap. On the surface of 2/3 of the walls decoration in the form of a matte engraved 
tendril – a bouquet of flowers of different cuts of the floral corolla, partly gilded. Traces of a 
gold band at the rim edge. Round cover set on a cylindrical plinth, nearly flat, slightly domed, 
topped with a ribbed and gilded cap to which is attached a finial composed of 
a flat merese, a knob cut into multilateral fields and a nearly spherical gilded knob. Cover 
decorated with a floral ornament: three simplified corollas connected by three twigs with 
petite leaves.

The form and decoration patterned after Bohemian and Saxon products of the late 17th c.
An analogous original object was displayed at an auction of glass in 1999 (see auction 

catalogue 111. Fischer, of March 20, 1999, item 176).

Condition report: substantial abrasions and partial losses 
of the gilding. 

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/404/a, b





 265 Beaker
Bohemia?, late 19th c.
colourless glass, engraved, cut 
H 10.9 cm, base D 8 cm, D rim 10 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/746

Beaker made of very thick glass; round, slightly flaring in the upper section, twelve facets. 
Engraved decoration on the wall: a coat of arms in a shield – three reed maces tied together 
surmounted by a helmet under a crown with a crest (repetition of the emblem). A mantle 
around the shield, above which the letters: IP VD. The remaining surface covered with a floral 
tendril with flowers and fruit.

The beaker is an example of compilations of decorative elements, used on Bohemian glass 
from the late 17th c. until the mid-18th c. Engraved flowers are typical of late 17th c. decoration, 
while the arrangement of the coat of arms is characteristic of the 1st half of the 18th c. This 
form of a beaker was characteristic of the 18th c., however it was never so heavily-set, i.e. 
never was such thick glass used.

Possibly an earlier object but there is no comparative material.

Condition report: good overall condition; scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW  collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

ZKW/746





Historicisms and emulations

 266 Beaker
Bohemia?, Silesia?, 19th c.?
colourless glass, engraved
H 16 cm, base D 8.2 cm, D rim 12.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/201

Conical beaker, decorated across the entire surface with medallions with the Apostles’ busts 
with matching inscriptions and attributes. Between the medallions three matte engraved balls. 
Very thin and light glass.

The decoration of the beaker refers to the one used on original Bohemian and Silesian 
glass at the beginning of the 18th c. (e.g. a Bohemian beaker from the early 18th c. published 
in: Das Böhmische Glas 1700-1950, vol. I, item I.12; a beaker adorned with Apostles’ busts 
arranged in arcades made in northern Bohemia ca. 1700, published in: Glas – um 1700 bis 
um 1800, item 54).

Condition report: good overall condition; superficial 
scratches.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 13.

ZKW/201





 267 Covered goblet
Silesia?, Bohemia?, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 19 cm, foot 9.4 x 8 cm, bowl 9 x 6.4 cm; cover: 7.8 cm x 5.5 cm, H 9.5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/172/a, b

Foot in the shape of an octagon with two pairs of opposite sides: straight and rounded, between 
which concave sections. Cut on the underside into concentric alternating lines and lenses. Two 
mereses separating the baluster stem, in the upper section cut into lenses and triangles. Oc-
tagonal bowl, faceted, undercut in the lower part. Engraved decoration made up of two 
compositions covering three walls each: one is a boar hanging scene surrounded by an orna-
ment, the other – a genre scene: against the background of garden landscape two pairs gath-
ered at table; underneath the scene a townscape, at the sides herms and wreaths. Faceted 
cover in the form analogous to that of the bowl, decorated with an engraved ornament.

The glass patterned after Silesian glass of the period 1740-1750.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

ZKW/172/a, b





Historicisms and emulations

ZKW/179

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding, scratches on the underside.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

 268 Wine glass
Bohemia, 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, gilded
H 15.5 cm, D foot 7 cm, D rim 6.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/179

Round foot, faceted baluster stem, with two mereses at the base, separated by a cylindrical 
form ca. 1 cm in height. A flat merese above the stem, faceted and conical bowl, strongly 
tapered in the lower part. The entire surface of the upper part of the bowl covered with an 
engraved pincers-and-acanthus ornament, with the motifs of a bell flower, shell, and cartouche. 
Edge of bowl rim gilded. Foot cut on the underside into concentric lenses, foot edge folded.

Patterned after Silesian products of ca. 1750.





 269 Covered goblet
Bohemia, 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 18.3 cm, D foot 9.3 cm, D rim 8 cm; cover: H 8.8 cm, D 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/1767/a, b

Round foot, baluster stem, separated from the foot and bowl by flat mereses. Conical bowl, 
strongly tapering and faceted in the lower part; bulbous cap with a handle in the form of an 
octagonal faceted knob. In the upper part of the bowl seven arcades: one wider and six iden-
tical and narrower. The wider of them features a motif of a barrel, the remaining feature 
a horse rider, two landscapes, panoplies, an arabesque motif, and lambrequin ornament. 
At the rim edge a row of matte triangles which are also on the foot edge. The underside of 
the foot decorated with cut lenses arranged 
into a rosette. The cover decorated by: a cut 
zigzag and a row of lenses; moreover en-
graved zoomorphic, arabesque, and geo-
metrical motifs.

The goblet in its form and decoration 
refers to Bohemian products of the 1740s. 
On the barrel an unidentified signature with 
the number 96, possibly a reference to the 
year 1896.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1985 gift of Ferdynand and Nicole Radziwi³³ 
for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/1767/a, b

Historicisms and emulations





Historicisms and emulations

 270 Double-walled beaker
Bohemia?, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
Colourless glass, cut, glued double-walled, gold foil painted with colours
H 9.3 cm, base D 6 cm, D rim 7.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/174

Conical faceted double-walled beaker – the 
walls joined at the rim edge of the beaker 
and at the bottom. Between the walls deco-
ration of gold foil: cut acanthus motifs at the 
base, above a battle scene painted with 
colours: a duel between two riders, a rider 
with an ensign, falling of a horse, a group of 
riders. Beneath the rim a border of gold foil 
topped with semicircular serration.

The beaker resembles a group of double-
walled objects, so-called Zwischengoldgläser, 
typical of the production of Bohemian glass-
houses in the 18th c.

 271 Double-walled beaker
Bohemia, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
Colourless glass, cut, glued double-walled, 
gold foil
H 9.3 cm, base D 6 cm, D rim 7.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/175

Conical beaker, faceted, walls joined at the 
level of rim edge. At the base – cut gold 
acanthus leaves, above a deer hunting scene: 
a deer, attacked by two dogs, runs away from 
three riders and one hunter on foot and 
a boy – assistant. A band of gold foil topped 
with semicircular serration under the rim.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/175

ZKW/174





 272 Wine glass
Bohemia, late 19th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved, painted gilding
H 15.6 cm, D foot 7.2 cm, D rim 6.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/204

Twelve-side foot with cut lenses on the un-
derside, faceted flaring baluster stem. Bowl 
undercut at the base, faceted, rim edge 
gilded. Varicoloured decoration painted with 
enamels – on one side on the wall a man 
pouring vine grapes from a basket to a tank, 
on the opposite side a daffodil.

Too garish colours, a different manner of 
painting and the juxtaposition of motifs, 
another hue of gold and the size of the ves-
sel that are slightly dissimilar from typical 
glasses indicate that this is an imitation of 
18th-century products.

 273 Beaker
Bohemia?, Austria?, turn of the 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved
H 14 cm, base D 9 cm, D rim 11.2 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/428

Conical beaker, engraved decoration: on a shield shaped like a cut oval, under a royal crown, 
a double-headed Imperial Eagle and heraldic lilies on either side, at the height of the eagle’s 
heads. On the remaining surface three floral garlands, between which there are tassels. At the 
bottom the beaker circled by a leafed twig, under the rim edge a wavy line. In the thick bot-
tom in an empty section one Austrian Kreuzer: on the averse, around the bust of a woman in 
profile, an inscription M[aria] THERES[ia] D[ei] G[ratia] R[omani] I[mperatrix] G[aliciae?] 

Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: abrasions of the gilding.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/204





H[ungariae] B[ohemiae] R[egina] A[rchiducis] 
AUST[riae]; on the reverse, in the cartouche: 
EIN KREUTZER 1763 K.

The engraved decoration is to suggest 
that the beaker was made in the 2nd half of 
the 18th c. as an object connected with 
Maria Teresa, Empress of Austro-Hungary, 
however the author of the engraving made 
a mistake by placing a nobleman’s coronet 
over the Imperial Eagle. The authenticity of 
the vessel was to have been additionally 
ascertained by a coin sealed in the bottom: 
a copper, badly preserved Kreuzer of no 
greater value. Possibly the use of a coin 
minted in 1763 was a reference to the con-
clusion of the Seven Years’ War. Pursuant to 
the provisions of the peace treaty, Silesia 
remained eventually a part of Prussia.

 274 Tumbler
Bohemia?, late 19th c.
glass, cut, engraved, lustre paints
H 9.3 cm, base D 5.9 cm, D rim 6.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/422

Cylindrical thick-walled tumbler. The walls 
cut into compositions of lanceolate, slanting 
fields filled with a lattice and round lenses, 
between which there are medallions painted 
with lustre paints, on which there are etched 
motifs. In some of the medallions, on a yellow 
background – a sheaf with a scythe, in others, 
on a red background – arrows and quiver, 
on the blue background – a lira and a laurel 
branch. On the outside of the bottom – a cut 
rosette. 

The vessel is a reference to Bohemian 
glass from the 1830s.

Condition report: numerous scratches on the glass 
surface.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/428

ZKW/422

Condition report: shallow chip at the rim, scratches on 
the bottom, abrasions of the paints.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations





 275 Tumbler
Bohemia, 2nd half of the 19th c.
colourless glass, purple staining, cut, painted, gilded
H 11.8 cm, base D 5.5 cm, D rim 9.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/414

Glass-shaped tumbler with a strongly flaring rim. In the section of the purple glass coating 
a cut big medallion and regularly placed small and round medallions. In the big medallion 
a colourful painted bunch of roses, in some of the smaller ones – single flower stems. Rim edge 
gilded.

An imitation of Bohemian glass from around 1845-1850.
Examples of original analogously decorated tumblers can be found e.g. in the collection of 

the MNKi (see: Szk³o europejskie 2003, item 69, and Glas – um 1700 bis um 1800, item 148).

Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of the 
gilding.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: Ceramika i Szk³o 1998, part Szk³o, item 21.

ZKW/414





Condition report: single chips at the foot edge and three 
losses at the outer edge of the rim; abrasions of the 
painting and azurite. 

Provenance: 1985 gift of Alicja Widaczek for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

 276 Rummer
Central Europe, Poland?, late 19th c. – early 20th c.
glass, cut, engraved, red staining and painted (?) blue
H 14 cm, D foot 7.4 cm, D rim 7 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/1857

Foot cut to resemble a Maltese cross, stem composed of a hexagonal ring, flat round knop cut 
into rhomboid lenses, and a hexagonal section. Conical bowl, hexagonally faceted. Each facet 
is decorated in the upper section with two alternating kinds of medallions. Some are cut into 
a network of tiny multilateral elements, partly painted blue and red, making up a pattern of 
four floral crowns. The other medallions feature emblems engraved in azurite: a glass with a 
host, a cross, and a burning torch; an anchor with twigs; a quiver with arrows, crossed with a 
bow and an arrow and a horizontal floral ornament. On the underfoot cut lines in the form 
of an even-armed cross sunk with red azurite.

The form of the rummer, in particular of the foot, and the decoration with medallions ana-
logous to the glass from the 1840s, e.g. published in: Spiegl 1979, items 287, 302, 312, 330.

ZKW/1857





EMULATIONS OF GERMAN GLASS

 277 Covered goblet (cover added later)
Germany, 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, engraved (partly polished)
H 22.4 cm, D foot 10.6 cm, D rim 10 cm; cover: H 11 cm, D 9.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/4360/a, b

Round flat foot, baluster faceted stem. The knop separated from the stem by two flat mereses 
in the form of a flattened cylinder, cut into a row of horizontally arranged oval lenses. Slender 
bowl cut in the base into “teardrops”. Engraved decoration on two sides of the bowl: on one 

side an oval medallion with an intertwined 
monogram AR (Augustus Rex) against a 
matte background, on the other side a me-
dallion with a five-quartering shield with the 
coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and 
Saxony. Both medallions set in Baroque 
cartouches and laurel twigs. Between them 
the Cross and the Star of the Order of the 
White Eagle, suspended on a chain sur-
rounding the entire bowl. Under the Star an 
inscription RESTAURATIO, under the Cross 
– ORDINIS. Under a rim a border with cut 
rhomboids and ovals surmounted by a lace. 
On the foot engraved geometrical and floral 
decoration. On the added cover (another, 
yellowish hue of the glass and other motifs 
of the engraving), round and bulbous, an 
engraved floral ornament. Conical finial 
topped with a flattened ball.

The shape of the goblet resembles the 
glass of the 1730s used in Saxon glasshouses 
and in the glass works in Naliboki. Decoration 
related to August II, Elector of Saxony and 
King of Poland with the motif of the Order of 
the White Eagle was often applied on glass 
of this circle and time. However, not only the 
glass batch, as was confirmed by studies, but 
also the decoration: a lace at the bowl rim 
and ill-matching ornaments.

Museum collections house numerous 
extant objects imitating objects from the 1st 
half of the 18th c. connected with August II 
and August III, both engraved and painted 
with enamel paints. 

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 2000 purchased for the ZKW collection.

Literature: unpublished.
ZKW/4360/a, b

Historicisms and emulations





Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1975 gift of Edward Symans for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/614

 278 Wine glass
Germany?, 19th c.
glass, cut, engraved
H 19.8 cm, D foot 9 cm, D rim 8.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/614

English-type wine glass. Round foot with 
a profiled edge, full cylindrical stem, strong-
ly flaring in the upper section, with fused 
seven air bubbles, merging directly with the 
bowl. Engraved decoration on one side of 
the bowl: on the paludamentum under 
a royal crown surmounted by an eagle (non-
existent on the originals), a shield with the 
coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania and – cen-
trally positioned – of Saxon Electors under 
a ducal coronet.





Historicisms and emulations

Condition report: good overall condition; the entire 
surface dirty, cracked handle.

Provenance: February 6, 1987 gift of Janina Be³za on 
behalf of the late Bogus³aw Be³za, donated through the 

General Consulate in London and the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in Warsaw.

Literature: unpublished.

 279 Covered beaker
Silesia, Piechowice (Petersdorf), Fritz Heckert, after 1866
glass painted with enamel paints
H 16 cm, H with the cover: 21.5 cm, base D 7.2 cm, D rim 6.4 cm; cover: H 6.4 cm, D 5 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2230/a, b

Cylindrical beaker on a short foot, slightly 
wider than the diameter of the body. Round 
cover in the form of three blown bulbs with 
a handle in the form of a flattened ball. 
Decoration painted: under a royal crown an 
intertwined monogram AR (Augustus Rex), 
flanked on two sides by horns of plenty with 
flowers. A garland of leafed twigs, passed 
through a horizontal line, frames the painted 
decoration at top and bottom. Foot adorned 
with vertical white lines and the cover with 
a row of dots, a dark-yellow band and semi-
oval white serration and white ovals. 

The colour palette of the decoration 
features yellow, blue, red, white, black, and 
green.

The signature on the underside of the 
beaker’s bottom, painted with a white paint: 
F.H. 6276. Ory. It is one of marks used by 
Fritz Heckert, active in Piechowice since 
1866. The glass works he ran specialised in 
imitation German glass painted with enam-
els; the objects were often signed with the 
initial F.H. and a production number (see 
the marks published in: Glasmarken Lexikon 
1997, items 252, 253).

A beaker with the coats of arms of Poland, 
Lithuania, and Saxony, Inv. No. ZKW/400 (see 
No. cat. 285), possibly also made by Heckert’s 
company. The MNW also houses objects 
made in Heckert’s company: a few tumblers 
with the coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, 
and Saxony, not all of them marked.

The beaker refers to Saxon glass painted 
with enamel paints commissioned by the 

Wettin court in the 1st half of the 18th c., in particular during the reign of August II the Strong 
until 1733. The original vessel might have been a beaker from the period 1720/1730 from the 
Museum für Kunsthandwerk in Dresden (Haase 1988, item 79). The painting of the imitation is 
very simplified and the cover shape is different – bulbous with an elaborate tall stem. Height 
is nearly identical but the diameter is smaller.

ZKW/2230/a, b





Condition report: good overall condition; abrasions of 
the paints and gilding; deposit inside.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

 280 Beaker
Silesia, Piechowice, Fritz Heckert?, the 1880s
glass painted with enamel paints, gilded
H 7.5 cm, D base 4.3 cm, D rim 6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/400

Conical beaker. Decoration painted: on a heraldic shield surmounted by a mantle with a hel-
met featuring a royal crown with an eagles in the crest – coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, 
and Saxony under a ducal coronet. At the height of the crest the letters: F•A•R•/P•E•S 
(Fridericus Augustus Rex Poloniae Elector Saxoniae), underneath the date 1731, broken he-
raldic shield. Decoration painted in the colours red, yellow, blue, white, black, and green.

Beaker surface coated with a layer of “varnish”.
Beaker probably made by Fritz Heckert’s company. This is indicated by analogies to beak-

ers with coats of arms of Poland, Lithuania, and Saxony in the MNW collection, some of which 
bear Heckert’s marks. 

Analysis of the glass carried out in 2000 by Dr J. J. Kunicki-Goldfinger indicated that this 
is a fake. The vessel is a reference to a group of genuine objects made in Saxon glass works 
from the 1st half of the 18th c. connected with the court of August II and later his son August 
III. An eagle in a heraldic crest did not appear in the originals.

ZKW/400





Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1990 gift of President Ryszard Kaczorowski 
for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

 281 Beaker
Germany, 19th c.
glass painted with enamel paints
H 30.7 cm, D base 11 cm, D rim 7.4 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2764

Bell-shaped foot, cylindrical body, with 
gauged horizontal lines arranged as rows of 
dots. At mid-height, under a royal crown, 
a shield with coats of arms of Poland, Lithua-
nia and – under a ducal coronet – of Saxony. 
Above the letters F.A.R.P. (Fridericus Augus-
tus Rex Poloniae).

The object is a reference to beakers from 
the 1st half of the 18th c. made in Saxon glass-
houses connected to the Saxon court. Beak-
ers with a gauge were called Passgläser.

ZKW/2764





 282 Covered goblet
Germany?, late19th c.
glass, cut, engraved
H 32 cm, D foot 15.2 cm, D rim 11.3 cm, cover: H 14.4 cm, D 9.8 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/748/a, b

Round, slightly domed foot. Stem composed 
of four bulbs resembling in form cones stand-
ing upside down. Stem separated from the 
slender conical bowl with two flat mereses. 
Bulbous cover with a demi-roller at the base; 
handle in the form of a drop. Engraved 
decoration on the entire surface of the bowl: 
between two matte belts with cut alternating 
oval lenses and four-petal flowers – four 
figural representations under an arcade, with 
an inscription: a man with a bunch of keys 
in hand, his arm touched by a hand emerg-
ing from behind a cloud – Bist du teusch wie 
Josef; against the background of a temple 
a figure with a book in hand, behind which 
a dog? – klug wie dorten daniel; against the 
background of sacred architecture a man 
with a walking stick and fish, behind which 
a dog? – fleissig wie dobias stern; a man – treu 
wie Samuel den hern. Around the bottom an 
inscription: Soll[e?] Jüngling lieb mann gern.

On the foot and cover an engraved orna-
ment in the form of a matte belt with cut 
ovals and four-petal “flowers”, underneath 
a lace – arched lines topped at meeting 
points with treble leaves.

Glass form is a reference to German glass 
of the 1st quarter of the 18th c.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1974 bequeathed to the ZKW collection 
by Tadeusz Wierzejski.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/748/a, b

Historicisms and emulations





 283 Ranfbecher
Poland, Bohemia?, 20th c.
glass, engraved, mechanical matte, gilded
H 10.8 cm, base D 7 cm, D rim 7.6 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/415

Conical ranfbecher on a base with rounded edges, with a diameter greater than the profile of 
the ranfbecher. The matte surface of the ranfbecher features an engraved and gilded eagle in 
a royal crown, seated on a drum flanked by cannon barrels, pendants, and sabres. On the 
other side a flower. Rim gilded on the outside and inside, a similar gold belt above the base.

Condition report: very good condition.

Provenance: 1973 gift of Wanda Majewska for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/415

Historicisms and emulations

 284- Two jugs, five flasks, two beakers and two bottles
 -294 

Belarus, Historical and Archaeological Museum in Mœcis³aw, 1991-1992

  Jug
imitation of 17th-century glass
green glass, hot moulded
H 14.3 cm, D 14 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/660, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/681)

Jug with a pear-shaped body with a loop handle and a base ring set apart.





  Jug
imitation of 17th-century glass
colourless glass, hot moulded
H 14 cm, D 15 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/659, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/680)

Form identical with that of object with the Inv. No. FC-ZKW/660.

Historicisms and emulations

FC-ZKW/660

FC-ZKW/659





  Box flask
imitation of 17th-century glass
colouress glass, hot moulded
H 32 cm, W 15 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/656, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/677)

Rectangular body with rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck with a horizontally overturned flat 
collar.

  Box flask
imitation of 17th-century glass
smoked glass, hot moulded
H 27 cm, W 15.5 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/657, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/678)

Flask shape see: Inv. No. FC-ZKW/656.

FC-ZKW/656 FC-ZKW/657

Historicisms and emulations





Historicisms and emulations

  Two bottles
imitation of 17th-century glass
colourless glass (No. 654), green glass (No. 655), hot moulded, cut
H 44 cm, bottom D 14.8 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/654, FC-ZKW/655, deposit in ZKW 
(ZKW-dep. FC/675, ZKW-dep. FC/676)

Bottle of a cylindrical body, with conical shoulders merging seamlessly with the cylindrical neck 
with two bands at the rim. A glass spiral thread superimposed from the shoulders to the rim. 
The underside of the bottom in the central section cut (at the pontil mark). 

FC-ZKW/654 FC-ZKW/655





  Flask
imitation of 17th-century glass
colourless glass, hot moulded, cut
H 29 cm, D 18 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/658, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/679)

On a separated cut base ring a bulbous body, merging with a short narrow cylindrical neck 
with a flaring rim.

  Beaker
imitation of 17th-century glass
colourless glass, hot moulded, cut
H 8.7 cm, D 5.3 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/661, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/682)

Cylindrical beaker with a cut rim edge; a wavy collar around the base.

Historicisms and emulations

FC-ZKW/658





  Beaker
imitation of 17th-century glass
green glass, hot moulded, cut
H 8.6 cm, D 5 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/662, deposit in ZKW (ZKW-dep. FC/683)

Shape as above – see item Inv. No. FC-ZKW/661.

Historicisms and emulations

FC-ZKW/661

FC-ZKW/662





Condition report: very good condition.

Literature: unpublished.

Historicisms and emulations

  Pair of bottles with the D¹browa coat of arms
imitation of 17th-century glass bottles from the traveling set
coated glass, cobalt, pressed, cut
H 22 and 21 cm, base 13.2 x 9.6 cm and 13 x 9.5 cm
Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW, Inv. No. FC-ZKW/1126, FC-ZKW/1127, deposit in ZKW 
(ZKW-dep. FC/684, ZKW-dep. FC/685)

Rectangular bottle with arched shoulders and a short narrow cylindrical neck. On one of the 
wider walls, at the side of the upper part, in an oval field, a relief D¹browa coat of arms with 
the letters KZCCPWM (Krzysztof of Ciechanowiec Ciechanowiecki, Steward of Mœcis³aw 
Voivodeship); the coat of arms was reconstructed on the basis of an impression in glass from
1622-1644, excavated in the vicinity of Mœcis³aw. The underside of the bottom features a cut 
rosette.

FC-ZKW/1126 FC-ZKW/1127





Condition report: bad condition; damage of the silvering, 
multiple frame fragments missing, fragments preserved 
separately.

Provenance: 1997 gift of Bohdan Wyd¿ga for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

X. MIRRORS

 295 Mirror
Urzecze, 1740s
colourless glass, cut, amalgam, wood, paper, brass
H 134 cm, W 56 cm
Inv. No. ZMK/6341

Looking glass of the Venetian mirrors type.
Rectangular mirror, in a frame composed 

of narrow mirror strips (of rounded upper 
corners), cut into rosettes and circular 
lenses in turns. At the bottom three addi-
tional decorative elements, stressing the 
points of fixture of a candleholder glass 
branches, fixed to the frame. The mirror 
surmounted by a richly profiled cyrata, 
adorned by an engraved regent’s lattice and 
pinned at the top with three leaves. 

ZMK/6341





 296 Mirror
Europe, 1st half of 19th c.
glass, cut, amalgam, wood, parchment
H 156 cm, W 59 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/3025

Rectangular mirror in a mirror frame in the 
form of narrow strips adorned with a cut 
ornament with stylised floral elements, fac-
eted edges. In the corners cut mirror cap in 
the form of leaves. The mirror surmounted 
by a cyrata composed of multiple tiny mirror 
elements of irregular shapes, symmetrically 
placed (forming a kind of fan) around the 
centrally placed dominant pane – round, 
partly profiled, decorated with a basket with 
flowers under a lambrequin. The other ele-
ments adorned with cut stylised flowers (in 
the lower part of the composition) and round 
and oval lenses (in the upper section).

Mirror panes fixed to the wooden frame 
underlaid with parchment.

Looking glass of the Venetian mirrors type 
repeating the form used ca. mid-18th c.

Condition report: bad condition; numerous impurities and 
substantial damage of the underside of the pane, fragments 
of the silvering missing; left “frame” preserved in three 
parts, one lower “leaf ” and around 1/5 elements of the top 
missing; crack of the top of the wooden frame.

Provenance: 1981 gift of Dorota Siwicka for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

ZKW/3025

Mirrors





 297 Mirror
Bohemia?, late 19th c.
silvered glass, cut, wood
H 145 cm, W 75 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2679

Rectangular mirror in a mirror frame in the form of narrow bands decorated in turn with cut 
oval lenses and “pearls” and additionally with stylised palmettes in the corners and rosettes at 
mid-height of the longer sides of the frame. The top added later: a composition of mirror ele-
ments – volutes and stylised leaves supporting the centrally placed big acanthus leaf.

All the elements set on a wooden frame.
The looking glass imitates 18th-century Venetian-type mirrors.

Condition report: traces of the damage of the silvering, 
top added later.

Provenance: 1990 gift of Irena £ukin for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Mirrors

ZKW/2679





 298 Mirror
Europe, 20th c.
colourless glass, cut, amalgam
H 84 cm, W 52 cm
Inv. No. ZKW/2765

Mirror in the shape of an oval with a cham-
fered edge, fit for framing.

Condition report: small chips at the edge.

Provenance: 1972 gift of Maria Ferlian for the ZKW.

Literature: unpublished.

Mirrors

ZKW/2765





Fundacja Ciechanowieckich ZKW (Fundacja Zbiorów im. Ciechanowieckich w Zamku Królewskim w Warszawie)

 Foundation of the Ciechanowiecki Family Collection at the Royal 

 Castle in Warsaw

MNK (Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie) National Museum in Kraków

MNKi (Muzeum Narodowe w Kielcach) National Museum in Kielce

MNP (Muzeum Narodowe w Poznaniu) National Museum in Poznañ 

MNW (Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie) National Museum in Warsaw

MNWr (Muzeum Narodowe we Wroc³awiu)  National Museum in Wroc³aw

Muzeum Czartoryskich (Muzeum Ksi¹¿¹t Czartoryskich, zbiory Fundacji Ksi¹¿¹t Czartoryskich przy MNK)

 The Princes Czartoryski Museum, collection of the Princes 

 Czartoryski Foundation at the National Museum in Kraków

Muzeum Etnograficzne we Lwowie (Muzeum Etnografii i Rzemios³a Artystycznego Ukraiñskiej Akademii Nauk we Lwowie)

 State Museum of Ethnography, Arts and Crafts of the Ukrainian 

 Academy of Sciences in Lviv

Muzeum Karkonoskie (Muzeum Karkonoskie w Jeleniej Górze) 

 Karkonoskie Museum in Jelenia Góra

Muzeum Lubomirskich (Muzeum Ksi¹¿¹t Lubomirskich we Lwowie) 

 The Princes Lubomirski Museum in Lviv

Muzeum Sztuki U¿ytkowej (Muzeum Sztuki U¿ytkowej, Oddzia³ Muzeum Narodowego w Poznaniu)

 Museum of the Applied Arts, Branch of the National Museum in Poznañ

Muzeum UJ (Muzeum Uniwersytetu Jagielloñskiego Collegium Maius w Krakowie) 

 The Collegium Maius – Museum of the Jagiellonian University in Kraków

Muzeum Kroœniewice (Muzeum im. Jerzego Dunin-Borkowskiego w Kroœniewicach)

 Jerzy Dunin-Borkowski Museum in Kroœniewice

Muzeum £añcut (Muzeum-Zamek w £añcucie) Castle Museum in £añcut

Muzeum Tarnów (Muzeum Okrêgowe w Tarnowie)

 Regional Museum in Tarnów

Muzeum Wilanów (Muzeum Pa³ac w Wilanowie, Warszawa)

 Palace Museum in Wilanów, Warsaw

ZKW (Zamek Królewski w Warszawie – Pomnik Historii i Kultury Narodowej)

 Royal Castle in Warsaw – Memorial of National History and Culture

Abbreviations of names of institutions 
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Glossary of terms

Amalgam – a solution of metal in mercury; since the early 

16th c. Venetians used an amalgam of tin or lead to 

mirror making; this was the only method in operation 

until the mid-19th c.

Cutting – a technique of decoration with the use of 

vibrating discs made of various materials which 

results in different engraving patterns – flat (facets), 

concave-convex, or wedge-shaped. One of the most 

popular patters (e.g. in the Lubaczów Glasshouse) 

was the “fish tile” or the “honeycomb”. An engraving 

technique used in Antiquity, revived since the 17th c. 

mainly in Bohemia, Germany, and England.

Double-walled glass (German Zwischengoldglas) – compo-

sed of two vessels closely fitting into one another. 

A vessel with walls adorned with gold foil with an 

engraved drawing, sometimes also painted with 

transparent varnishes, was put inside a bigger vessel 

which protected the decoration; the point of contact 

under the edge was sealed with a resin varnish. 

A technique known in Antiquity, used in the modern 

era predominantly in Bohemia in the first half of 

the 18th c.

Enamel painting – decorating glass with paints combining 

metal oxides and glass frit; burned in low temperatu-

res, they make a permanent combination with glass 

surface.

Engraving – a decoration consisting in a mechanical 

cutting of a pattern. It was most frequently used for 

the ornamentation of bowls and feet of glasses, 

beakers, and walls of bigger glassware (e.g. bottles 

or decanters). Sometimes limited to a single motif 

(e.g. coat of arms), it could also cover the entire 

surface, thus creating a sort of horror vacui 

(e.g. Silesian glassware).

Faceting – engraving that creates a geometrical pattern 

of straight facets on the glass surface. Vertical facets 

were most often used on stems of glasses, but also 

on their bowls or beakers.

Filigree glass – transparent glass with fused threads of 

opaque or colour glass, forming less or more complex 

patterns. A spiral air filigree made of twisted threads 

18th was used in the stems of glasses, especially 

English ones, in the 18th c.

Flint glass, lead crystal – glass with a substantial lead 

oxide content (20-35%), introduced in the 1670s by 

George Ravenscroft in England, made popular in 

Europe in the 18th c.

Flute – a champagne glass with a slender, tall, and narrow 

bowl on a short stem, used since the 17th c. Flutes 

measured up to as many as 50 cm in height.

Glass disease – a disproportionate ratio between the 

components of glass batch (calcium oxide to alkalis) 

triggering chemical processes that result in a steady 

decrystallisation of glass. The first symptom of glass 

disease is the matting or “sweating” of glass, then 

a crizzling as well as loosening and flaking of upper 

rings. The preservation of fixed and stable moisture 

and temperature conditions slows down the process.

Glass gilding – a decoration made by the laying of a gold 

flake, gold powder or colloidal gold, made perma-

nent by burning.

Glass coloured in the batch – metal oxides were added 

to glass mass, which resulted in its having a uniform 

colour, not limited to the surface.

Hot-moulded decoration – the ornamentation of the 

surface of objects with affixed motifs extracted with 

pincers from malleable hot glass batch. These inclu-

ded ribs, “raspberry prunts”, knobs, notched “combs”, 

etc. Glass was ornamented in this way in glasshouses 

located in forests, while the more sophisticated 

elements shaped with pincers were introduced by 

Venetian glass masters.

Layer glass – composed of a few layers of colourful glass, 

made by blowing one colour bubble into another 

of a different hue or a uniform spread of a batch of 

colour glass over a bubble of a different hue stuck 

to the blowpipe. The method known in Antiquity, 

again popular among Bohemian glassblowers in the 

second quarter of the 19th c.

Lustre paints – paints with the inclusion of metal 

oxides, used for colouring glassware surfaces.

Overlay glass – a simplified version of layer glass: glass 

is immersed in molten glass of another colour and 

thus acquires a thin layer on the surface.

Passglas (German) – a tall cylindrical beaker divided into 

parts with actual or painted rings that mark the 

amount of liquid to be drunk by a person drinking 

a toast, popular in Germany in the 17th-18th c.
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Ranfbecher – a kind of low Biedermeier beaker with walls 

wedge-cut at the base, replacing the form of Empire-

style cylindrical glass. Characteristic predominantly 

of the Bohemian and Austrian circle, frequently 

decorated with transparent enamels (the favourite 

of the glass painter Kothgasser) and gilding, in the 

period 1820-1840 also with bands embroidered with 

beads, imitating the lively colours and patterns of 

contemporary floral laces.

Roemer (German) – a Rhineland wine glass characteristic 

of Germany, with a spherical bowl resting on a wide 

empty cylindrical stem, adorned at one time with 

applications in the form of knobs or “raspberry 

prunts” and a flared foot made of coiled thread.

Staining – coating glass with a mixture of ochre and silver 

compounds (colour yellow) or copper compounds 

(colour red).

Toast goblet – a glass with a bulky big-sized bowl, 

frequently with a cover, used mainly in the first half 

of the 18th c. for toasts during especially momentous 

celebrations. It was used by the host (who drank to 

the health of all the guests) and by the entire feasting 

party, hence the name “succession” glass, as after the 

toast it was passed on to the next person.

Verre églomisé  – a technique of cold glass ornamentation: 

gold or silver foil with needle-etched motifs, placed 

on the bottom side of the glass panel, covered in 

a layer of protective varnish or additionally painted 

with colour paints or varnishes. Known in Antiquity 

and the Middle Ages, it was again popular from the 

close of the 17th c. through the end of the 18th c. 

The term derives from the name of the French framer 

J.B. Glomy, active in the end of the 18th c.
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